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NOTICE. 

From time to time, as material is available, it is proposed to pull ee 
numbers of this periodical. The dates of publication cannot be stated, 
but it is hoped that it will be possible to issue one volume of four 
parts every year. It will include matter more or less connected with 

Museum work and the results of any investigations and researches 
carried on by the Members of the Staff of the Federated. anak States E 
Museums. 

These Notes will take the place of the “ Perak Museum Notes” ; 
the first number of which was issued in 1893. It has, unfortunately, 
not appeared for some years past, owing to the inability of the Perak 
Government Printer to spare the type necessary to print it. 

Copies may be obtained on application at the Perak or Selangor 

Museum 
3 cts. 

Annual Subscription iis ius = Be m M 

Single Copy T oe d se e 75 
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THE EGGS AND EMBRYOS OF SCHLEGEL'S GAVIAL 

(TOMISTOMA SCHLEGELI, S. MÜLLER). 

By А. L. BUTLER, F.z.s., M.B.O.U., ETC., 

LATE Curator OF THE SELANGOR MUSEUM. 

QCHLEGEL'S GAVIAL has only been recorded from the Malay 
Pen pem since 1896 (Boulenger, P.Z.S., 1896, p. 628), and so 

little is Fai ©. rel gy that the following note on its eggs and 
young may béo 

On the 28th ̂  J m 1899, when I was at Kuala Selangor, Mr. Hale, 
the District Officer, gave me six large crocodile’s eggs for the Museum. 
He 
the same time and brought in for the Government reward of 10 cents 
an п egg. о thaw eleven were destroyed ped = kept for ше. 

ur I found to be addled, the remaining tw taining young croco- 
diles, which, from their abruptly pointed bk. like snouts, I at once 
recognised as young gavials. 

All the eggs were very uniform in size; two of them measured 
4 x 25 inches and 33 x 21 inches 

rom the large size and number of the eggs they were probably 
сорок by a gavial considerably larger than any yet obtained in the 

largest Peninsular Umen at present recorded 
(бош Trai) measured 8 feet 9 inches 

One of the two young gavials extracted from the eggs measured 
65 inches in total length and 3} inches from snout to vent. In estate 
it was dark grey, the tail lighter marked above with 12 transverse 
black bands, interrupted on the dorsal line (5 bands on the body and 
7 on the tail) ; the lower parts were white. 

top of the head had a whitish appearance caused by the brain 
шз through thin and semi-transparent skull, but this eder 
disappeared before the young leave the egg. 

The snout of this embryo specimen was only about twice as long ` 
of as its width at the base, or about the same length as the rest 

the head. 

= THIS n, which was caught in the Perak river, near Pulau Tiga, in 
Lower Perak, is лот in the Reptile Gallery of the Natural History Museum at 
South Kensin 

It is rather аяна if the inference here drawn is correct. In the case of 
common crocodile the eges are of у very uniform size, quite irrespective of 

the Dump cem of the mother. There are five eggs of the Malayan Gavial in 
the Perak Museum. eir measurements are as 

Locality. : Diameter, 
The Kinta river s к nie pi tion x py inches 

» wos ae d A 
Perak river, near Telok Anson  ... Hi n cw cae с 

us ses ©. Ж fes x 2f. й 
Selangor, given by Mr. Butler... 45 ^, x 27, 5 

L. W. 

Jan., 1905, 
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on abandoned tapioca estates, where it forms nests four or five е 
m is EK attacks кое», but does not do any seriou 

dam being more o uisance from the nips the pow verfa 
ала к of the soldiers can inflict on the coolies plucking the nu 

а the plantations I есе to grow up in grass, the termites 
do not seem to ascend the 

TERMES ааш 

This is the species usually written of under the name of Term 
diese which is an allied form, ee ned to Afriea. "The nest of the 
species varies much in shape according to the age of the community 
and the type of soil in which it has been ege but large mounds may 

been well described and figured by Haviland (Journ. Linn. Soc. Zool. 5 
XXVI, - 26, 381 et seq.) and I can сои his observations in every 
respect 

species constructs globular honey-combed masses of com- 
„ы woody fibre and cultivates a species of fungus thereon, on 
which the dem are fe d There is not the slightest evidence that this 
species does any harm to living plants, and much to the contrary, and 

the sides of road-cuttings, etc., are in the ma er of in instances you 
communities or colonies from a larger mound either of this ora аай, 
allied species 

TERMES PALLIDUS. 

A very much smaller species generally found nesting in the outer 
shell of the mounds of the species. It also is a fungus 
grower and appears to be equally harmless. 

еи күн 

Dipi of a blackish ne material, more hon ма nd 
with far less earthy matter than that form ing the nests of T. 
malayanus, and often excessively ha: е species is commoner on 
hill than on flat land and is not injurious. 

Termes LacEssrTUS. 
Occasionally seen on the trunks of Para а-н Rambong but not 

doing any damage. Nest of papery material, usually on trees and 
shrubs in secondary jungle. A species of no economic importance. 

TERMES UMBRINUS. 
This species nests in the stumps of dead trees and is often seen the march in enormous numbers frequently travelling a distance of we 
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or three hundred yards in columns a couple of inches wide. It 
Apparent feeds on dead leaves, twigs, etc., and is occasionally seen in 

situated near jungle, but does not do any h 

V.—NATURAL HABITAT AND SURROUNDINGS 

OF TERMES GESTROI. 

nder normal p e., on unopened land — Termes ела 
е mg white ant with which we are concerned as an agricultural pest 
is =e о means a common сте п the Federated Mala ay States 

t has been met with, but iis sporadically, in low-lying jungle in 
the Kuaha Selangor and Kuala Lumpur districts, and is fairly common 
in the neighbourhood of Rantau Panjang and behin ib. 

far as has been observed, it is scarce or does not occur on granite 
and limestone soils, nor at any great elevation. Low laterite hills, 
covered with small jungle, and older jungle growing on land with a 

vy clay sub-soil are the most favoured localities, but as it has been 

ourteen occasions it is unwise to dogmatise on the point. It is 
evident that wherever it exists some natural cause must keep it rigidly 
in check, as otherwise the trees on which it feeds would probably 
become extinct 

VI.— REASONS FOR PRESENT ABUNDANCE. 

Its present abundance is only an instance of what frequently 
happens when the balance of nature is interfered with by i opera- 
tions of man, and one has only to mention as a case in 
plague of voles which occurred some years ago in the South of Scotland 

d whieh was directly traced to high game preserving and the conse- 
quent. den of owls and hawks, the natural enemies of the 
insectivore. 

The heme too, originally an American insect, was never 
seriously dangerous to American vines, whose roots possessed the 
power 1 at But w accommodation to the insect : u 
merican vine stocks, and with them the deseen were introduce 

into Europe, the native vines, which had not acquired this resisting 
power, were rapidly attacked and destroyed. 

The == under which Para rubber is reputed to grow in its 
native ben ts are not such as would favour the co-existence of any 
great ber of termites. The tree, therefore, when transpo; 
this бейшин, has to contend with difficulties to which the native 
Malayan trees 

y immune, and the increase of an otherwise unimportant member 
of the local insect fauna is abnormally stimulated. 

VII.—NATIVE TREES ATTACKED. 

Among native trees T. gestroi appears mainly to attack species of 
the genus Macaranga, which, it is significant to note, belongs to the 
same natural order as Hevea brasiliensis. Jelutong (Dyera costulata) 
is also affected, but not to any serious extent, and so are various 
species of Mango, both wild с cultivated. 

Grown under artifical conditions tembusu (Тр fragrans) has 
been damaged, especially in [m neighbourhood of Seremban and near 
Tampin. On one estate, where Gr lon robusta has been planted as 
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a shade tree, the ants have practically exterminated it. Coconuts are 
also affected but not to anything like the same extent as Para 
rubber. Rambong is but slightly attacked, and when it is, generally 
survives, a result “probably due ‘in part to its constitutional powers 

of resistance and in part to its habit of growth. 

VUI.—AGE OF PARA WHEN ATTACKED. 

It is very rare for any material damage to be done before the tree 
is 3$ years old, but I can find no satisfactory explanation of this 
apis fact. xf may possibly be that Termes gestroi is naturally 

arce and scattered that it takes an appreciable time for a 
sufficient stock T [cies but more probably the species cannot 
work without a minimum amount of shade, which is not afforded 
until the age of 3 to 4 years is attained. А third theory, to which a 
eai amount of plàusibility attaches, is that the nests of the ants, 

with certain South African species, are normally situated at a 
dotidibenblo depth beneath the surface, to which the roots of the 
rubber do not extend until the age of about four years, though this 
again is discounted by the situation of the nests as setali found. 

IX.—INFLUENCE OF SOIL UPON T. GESTROI. 

It has been demonstrated from returns sent in and E various 
typical "cm visited, that, other things being equal, t amage 
cau re t p er varies more or less directly with the ours of 

of termi 
and, where the natural water level lies far beneath the surface 

termites can penetrate to a correspondingly great depth, and speaking 
broadly it may be said that the hill country estates in Negri Sembilan 
are more badly affected than those of the flats in —— though 
possibly other causes may also have contributed to this 

Taking all considerations into account, it has, I think, been fairly 
demonstrated = = land best suited to Para rubber is a fairly stiff 
soil, capable taining a certain amount of moisture during 
а which is йрт ar wi ith a н eflicient system of 
drai The slightly increased percentage of trees destroyed by 
ud in such a situation as compared with a light soil is probably far 

t mpensated for by the quicker and more luxuriant 
growth of the trees that escape. 

X.— SPACING. 

istance between the trees is also a decided factor in their 

е il b | 
л, кош seems to be far more than counterbalanced by {Б 

er return per aere and the sowie growth of the trees 
E widely planted. 

XI. —INFLUENCE OF SEASON. 

White ants are much more active duri riods of heavy rain, or 
rather immediately after such rain. vum d i 



XII.—METHOD OF ATTACK, 

The methods of attack of T. gestroi are eminently characteristic, 
and when once their earthworks are seen and recognised, they can 
never be mistaken for those of any other species. "The tree seems first 
of all to be prospected, by two or three tunnels run straight up the 
trunk; if the indieations are favourable the whole circumference. is 

the ants speedily eat down to the cambium. The vast majority of 
attacks by individual termites are repelled by the cambium, but 
sooner or later a non-resistant spot is reached and the whole body of 
te 

by the actual death of the tree, for in many cases the living tissues 
are perfeetly sound, but from the weakening cf the trunk and taproot 
added to the natural brittleness of the wood, rendering them unable 
to resist the slightest wind pressure. On certain estates it has been 

through the scars thus produced. It is therefore highly important 
bu the cuts should be nee down = ke T into the cambium laver, 
as e case on the Sungei Ren tes, where in no — 
ае have ants secured а s foothold m in the manner indicated above 

XIII. GENERAL BIONOMICS OF TERMES GESTROI. 

not been successful, nor, so far as I am aware, has any сои 
пагане, in finding the king and queen of Termes gestroi. Amon 
numerous communities investigated one was found containing imma- 
ture winged forms and eggs, but careful search failed to reveal anything 
in the nature of a royal cell, which in all probability is not built by 
this species. The vast majority of nests contain merely soldiers and 
workers, and I concur with Dr. Haviland in thinking that it is 
extremely ate that the greater number of communities are without 

and are merely offshoots from some central nest, from 
which denim forms, and possibly eggs, are conveyed. Under 
conditions with which we are at present unfamiliar, it is not unlikely 
that sexually active males and females may be produced by post- 
metamorphic changes. The termitaria or nests are contained within 
the trunks of the ane attacked and are formed of narrow labyrinthine 
chambers composed of woody and earthy matter that has passed 
through the alimentary canal of the insects, the whole of the interior 

winged form e 
probable that the mensi season, like that of the other species of 
termites in this country, is from September to Christmas, and it is 
before and during this period that repressive measures should be most 

fore the more reason to believe that if vigorous preventive measures 
are persevered in for a A EPER TA time, the pest will gradually abate. 
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XIV.—NATURAL ENEMIES OF TERMITES. 

The t important enemies of termites are undoubtedly the true 
ants, which may often be seen carrying off the workers to their 
nests. Three specially active species are the kéringa (Oecophylla 

7 pecies т seen runnin 

Birds o themselves with the 
forms during swarmin Frogs and toads, including Megalophrys 
nasuta, mn melanostictus and Callula pulchra, also live largely on 
termites. 

of those enemies, however, could be made any practical use 

acclimatisation, however, are always hazardous, and often end in the 
most unlooked for and unwelcome results 

XV.— REMEDIES. 

Of the host of remedies tried, it cannot be said that a single one 
== itself a conspicuous success. From the habits of the pest, em : 

praetieally no effect. At Jugra, Mr. Baxendale is — niis 
of hot water with isse: results, but his estate is by no mea 
badly infested and the method would pro Д һе арай mile оп » 
all an extensive scale, and is at best a palliativ 

The most suecessful treatment yet devised is to thoroughly scra 
off all сона from the tree, taking сате to kill the ants in so 
doing, and to powder the trunk thiekly with freshly-slaked lime, 
applied in a dry state. The earth round the base of the tree should 
be removed to the depth of a foot or eighteen inches, and a liberal 
dressing of setius applied. The trees should be inspected every other 
day, and treatment repeated if necessary. 

It is a well-established fact, that white ants are very intoleran 
any form of decaying animal or feecal matter, and should the veris 

in repelling the exte a while night-soil dug in 
the base of the might ward off internal attack. The treatment of 

with a small quantity of an onium salt, p 1 led trees amm 
the sulphate, might not improbably have the same action, as Dr. Wright, 
of , informs me that urine appplied to damaged trees rapidly 

* Report of the Hope Professor of Zoology, Oxford, 1903, p. 53. 

къы T 
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drives off the ants, the result apparently sage on the ero 
mmonia during decomposition. The saving of trees attacked fr 

the tap-root, or beneath the ground level, is a far more difficult matter, 
for, as noted in previous paragraphs, there is = frequently no 
indication of damage. Should this be detected in time, the base of 
the tree should be well exposed and treated with lime. If large cavities 
exist, two or three ounces of carbide of caleium orto be introduced 
with a little water, and the aperture plugged with у. The 
acetylene gas thus produced is a fairly powerful Silkedticido, but its 
usefulness is mfra by its great diffusive power and consequent 
ephemeral effect. Carbon bisulphide has been suggested as suitable, 
and there is no doubt that this chemical is a most valuable insecticide 
which could be put to a multitude of uses in this country if only it was 

England 

, 

procurable at a reasonable cost and with some regularity. g 
it is much used for freeing grain from weevils Lus could be applied to 
rice in this a for a Se deer 1 owever, think 

dioxide formed, than on its output of carbon bisulphide. I have gone 
into the question in detail and believe that the chemical could be 
produced in in this country at a far less cost than it would be 
por to import it for, when the prohibitive freight and heavy loss 
in transport is taken into account. My estimates and the facts on 
which they are based are embodied in Appendix A. 

XVI.—SUMMARY. 

Summarising the above information, it may fairly be taken as 
proved :— 

(a) That Termes gestroi, oe a scarce and unimportant 
er conditions normal to the country, has risen 

to the rank of a бейш agricultural pest, owing to the 
provision in large Mise of a suitable food : 

(b) е fas voee caused to estates is, in the main, due to 
tes bred within boi m and not in the adjacent 

Migle, otherwise trees near the boundaries would be 
most affected, which is not ot {ош to be the case ; 

(e) = less damage occurs on light soil, and when the spacing 
s far more than co is very wide, but that this i more unter- 

b by the more vigorou igit and better return 
per acre on heavier soil more thickly plan 

(d) That the mischief is most active in rainy weather ; 

(e) That the nests of the termites are to be found inside the 
trunks of the trees destroyed, and that Е d 
swarm—-i.e., attempt to form new irri pues e- 
time between September and Christma 

Cf) = no species of termite other than T. dei is injurious 
o living Para; 

(9) ed the attacks of the termites do not appear to be due to 
tecedent ase, fungoid or otherwise, е воше- 

times induced by mechanical injury to the cambiu 
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XVII.—RECOMMENDATIONS. 

I have to make the following recommendations :— 

(a) pure чыч, possible, dee be carried out by means of 
eed at stake and not by stumps ; 

(b) be Meses affected externally, trees be treated with dry 

sni "faterfid damage is suspected, by means of carbon 
bisulphide vapour forced into the cavities by means of a 
small pump fitted with three valves, one for Айа of 
carbon bisulphide, from an attach ed receiver, one for 

ixture of air near the end of the stroke, and one 
for the expulsion of the gaseous mixture. A rough 
diagram* is included in Appendix A. ba carbon 
bisulphide, solid caleium carbide may be u 

(c) That whenever a tree falls from the attacks of white ants, it 

mediately 
the fall of the tree and especial pronptttude is indicated 
if the event happens at all near the swarming sea 

(d) That the ше ушна building species be not interfered 
with, sie RT they largely take the place of 
saith wo more perate climates, and play an 
important vis cii ice wien of nature by rapidly 
converting dead timber and decaying vegetable matter 
into а form immediately available for plant nutrition ; 

(e) Set the с and even T of mismanaged 
neglected estates becoming a bree e g ground “for 

T. gestroi and hence a source of danger and expense to 
their эй st шынды be Жз юе Балана. by the Planters' 
Association 

XVIII. —CONCLUSION. 

In conclusion, I must express my acknowledgments for vs gem 
assistance rendered to me by the planting community in gene: 

Mr. . Parkinson, of Sungei Ren tate, үем, 46 
whom I am indebted for much material zm c е valuable sugges- 
tions, which are embodied in the present re 

HERBERT C. ROBINSON, 

Curator, 

SELANGOR SrATE MusEU 

Kvara LuwPvum, 13th бо. 1904. 

* Not printed, 
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APPENDIX A. 

MANUFACTURE AND USE OF CARBON BISULPHIDR. 

Theoretically 100 tbs. of sulphur should yield 119 tbs. of carbon 
bisulphide, but after allowing for leakage and loss from imperfect 
condensation, it will be safer to assume that 150 lbs. of sulphur are 
required to produce 100 ths. of CS,. 

Plant and building ; capital cost ne .. $2,000 

Monthly production 600 lbs. 

* Sulphur, 8 ewt. at $12.50 га da ied S100 
Charcoal, 10 ewt. at $1.50 i ie ir 15 

m ete - uo je - „кв 50 

ite on capital 10%, sinking fund 15%  ... 52 

Repairs 

$297 

or, roughly speaking, 50 cents per lb. 

With a consumption of 1,200 ths. per mensem we have— 

Establishment charges ... d ёз. а $132 

Cost of materials... е = Si — 330 

S 

$0.39 per lb., which is a very great ie а than carbon 
bisulphide can possibly be imported for. The of materials, o 
wages, repairs, and capital cost of apparatus have wes ака ай а 
very much Кийме rate than is likely to prevail, an exceedingly low 
condensation factor has been assumed, and a liberal allowance made 
for interest and sinking fund. 

I hee nevertheless, suggest that previous to есй action bug 
taken, the Government should instruct the Crown Agents to refer the 
question to either Professor Tilden, F. = S., Professor of Chemistry, 
Royal College of Science, or else to Profes or T. E. Tho orpe, of Somerset 
House, with the re — that they calc olaa plans for a plant on 
the following sca cale : 

Daily production required  ... le А 70 lbs. 
Working hours per day is i oe 7 

Working days per month  ... is as 20 

Temperature of condensing water ... es 80° F. 

All parts to ue "— accessible, readily replaced and as uncompli- 
cated as possi 

* Present price in London, retail, 16s. per cwt, 
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APPENDIX B. 

OTHER INSECT ENEMIES OF RUBBER. 

With the exception of Termes gestroi both Para rubber and 
Rambong are singularly free from insect pests of all uei oad 

MM following are the eue species that have been noticed as doin 
d in all cases the damage has been quite ыал. xut 

CE little tendency to spread. 

l. Ewmeces squamosus. —A weevil about 1 inch long and covered 
with powdery scales of a greenish or yellowish tint, which are readily 
rubbed off, when the insect becomes of a dull black colour. The adults 
cause be ed by defoliating the trees, but the grubs are harmless. 
Dese in the “ Agricultural Bulletin" for January and July, 1904. 

2. Anthribid sp.—A mottled grey and black beetle about 1l inch 
m long, with antenns ide the male) more than twice the length of the 

body, but shorter than half the body in the female ; head of large size, 
the elongated, and set at right angles to t y. Very common in this 

country. А single specimen was — emerging from the trunk of a 
ra tree, and others have been seen flying about pes qim The 

larvee of this family of рой ате дыш иы feeders on 
З. Epepeotes luscus.—Size very variable from { to 15 inch ; antennze 
re than twice the length of the body ; general eolour blackish, 

mottled with pale cream, a velvety Mack spot on each shoulder, 
surro у & narrow cream line. A very common species, the 

* larve, Tike those of the majority of the Longicorns, feeding on wood. 
Fo с опсе on the trunk of a Para rubber tree. 

4. Clytanthus annularis. FE eae corn). ux narrow insect about + 
to 3 inch long by 2; inch o s broad ; antenne filiform, not so long 
as the body ; general E. r mustard ie varied with black. A 
йш and wide-spread insect, found once ovipositing on the stems 
of Para seedlings. "marum “closely allied to the coffee borer of 
Southern India. 

5. Aspidiotus sp.—A scale insect Saisie belonging to this genus 
has once been noted on Para, but nothing more has been heard of it. 

Small beetles of the families Bostrychide and Scolytide 
frequently attack the bark of Para rubber. Their efforts seem, 
however, to Xs Rn ustrated by the latex, which exuding Pon the wounds 
coagulates d the head of the beetle and stops further progress 

7. The е of а small moth, greyish-brown in colour with a 
org tinge, "— about $ of an inch in spread, has sometimes been 

feeding o; ng d may mue attack Para. The 
viera a p be closely allied not identieal with, 

i 1 

| һе 
habits of the larve and the damage at present effected is hardl 
noticeable. 

It wil be unwise, however, to allow taban to be planted in the 
immediate vicinity € either of Para or Rambong. 





. Mus. Plate I. Journ. of the F.M. 
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE CAVE DWELLERS OF PERAK 

(WITH THREE PLATES). 

Br L. WRAY, 1.8.0., M.LE.E, Р.7.8., ETC. 

OME more work has been done in exploring p caves at Gunong 
Cheroh, near Ipoh, since the first paper the subject was 

published in the “Journal of the Anthropological : жыйнай, ” апа опе 
very interesting find made. s is the stone implement which is 
shown in Plate L, Fig. x J was found about 2 feet below the 

15 inch thick at the centre. Tt ж b. 5j oz. avoirdupois. The 
edge is ground ману equally frome bé side, and, as may be seen, is 
in perfect condition 

This would appear to be the first снн which has been found 
in the caves of the limestone hills of the Malay Peninsula. The pos- 
sibility of finding them has been already discussed, and as stated in 

which are so numerous in the State, were made by the cave dwellers, 
but only that they were contemporaneous with the makers of the 
implements, from whom they sometimes obtained one y barter or 
otherwise, in the same way as the modern Sakais get iron axes and 
cd knives from the Bites 

of i J? — that the cave dwellers were pe of ot which seems 
u 

present the floor of the cave is composed of shell and bone refuse as 
far out as the rocks on the right hind: side of this photograph. 

er digging in the cave shown in Plate II. brought portions 
ies гате skulls to light. The other bones of these skeletons ps 
also found in a more or less perfect s cL in Fie natural pem ons. 
These “gai like those previously foun re all in a very m uch 
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burial advanced in the former paper. Few of the other bones found 
were more than fragments, but some of wild pig and deer were deter- 
minable. 

In the photograph of this cave a section of the i esi is shown, 
and with a magnifying glass the shells may be distinctly made out. 
Beneath the human deposit is a layer of coarse river аай. This was 
undoubtedly deposited by tbe river, as it shows distinct iraces of 

g. No shells were found in it, but this is the d with the 
other river and alluvial deposits everywhere in the Sta The bed of 
the Kinta river is at present some 40 feet lower Quis the floor of 
he caves and it flows bout 100 yards i the right of the foot of 

e hill. 
The caves are about май ути round the cliff to the right from 

the нв quarry. Betw e two places are some extensive and 
beautiful caverns s which the ГАН have unfortunately been allowed 

works of nature. e ors of these caverns contain no evidences 
of human occupation. 

Since the above was written, I have seen near Pulau Tawar, in 
Pahang, quite a number of Sakai living-places, in the caves of a 
limestone hill called Kota Glanggi and a hill near it. The caves were 
mostly of the rock-shelter type. There were no Sakais oat in them, 

the ground, see a small lanti on which to sleep ; by the side of it 
s a raised lanti of sticks, with the fireplace beneath it. On this 
= Shey keep firewood, edibles, etc. The fireplace was on the ground 

the fire of sticks was made between three or four stones. In 

only one; each bed being just large enough to accommodate 
person, measuring about 5 feet long by 2 feet wide. The whole Wie 
more or dem enclosed by a fence of sticks, some 4 to 4} feet high. 
Sometimes this fence was on one side, sometimes on two sides and 
occasionally on three sides. In one case the hedge was formed of sticks 
on which the branches and dead leaves still remained. The others 
were mere open-work fences of small sticks tied together with rattan 
and jungle ereepers. In some of the caves there were five or six of 
these separate sleeping places. In most cases, near each was a stick 
planted in the ground, having two or more forks, formed ү cutting 
off the branches some six or eight inches from the main stem, at the 
upper end of it. It appeared to be used for hanging baskets, ete., 
on and also for man blowpipes and spears against, and in fact to 
take the place of our hat-stand. On the ground near the sleeping 
places were many Баас shells, Indian corn husks and the shells of 
kapayong and other jungle frui fruits. Тһе mollusean shells were both land 
and fresh water. In one place there were a number of Unio shells. 

rapped up in leaves were bundles of bones of animals. ese 
ч were placed in holes in the walls and roof of the caves. I 

cum ind many of these packets, and brought some away with me. "These 
r are now in the Perak Museum. The packets did not contain 

sog whole of the bones of an animal, but portions only, apparently the 
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bones of the part eaten by a single individual ata meal. In three 
cases there were the skulls of gibbons; other packets were of the 

s of musan стое while lying about were some fragments 
of Targo bones, poti ibly dee 

We have in this most lem case an example of the way in 
which the modern Sakai, of Pahang, lives in these etm caves. 
It bears out the conjectures I ventured to make regarding the c 
remains in Perak and goes a long way towards gaes that the joai 
who inhabited the Perak caves were Sakais also 

NOTE ON A GENUS OF BUTTERFLIES NEW TO THE 
MALAY PENINSULA. 

N MONGST a few butterflies collected in July, 1904, by the Museum 
collectors on Bukit Kutu, Selangor, at an approximate altitude 

of 3 eh feet, there occurs a species of the Lemonüd genus Dodona, 
ewitson, which has not bitherto been recorded from the Malay 

Peninsula, though a species is known from Borneo. 
cimen in question appn e o referable to Dodona deodata 

of sieh d the synonymy is as follows 

DODONA DEODATA, Hwrsw. 

Dodona deodata, Hewitson, Ent. Month. Mag., xiii. p. 151 (1876); 
Marshall and de Nicéville, Butter. of India, ii. p. 312 (1886); 
Elwes, P.z.s., 1891, p. 288, pl. xxvii., fig. 

Dodona longicaudata, de Nicéville, Proc. FER Soc. Beng., 1881, 
p. 121; Marshall and de Nicéville, op. cit. p. 313 pl. xxiv., 

fig. 117. 

Dodona deodata was са described from a worn specimen 

which had lost its tails and is now considered identical with the more 

recently described D. LdyoSuda be 

сисе Range. Assam (Shillong), Burma (Karen Hills), 

Moulm 
All Жайыл of the genus are hill-ranging vci found on deep 

forest, and the locality, Moulmein, whence the o al specimen of 
. deodata is said to have come, is open to doiak тө Гу Чы: 

NOTE ON A BLIGHT AFFECTING SUGAR CANES АТ 

NOVA SCOTIA ESTATE, LOWER PERAK. 

By L. WRAY. 

"HE so called “black mould” the sugar canes is only a 
secondary symptom, the true cause vie the disease being one of the 

insects popularly known as “ mealy bugs.” The ad oat 
with a white powdery covering, hence its name. It lives by sucking 

the juice of the leaves and leaf-stalks and the bh substance is 
excreted by it, being very noticeable on the dead and dying leaves. 
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The blight occurs in patches amongst the young canes and after- 
wards spreads, over considerable areas, as the canes grow. Each centre 
of infection may spread to as much as 400 square feet, by the time the 
canes are fit to crush. The size of the patches evidently depends on 
the period of infection. The blight may be carried about and 
distributed by the coolies passing along the rows of cane, or along the 
footpaths round their ir edges, as the insects fall off when the cane is 
shaken or a person brushes against it. This view is supported by the 
faet that the edges of the fields are more affected than the interiors. 

The blight attacks iue leaves, and, as they die off, ascends to the 
younger ones. Ultimately the cane also either dies or stops growing, 
and in the latter pri is “gf little or no use in the mill, as it contains 
hardly any sugar. 

I would suggest that the best way of arresting the progress of the 
blight is to spray the affected plants with kerosene oil emulsion. The 
emulsion I would recommend is made as follows : 

Calvert's carbolic soft soap  ... А ak Be 
Hot water ж E S .. 2 gallons 
Kerosene oil  ... T xd See, uice 

The water should be boiled and the soap dissolved in it. Then 
while still hot the oil is added and the whole violently agitated until 
it assumes the appearance and consistency of cream and ra is no 
free oil floating on the ba after standing for a short ti 

The best way to churn it up, is ы use a syringe. cs it ve 
and then squirting it out again into the containing vessel. 
action if eontinued for about ten iine usually suffice. This 

ied. This is made in the same way as above described, but in place 
of the soft soap, a tin of condensed mill à is substituted 

The fluid is to be sprayed on E the blighted cane with some sort 
of syringe. The best kind is one fitted with a cyclone — as it 
gives the finest spray and tharefore wets a greater surface in pro- 
portion to the amount of = eimi used. 

t was first suggested by me to kill the cater jillars 
which at that time were destroying all the cabbages in the esed 
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"i possible, the soap emulsion should be used for the mealy bugs, 
will be more likely to get at them than other forms of emulsio 

The white waxy covering protects the insects from water. Вовру 
water would, however, probably break down this defensive protection 
and allow tne emulsion to get at the insect. 'The young are not 
protected and will therefore easily be killed. 

If a lookout is kept on the fields and the patches of blighted canes 
are sprayed as soon as noticed, it is probable that it may quite easily 
and cheaply be kept in check. "This blight lives on many plants 
besides sugar -— and should be destroyed wherever found about 
the estate. АП insects of this class are most prolific and multiply 
with PE T 27404 when there is а sufficiency of eem 
food available. 1t might, therefore, at any time assume serio 
proportions, though, 1 understand, up to the present it has not aa 
much damage on Nova Scotia 

2nd October, 1901. 

NOTE ON RATUFA BICOLOR, THE LARGE MALAY 

SQUIRREL. 

Bx FREDERIC W. KNOCKER, 

FEMALE specimen of, what the writer considers to be, one of the 
numerous varieties of Ratufa bicolor, recently presented to the 

о. Perak Museum by er Watson, of Su Siput, is worthy of 
note as not only differing slightly from any variety yet described, but 
ao in its close resemblance to a mal mpan uirrel 

the Museum collections and labelled Sciurus laticaudatus. 

NC —— of the former, made whilst still i in the flesh, is as 
follo 

Length of body and head . 1 ft. SI ш, 
Length of tail to extremity of caudal verte- `- 
brae, without hair a а ЕЁ АД ап 

Length of hind-foot.. : wi id 3 in 
» ear is. 1 = 

The inguinal mammae (six i in DT soles and palms, black. 

The prevailing colour is rufous, the whole of the back, with the 
fore-limbs and buck of neck grizzled with black, which appearance is 

sal on, then à e annulation of light rufous and ti h 

black (? very dar ) The whole of the underparts pale ferru- 
ous, this colour continuous also on the inside of the limbs, but a gin o 

shade darker. The outer portion of the hind limbs is dusky rufous, 
not grizzled ; whilst on the upper part of the thigh is а broad band of 

pale buff about an inch wide. The feet are dark brown, the inner half 

e finge 

Crown of the head is gri ева rufous fut lighter than that of the back. 
Forward it shades off to а grizzly grey, which extends downwards in 

front of de: eye to the chin. The nose dark rus sty brown; cheeks 

greyish white, from which spot spring the blackish moustachois; the 

Jan., 1905. 
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The 
ears are small, with short dark brown hairs; irises reddy brown, and 
there is a dark crescent-shaped streak under each eye. The long 
distichous tail is of a uniform dull brick red, excepting the last four 
inches, which is dark brown, slightly mixed with pale buff hairs, 
ipee by a dark brown bar. The underneath is paler, and the 
а are covered with short blackish hairs, forming а conspicuous 

central lin 

This distinct structure of the tail from that of the typical black 
specimens seems to have been overlooked by writers subseque 
Cantor, although even this author does not actually draw attention 5 
the difference. But he classifies these varieties under * Var. В” with 
the **Syn.-Sciurus auriventer, Is. Geoff. apud Schinz,” and in the 
course of the description he notes: —* On the lower surface of the 

that the long hairs of the varieties mostly spring Бон the sides of the 

dorsal s vertebrze, being quite scanty on the urface—hence the feathery 
appearance. But in the typical a spring from all round 
the vertebre and are much more profuse—hence the apparent round- 
ness. "These notes, which writer ventures to thin 
signifieance, are made from the 8 ns no 
Museum collections, y assures me = 18 = the 
same with the specimens in ice Selangor Museum as quite ang 
recently examined. Measurements taken е the hort "ioni hairs 
of the Perak specimens ний as follows 

Typ. Ja i ids dw 27 mm. 

Var. m5 E Fes Ws (Simpang) 11 mm. 

Var. A S 3s (S. Siput) 9 mm. 

Thus apart from the he difference pu out this alone would 
appear to be worthy of attentio 

The squirrel from Simpang has been noted by Flower in his 
“Mammalia of Siam and the Malay Peninsula,” as Funambulus 
T (* P.Z.S.," 1900, p. 359). Mr. Wray, however, is now of 

e o mue 

Comm riu 
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it шау possibly bear some resemblance to н Pahang шон of the 

same species mentioned by Ridley (* Journ. Str. oy. Asiatic 

Soc.” No. 25, 1894, p. 58) as “of a dirty yellowish wits colour almost 

tawny on the back.” 

he new specimen from Sungei Siput, T am inclined to think, finds 
its nearest resemblance in specimen “R” of the Indian Museum 

catalogue (“ Cat. Mamm. Ind. -x "ш, 1891, р .8)* бо. the crown 

are whitish, the end of the n d chin alone being dark." Again, 

the two Bornean specimens “ T " and “А 2" are “very dark grizzled 

bove but with yellowish not blackish feet." It is just "possible there- 

fore that the squirrel under on is intermediate between 

these two varieties. e speci “R” is a male animal from Perak. 

There is Det one typical rper (fro m the Larut Hills) in the 

Perak Museum—the animal with the “intense shining black ” upper- 

parts and onderparts of a “deep ий на fulvous," the quoted words 
being Can 

Other dd not mentioned in the context are :— 

Слхтов.—р. 38 (reprinted in “ Misc. Papers relating to Indo- 

China” vol. П., pp. 34-36 
Вілхрғовр.—“ Faun. Brit. iod. " Mamm. pp. 373 and 374. 

Вохнотк.—“ Fascie. Malay.” Zool. Pt. I., 1903, p. 18. 

Perak Мизком, 

2nd November, 1904. 

FURTHER ADDITIONS TO THE BATRACHIAN FAUNA OF 

THE MALAY PENINSULA WITH A LIST OF THE 

SPECIES AT PRESENT KNOWN TO OCCUR THEREIN. 

Bx HERBERT С. ROBINSON. 

N the “ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of EN 1902 (2)," 

рр. 188 et seq., Mr. A. L. Butler gives à list of recent additions to 

distinguished authority. 

NECTOPHRYNE HOSII, BouLENGER. 

Originally collected by Mr. Hose in the neighbourhood of Mt. 

Dulit, Sarawak, Borneo, and described by Mr. Boulenger. 

Two specimens, male and female, were captured in a tree in deep 

jungle about nine miles from Kuala Lumpur, and, owing u the striking 

dissimilarity in the sexes,* were at first thought to be distinct species. 

The female, which is very much larger than the male, i s coloured 

greenish olive and is profusely spotted with clearly defined bright 

beim yellow spots, while the male is uniform dull olive brown above, 

dirty white beneath. 

* This €— has also been noted by Mr. Shelford (cf. Report, Sarawak 

Museum, 1901-2, p. 14). 
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The genus Nectophryne is notable for the abnormal distribution of 
its numbers, species being known from the Malayan countries, Mala- 

mW 1 
para oecurring i 
genera of longicorns. Nectophryne is as a rule decidedly rare and it may 

worth while recording that ые other тошини species, N. 
nly known 1 guentheri, previously о as this fauna 

18 CO was recently found by i£ eon the боа red а small 
stream on the borders of SORS. and Jelebu. 

RANA NIGROVITTATA, BLYTH. 

This species was originally described from Tenasserim by Blyth 
эке pcd Soc. Beng. xxiv. 1855, p. 718), but his description was 

and the species remained кыс ised until it was rediscovered 
in Upper [due by Signor Fea, whose collections were worked out T 

Mr. et ede eee Mus. Civ. Genoa (2) xiii. 1893, p. 334, pl. viii. 

specimens were obtained in January, 1904, fro 

muddy рози ary p» foot of the limestone hills in which the Batu Cow 
are 

RANA NICOBARIENSIS, Srot. 

First discovered in the Nicobar Islands and subsequently in Nias 
and Sumatra. Several young individuals were secured in the same 
zc as the preceding species 

IXALUS, Sr. Nov. 

This frog, which Mr. Boulenger informs me is à new species, w 
noted by Mr. Ridley in the jungle near Batu Tiga. It was sitting оп on 
a gingerwort with the body much flattened and presented an extra- 
ordinary resemblance to a dead and bleached leaf. Its forelegs were 
extended in front of its head and its hind legs ir adpressed to 
the body so that the posterior portion of the bod 5 е. the 
anterior an illusion that is commonly cultiv sod us of 
protection by several TE notably butterflies of iie gm Prti 
and by certain Homoptera 
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Ceciliidex. 
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EcavDATA. 

Pelobatidæ. 

3. Megalophrys montana, Kuhl. | — | — | — m — | 77 | Also in Palawan and Di- ` E 

4. » nasuta, Eo LEID D ue Bu OE nagat. 

5. longipes, AE eu | 
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A MALAY METHOD OF TREATING TOOTHACHE. 
By L. WRAY, 

T она method of expelling the maggots or worms (ulat) 
which are supposed by the Malays to be the cause of toothache 

was observed recently in Larut, Perak; the patient being a Javanese 
gardener, who said he had had toothache for some days past. 

The blade of a changkul or digging hoe was supported эшет eie ud 
n two bricks, one placed at either end of it, and a fire of s 
Ended o on the ground between them and beneath it. Pues the middle 

наб apin inha. the vapour from the bamboo, co ntinuing he 

after another inhalation and expectoration discovered a secon 

men after looking at the worms in the bucket were quite satisfied with 

the success of the operation and the fire was put out and the 
treatment concluded. The Javanese the next day stated that he was 

quite cured. 

The а ted from the seeds was said to be very pungent (ы) and 

deii (pahit). "The variety of the egg-fruit used in this cure is a thorn 

PIE small red fruit. It is wild and fairly common in scrub 

Кайр ds und villages. 

It is, Pom needless to add, that a close inspection of the 
sed worms, disclosed the fact that they were only thin strings 

of saliva floating in the water. 

LIST OF A SMALL COLLECTION OF MAMMALS, BIRDS 

AND BATRACHIANS FROM GUNONG ANGSI, NEGRI 

SEMBILAN 

Bx HERBERT C. ROBINSON, м.в.ол. 

AM. not aware that any rae of the fauna of the mountains of 

the Malay Peninsula "bob n Batang Padang on the north and 

Gunong Ledang (Mt. Ophir) on a south has as yet been published. 

The present list may therefore be of interest as showing that the cha- 
racteristic Himalayo- T forms, such as Sibia, Mesia, Pag noes 
do not occur on the mou s of Negri Sembilan, whic 

to be inhabited, so far as our present laforas goes, = Өр 

Malayan forms identical with those found on Mt. Ophir and in the 
Johore hills. 

* 
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Gunong Angsi is the highend point of a range of hills, which attain 
maximum elev: "e of about 3,200 feet, and is situated about e leyen 

rom Sere 

of which a list is given below, was made by the e Dyak hunters of the 
Selangor Museum during the Me forinight i in November, 1904 

MAMMALIA. 

1, Нуговатеѕ svNDACTYLUS (Dzsm.); Flower, P.Z.S., 1900, р. 313. 
А very large male of the Siamang, which, with Ms bea 

of the specimen recorded by Mr. Flower, does m to 
have been previously obtained in the Negri Semb flan. 

2. HYLOBATES LAR (Linn.); Flower, op. cit., p. 312. 

A абв immature female of black form. The parent, 
ich was not secured, was said to = yellowish white. 

The occurrence of these two prete n the same hill is 
interesting, as according to native мепа they are 
never found together. 

3. Scrurus TENUIS (Homsr.); Flower, op. cit., 357. 
One specimen. 

4. FuxAMBULUS rNSIGNIS (Е. Cuv.) ; Flower, op. cit., p. 360. 
Agreeing precisely with others from Tetom (Perak-Pahang 

border) and Bukit Kutu, in having much rufous on the 
upper surface, thereby differing from the East Coast form. 
F. insignis jalorensis, Bonhote. 

5. КАТОРА BICOLOR (SPARRM.); antea, p. 

wo imens, an old female and a younger male, agree v 
coD with that described by Mr. Knocker, both have the 

pper surface a dull gray with a yellow tinge becoming 
tud on the head. The tail of the female isa EU sooty 
grey, perfectly uniform on the upper surface, the basal 

ream 
on the ventral aspect of the tail. The tail of the male is a 
dirty greyish drab, regularly barred with — drab, 
the bars being equal in width to the interspace 

AVES. 

1. Parus suLTANEUS (Hopoas.). 

An adult and immature male of the Sultan Tit. 
2. POMATORHINUS BORNEENSIS CAB. 

Four specimens of the Bornean Scimitar Babbler, agree 
perfectly with examples from bre Larut Hills and from 
Sarawak. Th oes not appear to occur = 
Selangor Hills, as neither ж. Baer Mr. Craddoc 
тув have met with it 

3. сыс tee HUMEI, Hartert, Nov. Zool. ix., р. 564, (1902); 
DINULUS EXSUL, Ogilvie Grant, Ibis, 1896, 480 ; В! 

Faun, Brit Ind. Aves, iv., p. "480 (1898). Е t 
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Mus., xxii., p. 320, . from ds mounta Раа 

small State on the West Coast of the ve peer about 1 

miles north of Penang. 

ANUROPSIS MALACCENSIS (НАВТІ,.). 
A single specimen of the Malaccan Wren Babbler. 

. MALACOPTERON MAGNIROSTRE (Moore). 

One female of the Brown-headed Tree Babbler. 

. ALCIPPE CINEREA (BLYTH) 

One female of the larger Nun Thrush. 

. CYANODERMA ERYTHROPTERUM (BLYTH). 

The Red-winged Babbler, of which one specimen was secured, 

is a decidedly rare bird in Malayan collections. 

. Mrxornis GULARIS (RAFFLES). 

A specimen of Mizornis must apparently be refe rred to this 
T but has the shaft stripes on throat and chest very 

. LARVIVORA CYANEA (PaLr.). 

An adult male of the Siberian Blue Qu. in full plumage ; 

the only other specimen recor om the Peninsula of 
recent years is one collected on ан Kutu, 3,300 feet, 

Ulu Selangor, in Жолы, 1898, by Mr. А. L. Butler.* 

HreRPORNIS XANTHOLEUCA (Hopos.). 

One specimen of the White-bellied Herpornis. 

CRINIGER, SP. 

A young bird, in full moult, appears to belong to Criniger 

турен Jard and Selby, and not to the closely allied 
C. ochraeeus, Moore, both of which species have until 

long-tailed C. ochraeeus, which I am inclined to thin 

prove to be the mountain form, while C. tephrogenys 

inhabits the low country and foot-hi 

19. Hemrxus CINEREUS (BLYTH). 

* Sin 
the Pahang side of ien main ipee 

The Ashy Bulbul is abundant on Gunong Angsi, and is a 

typical inhabitant of the mid-altitude forest zone. 

was written I have shot a somewhat immature male o 

ih about 25 miles from Kuala Lumpur, at - 

altitude of 2,500 f 
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. DENDROPHILA SATURATIOR (HARTERT). 

Sitta frontalis saturatior, Hartert, Nov. Zool. ix., p. 573, 
(1902.) 

All Magie of this Nuthatch from the Malay Peninsula 
ve seen agree in having the under oe strongly 

а: with lilae, the coloration being much more 
intense than in specimens from India, as “is usually the 
case in a region of greater rainfall. 

. DickURUS ANNECTENS (Hope в.). 
М 

А somewhat immature female of this Drongo has the belly, 
axillaries and under aE coverts broadly tipped with white. 

. PHYLLOSCOPUS BOREALIS (BLA 

single male of the Arcus dos Warbler. 

. TEPHRODORNIS GULARIS (RAFFLES). 

The Malay Wood-shrike, a rare and local bird in the centre 
and north of the Peninsula, is well represented in the 
present collection. 

. CAMPOPHAGA NEGLECTA (Hume). 

An immature male of Hume's Cuckoo-shrike, in banded 
plumage, with the E fairly well marked. 

. HeMICHELIDON SIBIRICA (G 

A pair of the Sooty уь. 

. PHILENTOMA VELATUM (TEM M.) 
о females of the Maroon-breasted Flycatcher, 

. RnuiPIDURA PERLATA (MüLL.) 
The Spotted-breasted Fan-tailed Flycatcher is by no means 

а common bird in the Malay Peninsula. Two males were 
secured. 

scenes INCEI (боті, (боор). 
of the Chestnut-tailed Paradise ob gorges 

i ана DAVISONI (Номе). 
І have — referred a single female Thrush in ета 
ноне 0 species. Males have been ously 

tained by Mr. Wray on уч ir ws Hills and br my 
Pu the Batang Padang moun 

JETHOPYGA TEMMINCKII (Via.) 

Two males of the Scarlet-breasted Sunbird. Always a very 
rare and local species. Mr. Butler collected it on Bukit 
ео and Ginting Bidei, in Selangor, and on the Larut 

ANTHOTHREPTES HYPOGRAMMICA (MÜLL. 
A pair of the Banded Sunbird. In deep jungle this species 

takes the place of А. malaccensis, тео Án тату, Ps 
found far from villages and coconut pa. 

December on Pulau Jarak, a small i 
about 50 miles from land. The skin was 

* A asc either of this spocies or G. sibirica, was biais ed - me on T 
island off the mouth of the P. Perak Rive 

ortunately stolen by rats. 
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25. ARACHNOTHERA CRASSIROSTRIS (Mürr.). 

А. female of the Thick-billed Spider-Hunter. Very commi 
round Kuala Lumpur 

26. EURYL@MUS JAVANICUS losar). 

27. EURYLGMUS OCHROMELAS (RAFFLES). 

28. CoRYDON SUMATRANUS (RAFFLES). 

These three species of Broad-bills are all evidently common оп 
Gunung Angsi. 

29. GAUROPICOICLES RAFFLERI (VIG.). 

Raffles’ Three-toed Woodpecker. Is apparently сураз іп 
е southern parts of the Peninsula than in Perak а 

Selangor, in both of which States it is distinctly rare. 

30. LEPOCESTES PORPHYROMELAS (Bors). 

One female of a Malay Bay ag pes I am inclined 

to think t i i 

Klang, but no specimens have come to hand of recent years, 
though it is yis. of the species T Davo always kept a special 
look out for 

31. CHRYSOCOLAPTES VALIDUS (ТЕмМ.). 

A pair of the Golden-backed Woodpecker. 

82, Nyorionns AMICTA (TEMM.). 

Two males of the Red-bearded Bee-eater. 

33. RHOPODYTES SUMATRANUS (RAFFLES), 

A female of the Sumatran Green-billed Malkoha. Very rare 
in Selangor, but evidently commoner further south. More 
e a іде. ар than either of its congeners, R. diardi 

34. TESTS ARGUS Cam jx 
A female of the Argus pheasant. Was snared in a jerat. It 

is Loco Bat separable from a loiak of the allied form А. grayi 
wak. 

BATRACHIA. 

1. MEGALOPHRYS LONGIPES (BLGR.). 

Two specimens of this horned Toad. — only known 
from the Larut Hills, where : is very common, were 

captured hiding under dead leave 

2. RHACOPHORUS LEPROSUS (Tscm.). 

This rare Batrachian has only been gar on one previous 

g 
The pre specimen was captured on a tree ‘trunk and 

when СЕ had the phalanges beautiful coral pink. 
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3. IxALvs PICTUS (Ртез.). 

Two specimens have ыы been captured in the Penin- 
sula, one on Bu Timah, Singapore, the other in the 

Larut Hill 

4. BUFO ASPER (GRAVNH.). 

Only noteworthy from the fact that it is thickly mottled above 
and below with crimson spots, probably a breeding livery. 

5. RANA, SP. 

Closely allied to e рослае Stol., but presenting certain 

marked differenc 

A жеее калышын 

Commissioner of Agriculture in the We ve ] 

remained unpublished, as, for reasons stated elsewhere, there has not 

bee number o Muse Notes" issued s it was 

This periodical ing in a way the continuation of the older written. 
one, it is thought ramo to a ШЕ. the letter here 

Rovan GARDENS, Kew, 

Dear Srg,— 30th June, 1898. 

I notice in the article in * Perak Museum Notes," Vol. 2, Part 2, 

This would be at the n of £42 per ton of filasse 

I should beg glad if this correction could appear in the next issue of 
the “ Notes.’ ; 

Very sincerely yours, 
MORRIS. 

To L. Wray, Esq. ч 

NOTE ON А SAMPLE OF COAL FROM UPPER PERAK. 

By L. WRAY. 

I per of 1904 à sample of coal was sent to the Perak Museum 
examination I report; a portion ag ж was added to the 

реге s was said to have 
vn found by some Chinese tributers ee i an alluvial din mine 

belonging to Mr. D. Pasley, at Ayer Jeddah, near Kuala Ken 

The sample weighed about two pounds and consisted of one ao lump and several smaller ones. The coal is compact in вен 
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On heating, it burns with a pi di deal of flame but does not cake, 
so that the po formed by it is in detached lumps, of the size and 
gun of the original pieces of coal before 6, On distillation in 

retort it yields a considerable amount of gas of good illuminating 

power, and only traces of sulphur 

A commercial analysis gave the We figures :— 

ixed carbon— i.e., weight of coke less ash .., 49.06 

Volatile matters <. e., gas, tar, etc. ids 43.80 

Ash wes vés А vee 7.14 

100.00 

The "n results indicate a coal of very fair quality, that could be ̀. 
used for steam boilers and also for gas making, while its toughness 

and haie show that it will stand transport well. 

me years ago Sir W. Н. Treacher, x.c.m.c., presented to the 

Museum a sample of coal from cem Although it 1s of very inferior 

quality, containing a large percentage of ash and much sulphide of 

iron, there is a certain vom lide. between the two samples. 

In y de I visited Upper Perak, and took the opportunity of going 
to see Mr. Pasley's mine. It is situated in the small valley of the 
Ayer Jeddah, a tributary of the Ke turus about dodi and a half miles 
from Kuala Kenering. The mine-hole where the coal was said to have 

ash- : 
‘hich have been found, were, on the other hand, all sharp and angular 
and show no signs of having travelled. Beyond the fact that granitic 

rocks ap in the bed of the stream and that the hill on the western 
side of the valley is composed of some stratified rock, there is nothing 
to be made out; and until some prospecting work is done it would be 
unwise to hazard any conjectures respecting this interesting discovery. 

REPORT ON THE PERAK MUSEUM, 1903. 

GROUNDS. 

[mE large ditch at the back of the Museum grounds was straight- 

ened and in part the sides were walled up. 2 new culvert was 

built across Museum Road to take the water by short cut into the 

the Treacher Girls’ ‘choo 
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BUILDING. 

Hills casement stays have been fitted to the windows in the 

Zoological and Ethnological rooms. Some broken squares of glass in 
windo nd doors have been replaced and eight of the 

b to the bereits in the Ethnological room renewed. The 
passage leading the Zoologieal to the new Ethnologieal rooms 

was floored with shar bts from the Ipoh quarry. 

© E Ф MIT E T 

CASES. 

The 18 wall cases for the lower room of the new Ethnological 
annexe were built, painted inside and glazed with plate glass. These 
cases have a total length of 160 feet and cover the two longer walls of 
the room. Twenty of the wall cases in the upper room were glazed 
and they were painted and varnished. Half of one of the table cases 
in the lower room was also glazed with plate glass. 

The vien essere on the woodwork was $ 990.00 
On plate g 1,552.29 
And on juni varnish, iron-work and fittings 497.87 

Making a total of ... ы Я .. 9,040.16 

-` An extra sum of $1,425, making the Museum expenses vote 
$4,000, was provided in the Estimates to meet the cost of case build- 
ing. With the exception of a supplementary vote of $300 in 1902 

th 

cases measure. bl 

of 736 square feet. In the central gallery 26 hasps and staples were 
fitted to the table cases and brass handles were fixed to 18 of the wall 
cases. 

ZOOLOGY. 

There were numerous additions to € ss qp Si 

an ff 
inches and 4 feet 7 inches were prepared. Two skulls of adult tigers 
and two of ses ones were set up. These skulls show the growth of 
the teeth very well. Mr. То ogai presented ed east of a footprint of 
the supposed man-eater taken at Padang Renga 

A few birds were stuffed, and a number of snakes and other 
ipei were collected and preserved. 

unted specimen of the Estuarine crocodile was eee s to. 
the eden ter Museum and another to the Leicester Muse 

A certain amount of taxidermie work was done for private persons 
during the year 

GEOLOGY. 

A large collection for the general geological series was given by the 
Trustees of the British Museum of Natural Histo The specimens 
were selected from the duplicates in the Museum, were worked out, 
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ЖИЕККЕ dnt Кин И L. Wray. A few specimens of 
Marie eter ila euin 2000078 ected by him in England and forwarded 

"э -— E the specimens previously in the Museum these additions will 
make a — complete series, representing most of the geological 
formation 

MINERALOGY. 

— additions were made to this section; nes which ^ 
most important were a collection of Cornish minerals prese 
S. Wickett, of Redruth ; five specimens given by Mr. C. Wra ay and 31 
specimens collected by Mr. L. ray in England. Several of the local 
minerals were polished and a white topaz and smoke quartz or cairn- 
gorm from Chenderiang were eut and make quite handsome stones. 

BOTANY. 

Forty-four mounted herbarium specimens were received from the 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, for the herbarium. Two lengths of 
the giant bamboo from Bikut, Ulu Slim, were given by Mr. Chan 
ET € 

mple of Para Rubber seed was sent to the Imperal Institute 
for Mese and has since been favourably repo 
fessor Dunstan, the Director; a sample of the Malayan varnish was 

3 to the genus Garcinia and appears to be quite equal to the Japan 

lacquer, but like it is very difficult to apply. It is possible that this 

gum may prove a valuable product if only a solvent for it сап 
discovered. 

4 ETHNOLOGY. 

Mis Maara shield, a юй ея ахе ап octal stone adze 

A paper entitled · * Notes on Dens and Weaving as ыд at 

Sitiawan in Perak," and a second on * The Malayan Pottery of 

Perak," were shone es to ger Anthropologieal Institute by Mr. 
L. Wray and printed in the Journal of the Institute. Both papers 
were illustrated with photographs of articles in the Museum collections. 

es of photographs of natives of the Malay Peninsula were 

peut [s the British Museum of Natural History. 

HISTORICAL. 

Two seals of the late Mantri of Larut, two obsolete seals of the 

Sec to Government and one of the Land Office were presen retary 
by Government. Three old pattern Krupp guns and one Nordenfelt 

of old аата 

LIBRARY. 

Ten volumes were purehased out of the vote of 7 provided in 
the гаг они for this Mercy and added to the Library 

Jan,, 1905, 



A number of books were presented, amongst which may be men 
tioned fifteen works by Mr. H. Ling Roth, given by the ат. 

Fifty-five books were lent to readers during the year. 

GENERAL. 

А. considerable ршн of new labels of various sizes were type- 

written and mounted o 

The whole of the floors in the older portions of the Toe were 
iled. cleaned and earth o 

LIST OF DONORS TO THE PERAK MUSEUM DURING 

THE YEAR 1908 

The Assistant District Officer, 

Mr. H. F. Bellamy 
The British Museum of Natural 

is 
The rector, Royal Botanic 

Gardens, Caleutta 
Mrs. Caulfeild 
Mr. G er 
The tor, Royal Botanic 

nal Engineer, Perak 
and Province Wellesley Railway 

Mrs. Douglas 
Mr. W. C. gan 
Captain S. S. Flowe 

e General Maii. Е.М.8. 
Railways 

The cited e Printer, Perak 
Mr. Gow 
Mr M. J. "Hol lly wood 
g x of the Indian Mu- 

Mr.. D. Keilich 
The pedes Royal Gardens, 
Ohio, v 

Мт. С. J. Lod 
Mr. J. Н. Logan 
The Editor of the “ Louisiana 

Planter’ 
The Director of the Manchester 

[Museum 
Mr. A. E. Marquis 

The Missouri Botanical Gardens 
The National Museum, Monte- 

eo vi 
Mr. D. Q. W. Pasley 

The Committee of the Plymouth 

Museum and Art Galle 
The Publisher, * Perak Pioneer 
The Naas m Librarian, Raffles 

useum, Singapore 
The Resident: General, F.M.S. 
Sir, J. P. Rodger, &.c.w.a 
Mr. H. Тап ng Rot 
The Curator, scade Museum 
Miss H. Saye 
The ат to Resident, Perak 
The Curator, Selangor Museum 
Mr. J. N. Sheffield 
The Publisher, ** Singapore Free 

Press " 

3> 

The Smithsonian Institution 
Mr. F. A. Stephens 
The State Surgeon, Perak 
Sir Frank A. Swettenham, K.C.M.G. 
The Traffic Manager, F. M. 8. 

Railways 
The United States National Mu- 

Colonel R. S. F. Walker, с.м.а. 
The кон; Imperial De- 

of Agriculture for the 
West is dies 
r. S. Wickett 

n 
Mr. D. €. Worcester 
Mr. С. Wray 

L. Wray, 1.8.0. 
Mr. 8. Youshiwara 

VISITORS. 

The total number of visitors recorded during the year was 46,685. 
The museum was open to the public on 293 days, so that the daily 
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Ross attendance was 159. The maximum number 
admitted in any one day was in February when 851 were SEE 
and the number in a month was also in February when 4,640 greatest num 

. persons passed the turnstile. 
STAFF. 

Mr. L. Wray, the Curator and State Geologist, was on leave the 
whole of the year and Mr. E. Keilich, the Taxidermist, acted for him 

FINANCIAL. 

The revenue collected amounted to $211.56. A rhe of $1,906.30 
was effected on the Estimates, exclusive of Establishment 

L. WRAY, 
Curator and State Geologist. 

REPORT ON THE SELANGOR MUSEUM, 1903. 

Committee at the commencement of the year 
con sisted of the following аванс viz 

Mr. W. G. Maxwell = 

Mr. А. M. Burn-Murdoch | Mr. B. E. Shaw 
„ С. W. Hewgill » Н. С. E. Zacharias (Ex-Officio) 

In April, Messrs. Maxwell and al др resigned their seats, on 
departure from the State, and Mr. B. E. Shaw was appointed 

-E arey a НҢ. 
were added to the Committee. Meetings were held on 30th March, 
30th жый Ist July and 18th November. 

' Curator.—Mr. Н. С. E. Zacharias continued to act as Curator 

until 12th Мот. when I arrived in the State, and the report for 
this year must therefore be somewhat form; 

EXPENDITURE. 

e annual vote of $4,000, for salaries and purchase of materials, 
was spent as follows :— 

l. Salaries of subordinate staff y ss 91,980.95 

2. Books and periodicals i 830.50 

3. Preservatives and collecting materials i 509.24. 

4. Furniture and ж” ve : a 309.87 

5. Purchase of specime e а 194.00 

6. » of eontrol ae ve oie 82.00 

7. * pe-writer . a ae 136.60 
8. Postage, transport and sundries ... ns 137.43 
9. Collecting trips io ate 53.39 

10. Purchase of кешй: apparatus d 2. 137.54 

Total ,.. $3,740.92 
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h will be used for obtai a series of physical measure- 
ments of the various races Bem the Stat 

VISITORS. 

The number of visitors during the year 1903 amounted to 33,409, 
a еды faling off from the total for 1902, which was 42,956, ап 

normal merease on the previous year, due to the exceptional number 
of perum holidays and to а change in the hours during which the 

useum was open to the public. 

The кетн distribution according to race was as follows :— 

Population of 
1901. 1902. 1908. Kuala Lumpur, 

1901. 

Europeans... 1.8 1.2 1.8) « 
Eurasians 5.1 9.8 ару 94 
Bengalis 3.7 4.1 8.2) 13.7 
Tamiis po A . 19.7 16.5} 
Мы DB ee OF TES 
САИ 140 450 59] . 718 

1000 .. 1000 .. 1000 
It is evident that f ac account be tal taken of dheir proportion to the 

whole population, a larger number of Malays visit the Museum than 
of any other nationality, аңа that the Chinese attendance is really less 
than that of any other section of the community, while European 
interest appears to be almost negligible. 

ADDITIONS. 

(a) Zoological. 

Owing to the absence, during the greate r portion of the period, of 
à permanent Curator, the acquisitions have n unimportant. 
Suai eratio collection of Bornean animals was offered for sale and 

was 
several rare and interesting apoio were darai within a н of à 
ew mi umpur 
large species of flying lizard (Draco у бгр hitherto only k pec 
from Borneo and a large undescribed toad of bri illiant colo ime 

The only impe mammal obtained was a single in 
the rare pentailed tree shrew (Ptilocercus lowii), which was р supposed only to inhabit Borneo and the Natuna Islands. 

About 500 seres of insects of various orders were collected, but some time must нерат before any.of the invertebrates сап be 
TUM dealt with, as storage room and suitable cabinets, which in 

rrespondingly costly, are at present altogether lacking. It is hoped that this deficiency may be in part made e good by the end of the year. 
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(b) Ethnographical. 

have been only some half a dozen additions in this depart- There 
— ment, including a Sakai sumpitan and quiver from Ulu Langat, a kris 

from the same locality and a finely embroidered Malay sleeping mat 

from Kuala Selangor. 

CONSERVATION. 

state of repair of ed Mets buildings has been so bad 

during the lack two or three years that despite all that could be done 

by the Museum staff the Ком have suffered considerably from 

damp and other causes ose specimens that have been p i 

alcohol are now in a different condition, owing to the fact that 

© B © 

hes 
© 

F S "E 
Е" e © „© 

IE 
German m a urately-groun 

stoppers кій which therefore permit the "ES deterioration of the 

preservative fluid. 

HERBERT С. ROBINSON, 

Curator. 

F.M.8, Government Press, 
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NOTICE. 
—— 

From time to time, as material is available, it is proposed to publish 
numbers of this periodical. The dates of publication cannot be stated, 
but it is hoped that it wil be possible to issue one volume of four 
parts every year. It will include matter more or less connected with 
Museum work and the results of any investigations and researches 
carried on by the Members of the Staff of the Federated Malay States 
Museums. 

This Journal will take the place of the “ Perak Museum Notes” ; 
the first number of which was issued in 1898. 

Copies may be obtained on application at the Perak or Selangor 

Museum, and at the Government Printing Office, Kuala Lumpur. 
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SGASTANOMERUS. 2 .IXALUS VERMICULATUS 



DESCRIPTION OF A NEW FROG OF THE GENUS IXALUS 

FROM SELANGOR. 

By Ө. A. BOULENGER, F.R.S. 

IXALUS CASTANOMERUS, sp. nov. 

(ЕТЕ) 

EAD rg: large, a little broader than long; snout obtusely 
pointed, as long as the diameter of the orbit; canthus rostralis 

distinct ; conta region. concave; nostril a little nearer the end of the 
snout n the eye; interorbital space as broad as the upper eyelid ; 
tympanum slightly distinet, two-fifths the diameter of e. 
Fingers quite free; toes half webbed ; disks of Sagen а oes larger 
than the tympanum ; sub-artieular оекбаш small in 
herbas) tubercle. The tibio-tarsal articulation аьа the tip of the 

rown networ 

From snout to vent, 32 millimetres. 

А. single specimen, a female, from Bukit Kutu, Selangor, 3,500 feet, 
presented to the British Museum by the Curator of the Selangor State 
Museu 

This new species is very closely allied to the Iralus vermiculatus, 
Blgr. (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) vi. 1900, p. 187), — a few 
years ago in the Larut Hills, at an altitude of 4,000 fee des is I. 
ERAN vios is figured alongside the new 
more rounded sn the more distinct tympanum, the rudiment of 
a veh peii ol the г dud and in the coloration. 

NOTES ON THE SUGAR CANE RAT, MUS JALORENSIS. 

By L. WRAY. 

X the request of the Hon. John Turner, M.L.C., Administrator 
and Attorney of the Penang Sugar Estates с апа 

Straits Sugar Company, 1 went to Lower гарч to superintend the 
administration of *rat virus" obtained from the deem fnm 
on the Rubana and Nova Scotia Estates, in Sept 

April, 1905, 
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HISTORY OF THE RAT PLAGUE ON THE SUGAR ESTATES. 

Rubana Estate is situated on the right — of the Perak River and 

is about six miles below Telok Anson, in Lower Perak. It was opened 
Th 

rats were such a pest on them that the тусш were forced to desert 
them. It is believed that the rats from the padi fields came into the 
estate and, finding plenty of food, rapidly inereased in numbers until 
the sugar had also to be abandoned. 

a Scotia Estate, which i is on the left bank of the river, imme- 
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brought over the river in the barges with the canes, for the mill 
is on the Nova Scotia side of the river, and all the canes were taken 
over in barges to be crushed. 

The manager of the two estates, Mr. S. Anderson, informed me 
that Jast ba over 300,000 rats were caught by the coolies for a reward 
of so mu k hend, without making any appreciable difference to the 
numbers present in the fields. 

THE NATURE OF THE DAMAGE DONE TO THE CANE 

FIELDS 

The extent of the damage done to the canes by the rats is not to be 
measured by the amount they eat but by the amount they destroy. 
They begin their ravages when the canes are about three feet or so 
high, that is when a Sir of the cane is showing below the growing 
shoot and the leaf stalks. They then gnaw the cane in one or more 

When many rats are in a field it assumes a very ragged appearence, 
from the bent and broken canes falling over beteen the rows. In bad 
cases, I was informed, a field is so damaged as not to be worth the 
expense of cutting and milling. For, as hiec as causing the canes to 
bend and break, when a rat has g awed a e, fermentation sets in 
and the inside of the cane begins to become aad and sour. In 
most cases this change starts from g central portion of the cane and 

olved. 
cane may externally appear quite sound, showing perhaps only one 

hole gnawed in it. Naturally canes in this condition are of little 

ing. 
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THE KIND OF RAT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DAMAGE. 

One branch of the enquiry was directed towards the determination 
of the species of rat causing the а of the sugar canes. А 
eo number of the animals were trapped and caught by the coolies 

the two estates. The result of an examination of them was that 
h 

large series of skins was made, this question can ultimately be settled 
when they have been examined Mid e compared with the types. 

In the meantime they may be differentiated as: А, а а having the 
underparts white, probably Mus jalorensis; B, a rat having the 
underparts yellowish- и; and О, a rat having the эйе нана brown, 
this latter rat was on а previous occasion identified by Mr. Oldfield 
Thomas as Mus rattus. 

Variety A is a field rat, for in only one case was an individual 
caught in a house, and that was the Sugar Mill, an p building. 
This is the p which does the damage to the sugar can 

Varieties B and C were caught either in the houses or in the cane 
fields immediately adjoining the houses. All the specimens came from 
Nova Scotia; out of over sixty captured on Rubana there was not a 
single example of either B or C. "These rats have probably been 
introduc»d from the town, С being the common house rat of Perak. 

А yi afa rge rat is reported to be erect met sic on fes 
estates, but this animal appears to be quite No 
caught, either in the houses or fields. 

HABITS OF THE RATS. 

The habits of the field rat A are much like those of other rats. It 
lives in the fields in burrows made in the ground, also beneath roots 
of tree stumps and logs of timber. It retires to these holes in the day- 
time and comes out at night to feed. It пине: nests of grass and 
leaves in these burrows and brings up its yo them. One litter 
brought in numbered eight and another six, but doubtless these 
numbers are often exceeded, 

It is the ian to burn off the fields after each crop of canes is 
harvested, but I was informed that this does not kill the rats, who 
only burrow down a little deeper into the earth and thus escape the 
effects of the fire. They can swim well and so are able to cross the 
canals with which the estates are intersected. In fact, when chased 
they usually take to the water if there is any near. 

From the above, it will be apparent that the rats are permane 
inhabitants of the cane fields. It is also easy to see that when a few 
get into a field, as they have four or more litters per year of from six 
to a dozen each, it does not take long for it to be stocked with these 
destructive little rodents. 

In — cea i pe of the a and are very active at night. 
They get together a of heap to sleep. Ten or more will 
all lie one on the top d 62: СЕЕ and if шу two are put їп а cage 
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together they always sleep one more or less over the other. This 

from a single die. 

They sometimes kill and eat one another when kept in captivity. 
In one case seven young rats were being kept in a cage and o 
of the number was killed and eaten by the others. How far this 
trait holds good in the natural staie it is impossible to say, but, 
from quite young animals practising it, it is more than probable that 
sick or wounded ones are eaten by their companions. They do not, 
however, appear to be quarrelsome when caged together, though on 
one occasion a e adult female was found after a fight in one of the 
cages. They soon became reconciled to серыш and got quite tame, 
though they =н bite if given the chance. They are very nervous 
and timid and would ery out and stand up on their hind legs at the 
baek of the cage if frighten 

The brown-bellied rats appear to be much more fierce. One 
caught in a trap seriously hurt itself in frantie attempts to get 
through the wires. "The field rats have extremely sharp teeth and in 
many cases bit holes through the brass wire gauze of which the 
cages were made. 

FORMER ATTEMPTS TO DESTROY THE RATS. 

Many versus have been tried to lessen the numbers of the rats. 

en long on the under surface of a piece of it when held up 
horizontally, this likewise proved of no avail. The killing of them at 

e rate of over 800 per day has been already mentioned. 

PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH LOEFFLER’S TYPHI-MURIUM 

BACILLUS. 

I was informed by Dr. M. J. Wright, the State Surgeon, Perak, 
that the rat virus had been previously tried on the rats on an estate 
in Lower Perak, and he very kindly allowed me to see his office copy 
of the correspondence relating to the experiment. From this paper, 
R.-G.O. 5011/1900, it appears that in 1900 two tubes of the virus 
were received through the Director of the Institute for Medical : 

Research, Federated Malay States. They were unfortunately both 
broken in the post and arrived in Lower Perak in a dried and mouldy 

condition. The contents of the tubes were, however, put on bread an 
laced in the fields at Bagan Datoh Estate. Dr. J. T. Clarke, District 

n, Telok Anson, who conducted the experiments, writes that 

ults were negative, and it is quite резе, as he suggests, that 
as was dead at the time it arrived. 
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Another consignment was asked for, but Dr. Hamilton Wright, the 
then Director of the Institute for Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur 
reported in November of that **a further supply i is not available ” 
and that “extensive experiments have been conducted in England an 
United States to test the usefulness of it. "The reports sent in are all 
adverse and unless there is some special reason I do not advise that 
any more be procured." 

RECENT REPORTED SUCCESS IN EUROPE. 

Since the date of Dr. Hamilton Wright's letter, this mode of des- 
troying rats appears to have been аи accomplished i in Euro 
for in the “ Pharmaceutical Journal" of 7th May, 1904, it is stated, 
“ The French Government recently тон АН a series of experiments, 
with the aid of the Pasteur Institute, еа have now sueceeded in 
making a poison, known by the name of the discoverer, Dr. Danysz, 
which, it is claimed, 1s fatal to rats and vo MN : . With the 
object of encouraging the use of this method of destroying the pests, 
the French Government have vo the sum of 350,000 franes 

14,000), which is calculated to be a third of the amount necessary 
for treating the infested ica: а 

THE RECENT TRIAL IN PERAK. 

The Directors of the Straits Sugar Company sent out from the 
Pasteur Institute a large consignment of the virus prepared by Dr. 
Dany t was of two kinds, the one being a culture in broth and 
the other in gelatine. 

The cases arrived in Singapore by - French Mail on the 7th 
tember and reached Teluk Anson on the 9th. On the 12th I 

examined the virus and it appeared to be 3 in good condition. 

long, thin, more E a pieno is some t joined, and other 
shorter rods, the whole of them being motile. 

The gelatine in the test-tubes had been set on the slant and was 
still solid. It was of a yellowish-brown colour, cloudy, and most of 
the tubes had a greyish-brown sediment. In some tubes there was a 
slight smell resembling that of the broth. The gelatine was neutral 
to test paper. Under the microscope there appeared man y short rods, 
more resembiing cocci, which were not motile, but this was to be 
expected in a solid medium, 

vere „рон. of nutrient agar-agar, which had been previously 
ized, were inoculated by a platinum needle with 

ted, f 
time to ands from different bottles and tubes of the virus. The 
nature of the growth was the same in all but one of them. This was 
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doubtless due to the bottle of broth from which it was inoculated 

having been infected by some other bacterium. Cultivations were 

from gelatine, in a ten ounce flask of agar-agar, gave also what appears 

to be the characteristic smell. 

From the above experiments it is reasonable to suppose that the 
virus, as received, was alive and active, as it was capable of starting 

w 

EXPERIMENTS ON RATS. 

one teaspoonful of salt. hree other rats were fed on rice which had 

been steeped in broth culture diluted with salt water, in the propor- 

tion of one bottle, of 900 c.c., of broth to nine litres of water and 

nine teaspoons of salt. 

'These rats were each put in a separate cage and fed on sugar-cane 
and boiled rice. Up to the 27th September, the date of my leaving 
the estate, they remained in perfect health. The incubation period, 
given in the letter accompanying the virus, is fourteen days. 

The virus was fed to other rats on the 13th and 14th and several 

as also fed 

were used, and none of them showed any ill effects from the treat- 
ment. 

Two rats were given a subcutaneous injection, by means of a 
hypodermic syringe, of a mixture of sterilized water and about 15 

per cent. of the gelatine culture, taken from two tubes. The rats 

were chloroformed and the injection made near the root of the tail, 

one receiving two minims and the other four minims of the fluid. 

The result of this experiment was also negative, as it had no effect 
whatever on the rats, either locally or constitutionally. 

APPLICATION IN THE FIELD. 

From the 12th to the 25th September, infected food was laid in 
the fields. Bread, rice and Chinese green peas were used, soaked in 

both the broth and gelatine virus, diluted as directed. About 25 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

ony oy deductions to be drawn from the above detailed experi 
(a) that the virus arrived here in good ehm but 

(b) ur the field rats of Perak are not ерде 1 to its action 

It would appear from a paragraph in the * Pinang Gazette,” of 
20th September, that the same virus has been tried recently on field 
rats at "osea in Java, but failed there also, owing to the rats 
being imm 

Tarpine, 10th October, 1904. L. WRAY. 

А SYNOPSIS OF THE BIRDS AT PRESENT KNOWN TO 

INHABIT THE MALAY PENINSULA SOUTH OF THE 

ISTHMUS OF KRA. 

Bx HERBERT C. ROBINSON, w.&.0.U., © 

CuRATOR, SELANGOR STATE Museum. 

ыры Dp work existing, which deals specially with the birds of 
he Malay Peninsula and its dependencies, it is intended, in this 

and йөри numbers of the “Journal of the Federated Malay 
States Museums," to give a brief account of every species at present 
known a occur within the limits indicated above. As, however, a full 
description of every variety would occupy a greater amount of space 
than is Gahe, it has been thought sufficient to give a “key” to each 
main group, which it is hoped will enable anyone interested in the 
subject to identify all birds that he is at all likely to come across, while 
the list of books and pamphlets given below, most of which are available 
or reference in the library of the Selangor Museum, will enable him 

to pursue the subject further, should he so desire, 

The lists of Peninsular localities are mainly taken from the collections 
of the British Museum, the Perak, Selangor and Singapore Museums 
and from those of the Hon. W. Rothschild at Tring. East coast 
localities, north of Pahang, are derived from the collections of the 
* Skeat Expedition," now preserved at Cambridge, and from that made 
by Mr. Annandale and myself, the bulk of which is now in the British 
Museum. 

It should be pointed out, however, that there are large trac 
regarding which our knowledge is almost a blank, Sis as the States. ot 
Trengganu and Nakawn on the east coast and those north of Kedah 
on the west, as well as large portions of Kelantan and Pahang. In- 
formation and collections from any of these localities will be most 
acceptable. 

LIST OF AUTHORITIES CONSULTED. 

l. Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum, vols. 1.-XXVH., 
London, 1874-1898. 

Contains the descriptions of, and diagnostic keys to, all 
species known to science at the dates of c of the 
respective volumes. 
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2. Hand-list of Birds, by R. B. Sharpe, vols. i.-iv., London, 1899-1903, 

A British Museum ves supplementary to the pre- 

ceding, containing the names of all known species of birds 

and t aphical distribution, together == references 

to the original descriptions o. species discovered е 

the issue of the corresponding зова of the “ “Catalogue.” 

Ow The rie geo of British India including Burma and Ceylon: Birds, 
ols. i.-iv., by Messrs. Oates and Blanford. London, 1889- 1898" 

A systematic account of the Birds of the Indian Empire А 

Met large proportion of Malayan birds occurring also in 

Tenasserim Мын work is most useful to students of the 
local piri 

4. * Stray Feathers,’ a Journal of Ornithology for India and its 

Dependencies, edited by A. О. Hume, vols. i-xi. Calcutta, 

3-1888. 

Contains scattered references to, and POST of, Malayan 
birds. The only important papers as far as this fauna is 

concerned are contained in the volumes for 1875 and 1880. 

5. Kelham, Н. R. Ornithological Notes made in the Straits Settle- 
ments and in the Western States of the Malay Peninsula. 
Ibis, 1881, pp. 362-395 ; 501-532 ; op. cif. 1882, pp. 1-18; 
85-204. 

Contains interesting field-notes on most of the commoner 

species. (Reprinted in Journ. Straits Branch Royal a: 

Soc., ix. pp. 109-140 (1882) ; op. cit. xi. pp. 1-29 ; op. cit 
xii. pp. 172-295 (1883). 

6. Врагр. В. В. Notes on some Birds from Perak. Proc. Zool. 

Soc., London, 1886, pp. 350-353. 

7. Sharpe, R. В. On a second Collection of Birds cemere by Mr. L. 
Wray in the Mountains of Perak, Malay Pen dal Proc. 

Zool. Soc., London, 1887, pp. 431-447, pls. xxxvii, xxxvii 

8. Sharpe, R. B. List of a Collection of Birds made by Mr. L. Wray 
in the = Range of Mountains of the Malay Peninsula, Perak. 

Proc. Zool. Soc., London, 1888, pp. 268-281, pl. x 

rum three papers rs form one of the most Кн contribu- 
tions to our knowledge of the avifauna of the Malay Penin- 

sula, as showing that the higher mountains are inhabited 

mainly by species of Himalayan and Sumatran PC 
nted in Journ. Straits Branch. Roy. Asiat. rin 

pp. 125-141 (1888) ; op. cit. xxi. pp. 1-18 (1890). 

9. Ridley, Н. N. List of birds collected or observed during a trip in 
Pahang. Journ. Straits Branch Roy. Asiat. Soc. xxv. pp. 60- 
(1894 

A nominal list of 124 species obtained or noted during an 
attempt to ascend Gunong Tahan 

H. N. Birds in the Botanic Garden, Singapore. Ор. cif. 
, хххі. pp. 73-89 (1898). 

. Ridley, H 
' prs 
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11 Butler, A. L. Birds of the Larut Hills. Op. cit. supra, xxxii. 
pp. 9-51 (1899). 

A list, with field-notes, of 113 species. 

12. Hartert, E. and Butler, A. L. Notes on Birds from Perak. Хот 
Zool. v. pp. 506-8 (1898). 

nhe маса of three new forms, which are also 
neluded in the preceding paper. 

13. Bonhote, J. L. On the Birds collected during the “ Skeat "oe: 
tion" to the Malay demie 1899- 1900. Proc. Zool. Soc 
London, 1901 (i.), pp. 57-81. 

Enumerates Es species none of which are new to science, 
y the east coast States, though a few were 

collects fi in | Kedah and on Gunong Inas i in northern 
Perak. 

14. Hartert, Е. On Birds from Pahang, Eastern Malay Peninsula, 
Nev. Zool. ix., pp. 537-580 (1902). 

А list of 196 species from the тт Рысты of Gunong 
Tahan, including, however, man m the lowlands of 
— а Pahang. Several е, are described as 
new, t them a remarkable bullfnch and a form of 
the шта Argus Pheasant ( Rheinardius ocellatus nigre- 
scens.) 

PART I. THE PIGEONS. 

The oe and Doves form a well-marked group, which can be 
recognised by anyone without the slightest knowledge of ornithology. 
The only other birds with which they might sa be confused are one 
or m ̂e the game birds, from whi eh they y be separated by 
posses a “cere” or covering of soft skin at thë T of the bill, in 
Vlad: the nostrils are situated. 

No 
place of two disiinot d regions, many ndian species iss 
finding their eas limit, ыч others from Java, Borneo and 
Sumatra do not extend further wes 

Species which are represented in the Perak Museum have an asterisk attached, while those of which the Selangor Museum possesses 
specimens are marked with a dagger. 

KEY TO THE SPECIES. 

A. Large birds with the DEM more than 8.2 
inches in length ; tail sq 

a. With elongated кыы оп hind sie C. nicobarica p. 49 
a!. Feathers on hind-neck, normal. 
b. General colour above, bronzy-green C. aenea p. 50 
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b!. General colour above, maroon— 

Feathers of rump uniform 

ith back > s. C. badia p. 50 

2, Feathers of rump grey ... С. punicea р. 55 

b?, General colour above, liver-brown О. griseieapilla p. 51 

ral y ZTE 
tail black à M. bicolor р. 51 

bt. General her ер. меаи aad tail 

blac C. grisea p. 55 

= B. Smaller birds, wing never more than 8 
inches— 

c. Always with non-metallie green in 

the pl : 

1. Tail graduated — ... .. S korthalsi р. 51 

2. Tail square. 

d. Top of head, chin and 
patch on breast ma- 

genta . «P. jambu p. 51 

d!. With no сенс in Bb 

e. Wing exceeding 7 inches, 

bill thick i ... B. capeller p. 52 

el, Wing less than 7 inches. 

f. Bill thick; swollen to- 

wards tip... .. T. nipalensis р. 58 

f. Bill slender; not marked- 
ly swollen towards tip. 

g. Wing less than 5 inches О. ola p. 53 

g'. Wing more than 5 inches. 
— of the thighs 

rm bright yellow 
in sia male and fe- 
male; male with head, 

P 

top. of the head en О. fulvicollis p. 54 

; peris of the thighs 
led with green; 

sini" with breast vin- 

aceous succeeded by an 

orange patch ; females 

ie the head uniform 

gree: 

= — 

чы. we a narrow grey tip to : 
ail О. vernans р. 58 

lau : dk а Rad grey tip is 

tail s. O.bdicincta р. 5& 
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cl. Always with metallic bronzy ү 
in the plumage ... бз w Ch. indica p. 56 

2 c. With no т whatever in the 
plumag 

k. pars of the hind-neck 
urcate, checquered 

black and white e. T. tigrinus р. 57 

kl, Feathers of the hind-neck 
normal. 

~w В Outer tail primi Loo 
tipped wit 

m. — of the neck, breast 
flanks white with 

eli black bars |... G. striata p. 56 

m. Sides of the neck, breast 
and flanks unbarred... T. humilis р. 56 

l. Outer tail feathers not 
tipped with white. 

^. Outer tail feathers grey, 
size large... e. M.leptogram- 

mica р. 54 

nl. Outer tail feathers rufous, 
i wey .. M.ruficeps р. 55 

+1. CALOENAS NICOBARICA—THE NICOBAR PIGEON. 

Caloenas nicobarica (Linn.); Salvadori, Cat. Birds Brit. Mus. xxi. 
p. 615 (1893) ; Sharpe, Hand-list of Birds, i. p. 91 (1899) 

The Nicobar Pigeon is a heavily built bird, almost entirely 
terrestrial in its habits, only making use of its wings when hard-pressed. 
It has, however, been known to traverse stretches of sea exceeding one 

red miles. It is almost exclusively an inhabitant of small islands, 
where it frequents the brushwood enu the shore, feeding on the ground 
and roosting at night in small t 

_ Locari LITIES IN Igea PENINSULA.— The occurrence of this bird ina — 

ава obiginally fes p ee tials or some more distant cir 
these birds being frequent domesticated by Malays. The only 
authentic мане Wi hin the limits of the Straits Settlements is Pulau 
Jarak, a small island about thirty miles west of Pangkor in the 

where two specimens were кагышы by myself in December, 
1904, the bird being by no means uncomm, 

RAL RaNGE.—From the Andamans and Nicobars ош GENE 
the islands of the Malay сютюн сызын. eastwards to New Guinea, New 
Britain and the Solomon Islan 

x тч. oy a EA. 
ivi .Bot.Gardon 

10017 
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*+2. CARPOPHAGA AENEA—THE GREEN IMPERIAL PIGEON. 

Carpophaga aenea (Linn.) ; Salvad. t.c., p. 190; Sharpe, t.c., p. 64. 

Widely distributed throughout the submontane and coastal 
distriets of the Malay Penin gula, but not, so far as is known, ascending 

the hills to any ient elevation. It is exclusively a fruit eater and 
usually flies very high, rarely descending to the ground. certain 

times of the year it frequents the coastal creeks to féed on the fruits 

of a species of mangrove, when it becomes much bolder and large bags 

are often made, though it em a quick eye and a heavy charge o 

shot to bring these birds dow 

LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Generally distributed along the 
rn coast, including the island of Penang, but not hitherto 

recorded from Pahang or the east coast though it must undoubtedly 
occur there 

GENERAL RawaE.—Southern, Central and Eastern India, through 
Assam to Tenasserim and the Malay Peninsula, eastwards to Cochin 
China, Hainan and the Philippines. The Andamans, Sumatra, Java, 
Borneo and the lesser Sunda Islands as far as Flores 

Maray Name.—Pergam. 

++3. CARPOPHAGA BADIA—COPPER-BACKED IMPERIAL PIGEON. 

Carpophaga badia (Raffles); Salvad. t.c., р. 218; Sharpe, t.e., р. 67. 

Common on the higher hills of the Malay Peninsula but rarely 
seen elsewhere, though at certain times of the year it appen rs to — 

oast. It is by no i 

is a jon, Bestia note, w ich carries a great dmtance and E usually 

egg ; which is regularly oval in shape, measuring about 43 by 32 mm. 
The shell is pice very slighily pitted and somewhat glossy. In 
савай the breeding season appears to be from December to 

ary. 

LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Perak: Matang (Wray) ; Larut 
га Кта, Butler) ; Bata ap нәт S Batu Puteh fn y); Telom 

(Ко emi Sen gor: near Klang (Davison), Bukit Kutu Che 
oe ss (Robinson), fects. ang Lebir (Robinson) ; Pal 
Gunong ‘aban, 5-9,000 feet ( Waterstradt) ; Dindings, March (Robin- 
son 

RAL RawaE.—From the Mergui Archipelago (?) southward 
Es x roy - Malay Peninsula to Northern Borneo, Sumatra and 

т ee ome bukit, 
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4. CARPOPHAGA GRISEICAPILLA—GREY-HEADED IMPERIAL PIGEON, 

орин griseicapilla (Wald.); Salvad. t.c., p. 217; Sharpe, 
Ке; р. 67. 

This 
larger size and. in iud the baek and rump liver-brown, with only 

Malay ‘States, has been identified as this species Y Col. Bingham. 
p A >ы eR perhaps, be more rigidly со ith the 

үне ¢ gu LE. griseicapilla is неа їо ап агае 
асе in our faunal lis 

GENERAL RawaE.—From Manipur to Tenasserim. 

"t5. MFRISTICIFVORA BICOLOR—THE PIED IMPERIAL PIGEON. 

Myristicivora bicolor (Scop.); Salvad. t.c., p. 227; Sharpe, t.c., p. 67. 

In the Malay шир» this species is irren аы confined to the 
islands and to the mouths of the rivers ere these are edged with 
mangroves, and is never seen more than бе or three miles from the 

t has not as yet been discovered on the east coast, though, 
doubtless, A peel there. It flies in large flocks, sometimes including 

ve hundred individuals, and is extremely local in its 
habitats as its visits depend on the fruiting of particular trees. 

OCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Perak: Larut (Wray); 
dings : Puan Jarak (Robinson): Selangor: Kuala Selangor ёте 
Jugra (Robinon); Malacca 

GENERAL RawaE.—From the Andamans and Nicobars through 
the Malay сыре tothe Philippines and New Guinea, Siam 
and Cochin China 

Mary Name.—Rawa. 

*+6, PTILINOPUS JAMBU—THE PINK-HEADED FRUIT-DOVE. 
Ptilopus jambu (Gm.); Salvad. t.e., p. 80 ; Sharpe, t.e., p. 56. 

The Pink-headed Fruit Dove is now a decidedly rare and local bird 
throughout the more settled portions of the Peninsula, — it is 
doubtful if it was ever common in the northern districts, its reputed 

rivers, but at certain seasons it appears to travel inland and is not 
unfrequently found on the ‘aie range as high as 3,500 feet. In habits 
it is much more shy and retiring than the species of Osmotreron and 
is rarely found in parties of more than two or three, which are with 
difficulty seen in the high and densely foliaged trees that they affect, 
though, when on the coast, they are very much more in evidence. 
Nothing is known of the nesting habits, 
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LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.— Perak: Larut, Kinta (Wray); 

bei. ad E Савету "Bukit Kutu (Butler); Negri Sembilan : 

r (Robins on); Pahang: Gunong Tahan, 1,500-4,000 feet 

Оуена) Kelantan: Kuala Aring (Skeat Expedition); Malacca ; 

Singapor 
JUR SENS —The Malay Peninsula, Bangka, Billiton, Su- 

matra and Born 

Maray Name.—Punai gading; Punai jambu. 

*}7. BUTRERON CAPELLEI—THE LARGER THICK-BILLED GREEN PIGEON. 

Butreron capellei (Temm.); Salvad. t.c., p. 32; Sharpe, t.c., p. 53. 

s species, the largest of the Green Pigeons of the Malay Penin- 

ck is more of a true jungle bird than any of its relatives. Itis found 

айо the low country forests on both sides of the Peninsula, but 

oes not seem to ascend the mountains. It is met with in flocks of 

from ten to Pide to as many as forty and fifty, and in common with 

many other birds is especially fond of the fruit of the kayu ara, a 

variety of pne: fig, which attains a very great height. Nothing is 

known of the nest and eggs. 

еза IN THE PENiNsULA.— Penang; Perak: Larut, Kinta, 

Batang Padang ( Wray); clang gor: Klang (Davison), Kuala Lumpur 

(Butler); Patan: Mabak (Robinson); Pahang ( Waterstradt); Malacca; 

Johore (Davison). 

GENERAL Rawar.—From the Mergui Archipelago, whence one 

specimen has been obtained, бош the Malay Peninsula to Borneo, 

Sumatra and, doubtfully, Jav 

Maray Name.—Berkok; Lengkuas. 

8. SPHENOCERCUS KORTHALSI—THE WEDGE-TAILED GREEN PIGEON. 

Sphenocereus korthalsi (Temm.); Salvad. t.c., p. 11; Sharpe, 

l.c., p. 92. 

The Wedge-tailed Green Pigeon can readily be distinguished from 
all others by baving the central tail feathers considerably longer than 

the lateral ones and somewhat acuminate. le has а maroon 
patch at the angle of the wing and an ill-defined rufous band across 

the breast, the female is more or less uniform green. 

There are six or seven members of this genus the females of which 
ier те one another very closely, so that it is possible that when males 

e been obtained the Malayan form will prove to be distinct from 

ынай, with which I have previas an it. 

ALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—A single female specimen was 

shot on Gunong Mengkuang Lebir, at an е of 5,400 feet, on 

4th April, 1905. The species has also been rted from “ Malacca,” report 
but the report has been generally discredited. In view of the present 

imen, however, it is quite possible that it occurs in the hills 
Tm Mount Ophir. 

"ERAT Rance,—Java and Sumatra, at considerable elevations. 
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*+9. TRERON NIPALENSIS—SMALLER THICK-BILLED GREEN PIGEON, 

Treron nipalensis (Hodgs.); Salvad. t.c., p. 35; Sharpe, t.c., p. 58. 

Generally distributed throughout the Peninsula, but more common 
as a rule in thickly forested districts and near the main range. The 
species is evidently subject to periodical migrations, as in February, 
1904, eleven birds killed themselves against the windows of the 
Semangko Pass Rest House. 

LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.— Perak: Larut (Hartert, Butler, 
Wray), Kuala Kangsar (Kelham); Selangor: Klang (Davison), Kuala 
Lumpur (Butler), Semangko Pass, 2,700 feet (Robinson); Malacca ; 
Johore ; Singapore. 

GENERAL RawaE.—From Nepal and the Eastern Himalayas 
southward through Burma and Tenasserim to the Malay Peninsula, 
Borneo, Sumatra and the Palawan group. Siam and Cochin China. 

Maray Name.—Punai daun. 

*t10. OSMOTRERON VERNANS—THE PINK-NECKED GREEN PIGEON. 

Osmotreron vernans (Linn.); Salvad. t.e., p. 16 ; Sharpe, t.e., p. 54. 

familiar to nearly everybody. It is found nearly ev here except 
in thick jungle, but its favourite haunts appear to be patches of small 
econd growth, t ks of rivers, just where the mangroves are 

In the breeding season, which in Selangor is usually from Decem- 
ber to Mareh, it is solitary, but at other times of the year it flies in 
flocks of from ten to thirty individuals. 

LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Almost universal, except in the 
mountains and iu very dense jungle. 

GENERAL Rawar.—Siam, Cochin China and enasserim, the 
Malay Peninsula and nearly all the islands of the Archipelago, includ- 
ing Celebes and the Philippines. 

Maray Name.—Punai. 

*+ 11, OSMOTRERON OLAX—THE SMALL GREEN PIGEON, 

Osmotreron olax (Temm.); Salvad. t.c., р. 64; Sharpe, t.c., р. 54. 

nipalensis but it does not seem to associate with Osmotreron vernans, 
e egg and nest have not as yet been described, 
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"LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.— Tonka; Province Wellesley ; 

Penang; Perak: Larut (Wray); Batang Padang district (Robinson) ; 

‘la : Klang (Davison), Kuala Tumpu ur (Butler) ; Pahang 

( Waterstradt) ; Malacca ; Johore; Singapo 

GENERAL RawcGE.—From the north of ses eer Peninsula to 
Singapore, Sumatra, Borneo and, possibly, Jav 

Maray Name.—Punai siul. 

+19. OSMOTRERON BICINCTA—THE ORANGE-BREASTED GREEN PIGEON. 

Osmotreron bicincta (Jerd.); Salvad. t.c., p. 57, Sharpe, t.c., p. 54. 

Precisely similar in habits to О. vernans, but of very rare occurrence 

in the Malay Peninsula and only in the west coast disticts. 

LOCALITIES IN THE PEN Mem Ceylon ( Weber); Selangor: 
Kuala Selangor з; ; Malace 

E.— Eastern met —— Central Provinces 

of India, thr cem pete and Burma to Cochin China and Hainan; 

Ceylon : Tenasserim and the Malay ae 

Though somewhat resembling O. vernans, this species is readily 

being Ex in O. vern n8; The females are differentiated by the broad 

apical tailband of 0. "hicinet a. 

*+13, OSMOTRERON FULVICOLLIS—THE CINNAMON-HEADED GREEN 
PIGEON. 

Osmotreron fulvicollis (Wagl.); Salvad. t.c., p. 52; Sharpe, t.c., p. 54. 

Fairly common along the coast, especially i in the winter months, but 

rarer inland. 

LOCALITIES me «эк PENINSULA.—J ped „и ( Darling, Weber); 
Perlis (Darling); Perak: Larut, Kinta indin Selan 

( T Klang а), -Morib edis шш Johore 

GENERAL Ranor.—Southern Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula, Cochin 

China, Nias, Billiton and Southern Borneo. 

Maray Name.—Punai bakau. 

The male of this species is quite unmistakable and. the female 
етер from those of the allied iin by having the top of the head dark 

* 14, MACROPYGIA LEPTOGRAMMICA—THE BAR-TAILED CUCKOO-DOY E. 

Macropygia leptogrammica (Temm.); Salvad. t.c., p. 340; Sharpe, 

73. t.c., p. 

— The Bar-tailed Cuckoo Dove is a very rare bird in the Malay Pen- 
insula and is entirely confined to the higher hills. The only specimens 

à t obtained are two shot by Mr. L. Wray on the Larut Hills 
Gunong Batu Puteh. I have seen the bird on Gunong 
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Мепркаваб Lebir, Selangor, 5,200 feet, and obtained its nest and 
m former is a flim msy platform of small twigs built in a tree, 

ui or dv ve feet from the ground; the latter are pearly white, the 
shell slightly glossy and somewhat pitted; in shape they are regular 
ovals a pointed at — —— eoo. about 33 by 24 m 
The 

GENERAL RawaE.—The hills of ры Java and the Malay 
Peninsula, 

*t 15. MACROPYGIA RUFICEPS—THE LITTLE MALAY CUCKOO DOVE, 
Macropygia ruficeps (Temm.); Salvad. t.e., р. 360; Sharpe, t.c., p. 75. 

a It does not as a rule affect high Pene but 1s found in thick 
bluker, especially around deserted native gardens, as, like its congeners 
b I and Australia, it is very fon es.. It is also 

and Selangor. It is difficult to flush, but when forced to take wing 
flies with extreme a deed only for a short distance. The 
nesting habits are unkno 

LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Perak: Larut (Wray, Butler), 
Batang Padang (Robinson) ; Selangor: Semangko Pass (Butler), 
Dusun Tua (Butler), Klang (Davison); Pahang: Gunong Tahan 
( Waterstradt). 

GENERAL Raxar.— Burma, Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula, Borneo, 
Java, Sumatra 

Maravy NIRE Uk api. 

16. COLUMBA GRISEA—THE GREY PIGEON. 

Columba grisea, G. R. Gr. ; Salvad. t.c., p. 248 ; Sharpe, t.c., p. 68. 

This species is one of the - rarest of all {чөн and but very 
few localities for it are as No e been actually 
obtained in the Malay Pad. but I believe 1 ena seen it in the 
Batang Padang mountains and on . Boden Kloss 
obtained a specimen on Pulau Taya, a ен island of the Linga group, 
and = is elsewhere known from Borneo (Pontianak), from the islands 
oft ava coast, where it has been obtained in la arge numbers, and 

17. COLUMBA PUNICEA—THE PURPLE WOOD-PIGEON, 
Columba punicea (Tick); Sawad. t.c., p. 306 ; Sharpe, t.e., p. 71. 

Eu only specimens of this species as yet obtained within our NN 
the neighbourhood of Selanga (Junk Ceylon), and it is 

doubtful if it extends much further south, except perhaps along the 
hills. 

т. Raner.—Central India to Assam, Tenasserim and the 
Northern M Malay Кыа and also Ceylon. 

April, 1905, 
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18. CHALCOPHAPS INDICA—THE BRONZE-WINGED DOVE. 

Chaleophaps indica (Linn.); Salvad. t.c., p. 514; Sharpe, t.c., p. 84. 

e Bronze-winged Ground Dove is found throughout the Penin- 
sula in suitable localities and is equally abundant on east and west 
coasts. It frequents, as a rule, damp localities and gullies in old and 
fairly open jungle, but is occasionally found in second growth forest, 
and I have even seen it in the Kuala Lumpur Public Gardens. 

Almost exclusively a ground bird, it runs with considerable swiftness, 

Ma 
large numbers by the use of a decoy bud and a bamboo call known as 
dekok punai. 

GENERAL RaANaE.— е forest tracts of India and Ceylon; through- 
out Indo-China, the Malay Peninsula zs bp Ec as far east as 
the Philippines and the west of New Gui 

Maray Name.—Punai tana. 

19. GEOPELIA STRIATA—THE BARRED GROUND-DOVE, 

Geopelia striata (Linn.) Salvad. t.c., p. 458; Sharpe, t.c., p. 80. 

The Barred Ground Dove is (pex иа ш throughout the 
Te is perbspe pie is never — d in high forest and but rarely in bluker. 

} or 1 | 

the Malays and high prices are pai aid for “lucky ” birds, luck or the 
reverse being diagnosed by counting the number of scales on the toes. 

QENERAL RaANaE.—From Southern Tenasserim and Siam, еке s 
out the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago as far as Celebes, Amboin: 

id the Philippines. 

Maray Name.—Merbok ; ketitir. 

20, TURTUR HUMILIS—THE RED TURTLE-DOVE,. 

Turtur humilis ((Temm.) ; Salvad. t.c., p. 434; ens L6 p. 79. 

e. Red Turtle Dove is an extremely rare bird in ‚ the Malay 

Peni ini and, so far as I am aware, only three specimens are defi- 
ntl recorded from within our limits, being one obtained by Wallace 
n Malacca and two by Dr. Maingay in the same locality. “All three 
pe now in the British Museum collection, 

Eger Rawer.—From Eastern Bengal through Burma and 
asserim to the Andamans, Malay Peninsula, emere Frea, 

ines, China and Јарап, 

T e" 

ттщ 
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31. TURTUR TIGRINUS—THE MALAY SPOTTED DOVE. 
Turtur tigrinus (Temm. and Knip); Salvad. t.c., р. 449; Sharpe, 

е p. 80. 

This bird is found in much the same situations as the Barred 
Ground Dove but is less tied to cultivation than that в cles. It is 
widely distributed учар озн) the Peninsula and is particularly abun- 

a 

more gregarious and at pn time of the year is found in flocks that 
may number as many as thirty or forty individuals, ert 8 1з 
exceptional. It is a common cage bird with all classes of nati 

RAL RaNaE.—From Burma, throughout the wm Peninsula 
and pror as far east as Timor and the Moluccas 

Maray Name.—Tekukor. 

SELANGOR STATE Museum, HERBERT C. ROBINSON. 
Kuara Lumpur, 17th March. 

ON A FLYING-SQUIRREL (PTEROM ҮЗ) FROM PERAK. 

Ai... following is a description of a Flying deme с shot at the Tea 
Gardens on the Larut Hills last: January 

GENERAL ÅPPEARANCE.— Some 10 or 12 inches shorter than 
Plo Git! peii. (Large Malay Pr Poe muzzle sharper ; 
the fur profusely variegated with pur akes, the gro ound 
colour being red with a “dusky es iin a lightly dark grizzled 
appearance; the tail rounded and black. Sex male; adult. 

DIMENSIONS :— 

Total жазылсын" ы body eur Power to end of vertebra 981 
nches (say 7 

» to dia of hair, мо; did (774 Bing 

Length of tail —141 inches (368 mm.) 

»  ear—1l inches (30 mm.) 

»  fore-paw—1l# inches (45 mm.) 

»  hind-foot—21 inches (51 mm.) 

Stretch of parachute—17 inches (432 mm.) 

Length of supporting cartilage—31 inches (83 mm.) 

The head is broad at the back and narrows rather suddenly at the 
muzzle. "The көше of the fore-paws are long, with f y large 
claws. There are four digital pads, three meta-carpal A nd two 
carpal pads, lar w sand small, respectively. The hind feet in comparison 
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with those of pelaurista are small and have 11 pads each, distributed 
ав — ve digital, five meta-tarsal, and one tarsal large, elon- 

gate n the side. The tail, it will be noticed, forms exactly 

the total dios of the animal. 

Cornovz.—Above blackish rufous with white patches which are 
most numerous on the fore part of the back. Undernea ath the fur is 

pe rf 

only a few white flakes. The head is light chestnut slightly flaked. 

The tail ashy rufous at En root with a few dashes of white and the 

last two-thirds dead blac 

‚ А closer examination of the colouring brings out the following 

ints :—Nostrils naked and flesh-coloured with a asas basal ring. 

greyish white; chin black, teu a large spot. мамысы 

lead colou 
with black, and palms as in fore-paws. The parachute is margin 
with darker red all round. А single hair from the back shows a 

bluey-grey basal portion of fine texture graduating into à coarser 

texture of black which is ringed with red, the tip being black. The 

hairs constituting the white flakes are pure white throughout. 

THe Ѕкотл, has the following measurements :— 

Extreme length ve .. 23 inches (64 mm.) 

Basal " “ys oec Шатт (bom) 

Zygomatic breadth ... we 1b o G8 mm.) 

Occipital $ к „ук А p (Зо mm.) 

Dentition :—i. 2; pm. 2; m$. 

The first pre-molar is deciduous and 1 very small, but larger than 
that of petaurista in the two skulls compared. 

A comparison of the anatomy of the skull with an adult one of 
P. petaurista shows a few possibly мол bandi псев. The nasal 

nes are narrower—i.e., not spread so much—- e pre-maxillz 
have a pinched appearance, showing up distinctly t the long alveoli of 
the incisors to their full length. The whole of the fore part of the 
skull, in fact, is proportionately narrower than that of petaurista, but 
the dorsal portion of the fronto-parietal suture is exactly the same 
width in both pce inch, or say 17 mm. The inter-orbital de- 
pression, present on the dorsal surface of the frontal, is moe so deep as 

in petaurista. Posteriorly the skull is more roun the parallel 
rid nspicuous in the parietals of petawrista not ing so ананын. 

ital 8 
(say 65 E ̂. ей the circle with the th tat of arch, the T 

Basally Basally ага is ‘ey little differetive 6 apart from t 

Having carefully weighed up all these details, there te out two 

facts ibis gee important. Firstly that the new squirrel is not a 

| rista, and secondly that the record of its occurrence 

, indeed, to the Federated Malay States. Whether 
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skins are to hand from other parts to which it can be referred I am 
not yet in a position to say. That just described, however, is being 
sent to Mr. Oldfield Thomas for identification, and we can but await 
his verdict 

Cantor, in a footnote to кешке ys = us (=P. petaurista, Pallas) 
says :—“ In an individual from Malacca the back was very dark Indian 
red with a ae dashes of ne pin te. he des ue of the specimen is, 
however, doubtful" I take it that this specimen is likewise the one 
mentioned by Blanford as the original ty pe of Pteromys punctatus 
(* Fauna of Brit. India сараи іа, р. 366). за description of 
the species is, however, brief; but it may be of interest to quote it 
here as I am inelined to think that the eut animal if not actually 
determined as punctatus will come remarkably nea 

“ Ears almost naked except towards the base. 

“ CoLour.—Upper parts rich yellowish brown, darker on the head, 
more rufous € on the parachute and limbs; back and crown with small 
irregular white s E ре ок of hairs that are white throughout, 
ba. sal то үз of all other hairs on upper parts dusky. Lower parts 
= sides of head me rufous, deeper towards the edge of the 

rachute. Tail light rufous brown throughout. 

“ DIME . head and body (in a dried skin) about 14 
or Es та ye length of skull about 2 inches, zygomatic breadth 
IL? inch.” 

‘rom this description two marked Mirage in the gerat 
з that of the Perak specimen can be drawn: the yellowish bro 

he back and the light rufous brown of the tail. But taking into 
Biss orca the remarkable instances of individual variations in many 
of the species of the Sciuride it is doubtful if these differences can be 
counted on as specifie. However, both Cantors and Blandford's 
Бае of the white markings hardly apply to the skin under discus- 
sion, they being neither “few” nor could they with any degree of 
precision be designated “small white spots.” On the neck, haido 
and fore part of the back they are so Aia and dashy, in fact, as to 
present a tendency towards streakines 

Bandford's peu was obtained from Karennee at an altitude 
of about 4,000 feet. The Tea Gardens on the Larut Hills are situated 

hich at just on 2,000 ak above mean sea level; and, another detail, whic 
is perhaps worth ding. i is that the individual f. forming the subject г 
this note was shot, and others have since been seen in com 
P. petaurista. Mr. Boomgardt, of Taiping, who is responsible for the 

imal, told me that he had shot a similar squirrel at Alwaye in 
ancore about ten years ago: but I do not consider the information тау 

sufficiently reliable to attach much significance to 

РквАК Strate MUSEUM, FRED. W. KNOCKER. 

Tarpine, Ist March, 1905. 
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A RARE SQUIRREL FROM KUALA LUMPUR. 

RHINOSCIURUS LATICAUDATUS—THE LONG-NOSED SQUIRREL. 

А MONG some mammals recently collected оп Weld's Hill, within 
r 

о v 
ion, however, it proves to ‘be the above-named species, about which 

considerable obscurity exists, owing to its rarity and retiring habits. 

First discovered in Southern Borneo and described by the Dutch. 

naturalists Miller and Schlegel, in the first half of the last century, it 

was subsequently тте in the Malay Peninsula by Dr. Cantor, who 

mentions having obtain ve specimens, though he omits to state the 

locality, which was probably either Province Welles <i or meet 

с records from the сеа ате few aid far between ; а ВЕЕ m 

Pahang, and is now preserved in the Raffles Museum, Singapore. 

present individual eompletes the list of recorded specimens, the ones 

mentioned by Mr. Stanley Flower (P.Z.S. 1900, p. 359) as in this 

Museum being merely the pale form of Ratufa bicolor. 

The species can be readily distinguished from all others inhabiting 

the Peninsula, except Funambulus insignis, by its short tail, which is 

less than two thirds the length of the head and body. The last 

mentioned ie mg however, can be separated at a gie by its very 

much less elongated m шде and by possessing а ark vertebral and 

two lateral stripes, which are completely absent in ЖМ онин» 

laticaudatus, which, in addition, has a much bushier tail. In habits 

h species are very similar, being ground forms, rarely found on 

trees but the long-nosed squirrel appears to be more nocturnal in its 

habits, which accounts for its comparative ̂ - у. 

SELANGOR STATE Museum, H. C. ROBINSON. 

Kuara Lumpur, 17th March, 1905. 

A SAKAI COUNTING-STICK OR TALLY.* 

"|^ HE object forming m subject of this note was secured some two 
years ago from akais of Sungei Ujong--i.e., from a member 

of the wild Бъ inhabiting the hills in the north-west corner of 

Negri Sembilan, which form the boundary there between that State 

and Selangor, and are known as the Balau Hills. It is a four-sided, 
carefully cut stick, though considerably out of the straight, two feet 
long; and on one side is a series of si xty n ое and on the o opposite 

side a series of nine. But to explain 7 д of these it is 
necessary to go into a brief history of the aede ө the stick. 

ies т used in England by the Exchequer as late as the year 1782, 

and in the reign of William IV. the old tallies were аны to be destroyed 

The — à f the Hou arliament in 1834 was caused by the stoves ses of P. 
— being ov + etol 8 Goole sticks. They were used privately much later. 

I can re d. жый seeing a tally hanging up near the kitchen door 
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The Sungei Ujong Sakai counts, as he speaks, in Malay. He has, 
however, very little Mee. не to do and probably had less before the 

te o establishment of a British protectorate over the country. Even now he 
has very little retentiveness "es figures. Indeed je ке never — to 
make any arrangements with him for more than t ays à —not 
that he is hopelessly forgetful e s ешеш but simply that after 
the first day he quickly loses с 

When I was a Settlement Officer in the Seremban district it was 
one of my duties to count the fruit trees of the Sakai dusuns, which 
from time to time fell within the area of new mining concessions, for 

to th 

three of the Sakais to accompany me, not merely for their own grati- 
fication but also to point out the trees and show me the way through 
the jungle, for in many cases the dusuns were right away from any 
path or beaten track. It was quite clear, however, that after the 
fourth or fifth tree the Sakais trusted implicitly in me to do the 
Miri fair, they themselves not being able to remember from one 
number to the next, though the trees ау have been quite close to one 
noche: They were usually ee up in groups, however, which 
were often as much as a mile apar 

On one of these occasions I was unable to keep an appointment 
ме tha: day means by messenger, owing to a ~~ attack of 
fever. When киэ I was told that t my abse not make 
mae difference, as i в had been counted бон my aid, I was 
not a little surprised. Enorig the people so well, it see to me a 
matter А e poni Ml y. But my surprise soon арй to 

nd interest 1 

of mango trees which, as far as t 
enumerators could judge, would be included in the new concession. 
be Sakais had, in fact, gone round the dusun themselves on my non- 

а ч bed e to a gash 1 
© prevent counting it and its number recorded on the stick by a 
notch. More than Фа Feds could only tell me that besi эы дйн — 
were about nin ngosteen he duri 
many for them and they had left it to me to total up ho тл вну Yet 
when told there were 60 they apparently grasped what that number 
meant. 

PERAK Stare Museum FRED. W. KNOCKER. 
23rd March, 1905. 

NOTE ON THE MALAY SAPI UTAN. 
By R. LYDEKKER, r.z.s. 

М Тен uncertainty seems to exist with regard to the wild cattle of 

tives of two species, the banting (Bos sondaicus) and the gaur (Bos 
gaur) are to be met with in that area, the former being known as the. 
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sapi utan and the latter as the sladang. As regards the sladang or 
- ay gaur, а young specimen was living i in the Zoological Society’ # 

in 1 890 and is figured by Mr. Blanford in the Society's 
Proceedings і for that year. Altho ugh very young, this bull shows the 

ment is based on the description E the ats W. on in 
Proc. Zool. Koc., 1889, p. 448, of a bull, apparently М i Bos 
sondaicus, from the Malay Peninsula, 

Recently I have received from Mr. H.C. Robinson, Curator of 
the Selangor State Museum, two skulls * — wild oxen ге the 
Malay Peninsula for determination. of these, which i 
terised by the very small horns (some 6 Turm in length) Circe to 
an animal shot by Capt. J. C. Lamprey, of the Malay States Guides, in 
Perak. It is figured i in the Journal of the Bombay Natural History 
Society, vol. xiii, z 192 (1900). e animal was lost when fired at 
= - d ut the earease was found two days later partially 

red by a tiger. Capt. Lamprey described its colour as rich red- 
dish chestnut with no white rump patch and with blackish " pride. 
and muzzle. 

Ос describing this specimen in the passage cited, A E 
Butler, then Curator of the Selangor Museum, — ssed thé: opinion 
that it could not обоа ito o any known race of bant ings and е Maley 

cow, 
stated to be 6 ft. 2 in. at shoulder (!), is described as brown in 
eolour with dirty white fee 

If, as I think probable, "us Lamprey's specimen is a female, both 
the aovo ш" refer to cows. In the deseription of a bull by 
Daviso: ve, the general colour is said to be blackish, with vedas h райы. the horns are stated to be large and no men- 
tion is made of a white rump patch. 

Accordingly all the available evidence points to the — 
that the Malay sapi utan has no white rump patch, and *'stockin 
in colour from dirty white to blackish or reddish, while the чысы 
have very small horns. In that the old. bulls are dark colou red жшн the young and cows ате rufous, it accords with the Javan and Born 
rather ems with the tsine or Burmese race of the banting, in wliich 

es are fawn coloured. 

If a foregoing data are trustworthy (and I cannot t ge behind 
them) we seem to have decisive evidence that the sapi utan is à per- 
fectly distinct form, although apparently a race of the Bains rather 
than a distinct species. As a skull from Perak, figured and described 
by Mr. Butler in the Journal aed the Bombay Natural History Society 
for 1900, has been ршен y Mr. Robinson to the British Museum, 

propose to regard it as the type of the Malay race, which may be 
ted Bos sondaicus butleri 

am Pair in these. noces the most interesting feat 
Malay и the extremely small size of the horns of iie 
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cows, for in this respect it appears to connect the typical banting with 
the extinet Bos etruscus of the Upper Tertiary deposits of the Val 

o in which t s are etruscus was lo ag 
regarded by the late Professor Rutimeyer as nearly re 08 
sondaicus and the relationship now в ade still closer. In 
fact, if my data are trustworthy, the Malay sapi utan would seem to be 
the primitive type of banting, EE t ѕ ш which the cows 
have long horns with B. etru , is quite in — 

À word in Pone uin. with regard to the second skull sent from 
Selangor by Mr. Robinson. As already mentioned, the horns are of a 
gaur-like type, and quite pA таа those of the banting ; so that I cannot 

cates a sub-adult animal. The skull, however, shows no trace of t 
strongly developed intercornual crest of typical gau 

Were it not for the fact that the young Malay gaur referred to 
above abi was pr ену younger than the animal to whieh the 

is represe 

hypothesis is untenable. To that there are two kinds of 
gaur is obviously unreasonable. Unless, then a ui ox 

Baker, and I am inclined to think rightly, regards as a domesticated 
derivation from the e gaur) I am unable to come to any definite con- 
clusion with regard to its real affinity. 

[Reprinted from the “ Field," February, 1905.] 

RHINOCEROS TRAPPING. 

qu and near = Dindings, the чарчы; and exporting of rhinoceros 
n, he past, quite a regular trade, It is said by the 

local Malays that some fifty of rie animals have been caught there 
altogether; and that fo mpi e they were very plentiful, but have now 
become scarce and difficult to trap. 

They are ret in а made in the jungle tracks which they 
follow. The pits rectangular holes 7 hasters long, 3 hasters wide 

izontal pi t stakes 
These horizontals are longer than the length and breadth of f the pit 
and their ends are buried in the earth. 
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The heap or heaps of earth thrown out from the hole are carefully 
overed up with leaves. These heaps are thrown up on one side or on 

either side of the pit as may be most convenient, the length of the 
pit being in a line with the direction of the track which the animals 

would notice a pit when walking through the jungle and Ley are most 
decidedly dangerous. 

An animal having fallen into one, he is kept there by laying pieces 
of wood over the hole; these are laid lengthwise and the ends are 
retain у two cross pieces, which are themselves secured by eight 
stakes driven into the ground in a slanting direction, forming four Xs. 
These are lashed together with rattans where they cross and two other 
pieces of wood are laid on top of the crossings and also fastened down 
tight with rattan 

An enclosure is next built at the end of the pit where the animal’s 
dis. Itis made of wooden stakes securely Jashed together with 

rattans and rather larger than the pit-fall A fence on either side 
connects it with the pit and extends about a third of t the le g of 
the pit, so as to prevent the rhinoceros escaping sideways. There is a 
space left at the end of the enclosure е to the pit for the нө НОВ 
of pieces of wood so as to close the open e 

All being ready, the longitudinal «pipes of wood covering the 
mouth of the pit are withdrawn and earth is thrown into the hole at 
the end where the animal's head is, and he d on it and walks into 
the enclosure. Another method is to throw in pieces of wood on which 
he ne mounts. Ropes often have to be employed to help him out. 
Having got him into the ae the bars before mentioned are 
ата; into place to prevent him backing into the pit again. 

A cleared track has now to be cut through the jungle from the 
pit-fall to the nearest river. This done, ropes are passed round the 
body of the rhinoceros, one just behind the shoulders and another in 
front of the hind legs. To each of these ropes are attached two 
others, two on either pr of the animal. This being done, five men 

Arrived at the river, a cage is constructed of round wood poles and 
the puce put into it. The cage is then put on to a raft or boat. 
р ing chosen where a large tree can be used as а derrick to lift 
the ens It can then be conveyed to a port and shipped to Penang 
or Singapore for sale. 

The species inhabiting this district is the two-horned Sumatran 
rhinoceros (Rhinoceros sumatrensis). These n otes were made in 1901, 

. when an attempt was made to procure a · of Rhinoceros 
. sondaicus for the British Museum. It, however, was discovered that 
this speci not occur near the Dindings. Three animals were 

апа as the Perak Museum was in want of a speeimen, one of 

> p> 
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them, a fine male, was taken for that Institution: another died, 
hec oe from an old wound, aud the third was shipped to Singapore. 

lt may be of interest to give here a brief account of how such a 
large, thick -skinned specimen was successfully treated in a climate 
which i 1 as с 

the evening the skinning was completed. Some Chinese woodeutters 
begged for the flesh, and removed practically the whole of it. They 
also took other parts of the body for medicinal purposes. 

The skin having been removed, it and the bones were dressed with 
i 

Sitiawan, which we reached that evening, after having spent two 
nights in an TUR shed built in the 82е near the pit-fall. 

3 alice of ibl су, н 2 ths. of alum, 2 gallons ‘of salt and 
1 tb of dry alum. ‘Three days afterwards it was put into a new 
solution composed of 2 gallons of water, 2 gallons of salt and 6 ounces 
of earbolic acid. It arrived in к five days ope rolled up in a 
bundle in sacking, and was put into a new solution of the same com- 
position as the last. The skin was kept in this solution ишш i had 

water. It was then patted and laced on the mannikin, which hac 
n prepared to receive it. It may be added that the skin did not 

“slip” anywhere and at no time had any offensive odour. When 
first taken off it was fully 12 sect in thickness, in places. 

L. WRAY. 

ON A SQUIRREL NEW TO THE FAUNA OF THE 
MALAY PENINSULA. 

SCIURUS RUFIGENIS, анар а 

Sciurus rufigenis, Blanford, J. А. S. В. xlvii 2, p. 156, pls. vii, 
viii (1878); Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, Т, Віну Faun. Brit. Ind. 

Mamm. p. 376 (1891); Bonhote, Р. 7. 8.1 ‚ 194. 

A SMAL мя a ae valuable collection has sili been made 
by t the Selangor mountains in the neigh- 

bourhood d Tia боа bak at elevations of between 4,000 and 5,500 
feet. The series of birds includes a species of Peacock г баин Р 

ae 
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(Chalcurus inopinatus, Rothsch.) ec described a month or two 
previously in England from specimens obtained in Pahang by Mr. 
Rothschild’s collector; a Bamboo Partridge, also new, but which was 

obtained last Т in the Telóm valley ; a Whistling Thrush, previously 
1 n 

Pigeon SE AR ecus korthalsi, antea p. 51) which has been doubt- 
fully included in the list of Peninsula species but of which no specimen 
has hitherto been obtained, 

species of mammals were obtained: Tupaia ferruginea, 
Sciurus erythraeus, and the individual under discussion, which L have 

when la es are available for comparison it may prove to be sub- 

sanie — from the typical form, The following is à general 

description 

Pelage soft, with a thick greyish wooly under fur on the back. 

lo 
tinged with "s remainder of under surface greyish white. Ventral 

ect of the: tail and anal n, also inner aspect of thighs, rich aspec region 
chestnut. A Ae white spot behind the ea 

тени and body, 214; bit 144; hind foot, 39 ; 

ear, 21 m 

LocarrrY. diig Mengkuang Lebir, Selangor, 5,000 feet. 
April 2nd, 1905. 

ere Disrrisution.—Mooleyit диа in Tenasserim ase 
Karenee in Burma, apparently confined to high elevations. Also 
— Northern Siam, An allied form (S. pernyi) occurs in 

gireg s.—This squirrel can be readily separated from all others 
t present known to inhabit the Malay Peninsula by the patch o 

silly whits fur behind the ears, which are somewhat large for the size 
of the animal. 

SELANGOR STATE Museum, HERBERT C. ROBINSON. 
Kvara LuwPum, 25th April, 1905. 

NOTES ON PARA RUBBER SEED OIL. 

AST season some observations and experiments were made on 
these seeds, ve it was ton that, on an average, 1,000 husked 

and sun-dried weigh I ozs Profesor W) As the 

е = " m same "un Жер dried kernels would weigh one ton 
yie ewt. of oil or taking the specific gravity of the oil at 

0.9302, 963 gallon 
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So far, it is impossible to estimate the yield of seed, but judging from the trees in the Museum groun iping, i inly g , Taiping, it may certainly be expec verage over a thousand seed The fruiting of the trees is very irregular, some of t ing much more prolific 

It was found that if the kernels were dried, pounded and at once put 1nto a press the resulting oil was clear and of a pale yellow colour. 

elapsed between the pounding of the kernels and the expressing of the oil the deeper its colour. The oil was also more difficult to express as 
it became more viscid and required greater pressure to expel it from 

These experiments were carried out with a locally-devised press, 
formed with some planks and a couple of carpenters’ bench screws. 

it has been found that after the seed has been crushed the oil gradu- 
ally undergoes decomposition, owing to the action of a h drolytic 
enzyme contained in the seed.” T 1 

ве 
that the colour of the 

oil changes from a pale yellow, little if any darker than olive oil, to a 
deep brown. 

The difference in the commercial value of the two oils would pro- 
bably be considerable; and it would appear that to obtain the best 
quality and largest yield of oil, the expression should be done locally 
and that as short a time as ible s 
grinding of the kernels and the extraction of the oil in the press. 

Three samples of the above-mentioned oils are on exhibition in the 
Perak Museum. One from freshly-crushed seeds, one from 
crushed about a week, and one from seeds erushed about two weeks. 
The contrast between the pale yellow, brown and dark brown oils is 
very marked. 

L. WRAY. 

F.M.S. Government Press. 
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ON A NEW SPECIES OF MUS FROM PULAU ТАБАК, 

Bx J. LEWIS BONHOTE, m.a., F.1.s. 

dm recently received те identification from Mr. Н. C. Robinson 
e specimen of a small rat, collected on the island of Pulau 

J E. in the Straits of Melee It belongs apparently to an un- 
described species, and I propose for it the name Mus jarak, sp. nov. 

Size about that ofa ый Миз attus. General colour above dark 
ith 

ong 
bristles. The underparts are pure white, and the line of demarcation 
between the colour of the upper and underparts, although distinct, is 
not abrupt. The feet are dark and scantily clothed with dark brown 
hairs. The tail is unicolor, stout and rather shorter than the head 
and body, the whiskers are long and dark. 

The skull is that of a typical Mus. The rostrum is of moderate 
h and fairly stout, the nasal bones are long and taper posteriorly. 

The supraorbital ridges are strong and well marked, and the 
ridges can also be traced well back. The autorbital foramen is large 

qua its ion, п a mere slit below, 
the outer plate being thin and leaning slightly outwards. i- 

1 small and lie well up in the skull, the base occipital and 
palate are kenne and the incisive fo long and tapering slightly 
at their an zygomata do not extend laterally but have 
a downward ‘aiden ney, the бте point being at about two-thirds x 

the length fiori anterior root. The teeth are normal and call for 
pe omment. 

skroei (of type in pei —Head and body 180 mm., tail 
160 mm., hind-foot 32 mm 20 mm 

SKULL. a uini length 42 mm., basal length 35 mm., palatal 
length 19.5 mm., diastema 12 mm., length of incisive 
foramina 7.5 mm., length of nasals 16 mm., zygomatic 
breadth 19 mm., паса! breadth 6.5 mm., greatest 
breadth of brain ease 15 mm., length o molar series 
(alveoli) 7 num 

HABITAT. ааһа of Pulau Jarak, Straits of Malacca. 
Typr.—B.M., 5, 8-12-1.—Adult male, collected by Mr. H. С. 

Robinson on the 20th December, 1904. 

This specimen, which through the kindness of Mr. Robinson has 
been presented to the National oeni belongs apparently to the 

Mus malai groe M Fasciculi per nee 2344 vol. i, pp. 32, 
: ees with tl of th: in i 

кесе very 1 much s 

The aed of ps E and the small size of the auditory bulle 

form characters which enable it to be easily identified; the latter in 
particular forming a marked feature by which it may be distinguished 
-from Mus annandalei (loc. cit. om p. 30), which in colour and size 

. it somewhat closely resembles 
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REPORT ON MINYAK SURIN. 

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, 

COLONIES AND INDIA. 

IMPERIAL Institute Roap, Lonpon, S.W., 

13th July, 1905. 

SIR have the honour to forward à report оп AME Surin," 

the Баре А fat obtained from the seeds of the Surin tre 

The sample = this product now reported upon was sent to the 

Imperial Institu Mr. Leonard Wray, Director of Museums, 

Taiping, Perak, UAT I shall be glad if i will kindly cause a сору of 

the report to be sent for his informatio 

I have, etc., 

WYNDHAM R. DUNSTAN. 

H.E. тне Hren Commissioner, F.M.S., SINGAPORE. 

REPORT ON А SAMPLE OF *MINYAK SURIN" FROM 

THE FEDERATED MALAY STATES. 

Bx Proressorn WYNDHAM R. DUNSTAN, м.л., F.R.S., 

DIRECTOR, [MPERIAL IwsrrrUTE, Ѕоотн Kenstneton, Lonpon, S.W. 

6 igir — ссе еа дусты an enquiry from а firm of 
mak: in thi untry for information as to the барша 

possibility of obtaining commercial s sapit jes of the seeds of с модем 

( t Dichopeis) oblongifolium, or the oil oe from these seed: 

In dealing with this enquiry it was found that practically nothing 

was known about these materials in this country, and that t the inform- 

i >p 

seeds yield a hard, white fat known as “ Njatoh ” fat, chiefly compo 
-of stearin and olein, and which would be suitable for the manufacture 

of stearin candles 

Жинге ей of the Botanie a ee tion. and to 
з de : ted Mala. 

penes be available locally eque either of these produc 

xc ge ee re УОТА 

BVO М” Sane ree ree Smee СУ 

c pe em cu cic Mer EE b oo aa 
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In response to this request the Superintendent of the cm 
Gardens, Singapore, in a letter dated the 6th December, 1904, s 
that the seeds of phe oblongifolium were extremely rare ; "bet 
n some occasions as much as a dollar for each seed had been offered 

without securing any vigna. iid that although during the last few 

years small quantities of the seeds had become available in the Straits 

E it was improbable that any had been used for the extrac- 
tion of fat 

Similarly the Director of Museums at Perak, in a letter dated the 

6th December, 1994, said that he could hold out no hopes of being 

able to obtain either the fat or the seeds of Palaquiwm oblongifolium 

i h 

to Palaquium oblongifolium, could be secured in small шаса and 
that he would send a sample of this material for examination 

The following information was given regarding Minyak Surin: 

"The Surin trees grow singly in the jungle, usually at wide 

intervals, so that the aeu of the seed is a matter of difficulty. 

e Malays on finding a tree shedding its seed gather them up and, 
after husking and sun-drying them, express the fat by means of a 
wedge press called “Apit Surin.” The fat does not come into the local 

market, but is used by the makers for cooking purposes. 

could not be obtained in quantities, nor at a price which would make 

it available for either soap or candle-makin 

The botanical name of the Surin tree was not ийре! and in a 

letter dated the 2nd March the Director of Museums was asked for 

further information as to the relationship of the Surin tree to 

Palaquium oblongifolium. 

The sample of “Minyak Surin” received weighed about two 
pounds, and consisted of cylindrical pieces of solid fat, which 

contained much dirt and foreign matter. The fat had a peculiar 
odour but was not raneid. 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION. 

A portion of the sample was sent to Dr. J. Lewkowitsch, who had 
offered to investigate this material, and he has been good enough to 
supply w the Imperial Institute the following observations with 

regard to it: 

“The fat was very dirty and was filtered to remove insoluble 
impurities. The chemical examination gave the following results : 

Saponification value .. 179.5 milligrams of potash re- 
; quired to saponify one gram of 

fat 

Unsaponifiable matter |... 4.54 per cent. 

Free fatty acids | ... ...7 49.3 = 

Todine value E < Sl 5, 

. Reichert-Wollny value ..,. 0:55. 
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The mixed fatty — were isolated from a portion of the fat and 
gave the following “results 

Soliditying point of mixed 

fatty acids " 59.1 per cent. 

Mean yo cape "e of | 
fatty ac 284.9 — , 

е 5 Ка ч 
(m.p. 67.8? C.) in total 
faity acids € m UBES 

n the foregoing numbers the conclusion may reasonably be 
drawn that the fatty acids consist practically entirely of stearic and 
oleic acids, but a more thorough investigation would be necessary 
before this could be asserted definitely. 

The extremely high proportion of stearic acid would render this fat 
a most useful raw material for the candle industry were it not for the 
presence of попадане amounts of bir e matter, which 
would be equally objectionable in soap manufac 

The ee oe value of the fat would probably be from £24 to 
£26 per t 

It was ae the letter WE oue a д. at eens that 
owing to the spare distribution of the Surin tree e Federated 
Malay States this material could not be of any а ро е 
since no large s s e s could be obtained, but it is inter- ta. 
estin note that the fat is suitable for industrial use, and that it 
woul Lp LÍ at fairly high prices if it could be obtained 

n large quan 
The observation that * Minyak Surin" consists of stearin and 

olein is also interesting as showing that its composition is similar to 
that ascribed by Burok to the fat obtained from the seeds of 
ти oblongifolium, and in this connection it would be of some 

rest to know the botanical name of the ** Surin” tree in order that 
ite exact botanical relationship to Palaquiwm oblongifolium might be 
ascertained. 

WYNDHAM R. DUNSTAN. 

13th July, 1905. 

A SYSTEM FOR THE REGISTRATION OF THE 

CONTENTS OF MUSEUMS. 

By L. WRAY, 1.8.04 

MUN. or Muszums, FEDERATED MALAY STATES. 

A GREAT deal has been written on the subject of Museum Registra- 
E = several papers on it have already appeared in the 

ЕЕ ert but it. is on an important ma matter to all 
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It became necessary to adopt some workable system of registration 

in the Perak State Museum. Опе method had been tried some time 

There were accession books, registers and catalogues for each 
a c 

бон of unnecessary базне 

The system is worked má with rds no books of any sort 

being used. Others have in part discarded them, and Mr. E. 
Lowe, of the Plymouth Museum, has even gone as far as using books 

in — with loose sheets and card оки» but books do not 

appear to have been altogether dispensed with before. 

The central idea is this: a duplicate series of cards form the 
ne ister” and the * Catalogue," the cards of the register fang 

filed in the order of the accession numbers of the specimens, and the 

cards of the Р in the order in which the specimens are dig 

ed in the Museum 

Now to come to details. The card Been was а form printed by 
the Library Supply Company, measuring 3 ins. x 5 ins., and ruled as 

shown :— 

Date i | 

Accession No. | when Received 

Place in Museum 

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMEN, 

saecu 

WHERE PROCURED, 

HOW OBTAINED. 
PRESENTED BY 
BEQUEATHED BY 

COLLECTED BY 

It is possible that a better allotment of space might be made, but 
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painting or writing a number on it. If it is to go into an exhibition 
or store case, the number of that case is written on the cards under 
the heading * Place in eum." Опе card is then filed in the 
register, in the order of its accession number, and the other card is 

One or more drawers of the catalogue cabinet are given to each 
gallery. The drawers, in this particular instance, hold 3,000 cards, 
and have two brass card-holders in front to take labels indicating the 

e accession numbers are used with a date, thus:—1,420-04. or 
1,343-05, a fresh number being started each year. The actual date of receipt is written on the right-hand upper corner of the card. In the 
register guides at each hundred are use 
and the odd and even numbers are written on the left and right-hand 
cards 
is only necessary when a change of year takes place. Let it be 

e- 

fifties alternately in the central half, with a distance equal to the 
thickness of two hundred cards between each guide. 

In the case of a specimen or group of specimens from one source, 
which have to be examined and classified, or mounted, or possibly 
even sent away for identification, salmon-coloured cards are used, an 
one card j i is in the register and the other in a drawer of the 
catalogue cabinet set apart for the laborato: When the specimen is 

sal 

. and if the accession number was, say, 360-05, to give them decimal 
| sombere thus ;—54 °-05, 229-05, ete. As each specimen of a group or 3 
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card кар until all the specimens in it are worked out and find 
manent resting places either in the exhibition, study, or duplicate 

series. Варе in these cases, lot or group numbers do not appear to 
have anything to recommend — and as far as possible each speci- 
men is given a number of its own 

starting a new "em of registration in a Museum, i old 

It was decided in our case to date them with the year of registration, 
adding the date of acquisition, when known, on the right-hand corner, 
and in the case of accessions to keep a list of the numbers for use in 

new; =: er was — кен of at the time of ordering the cards, 
ing i t-of-the-way place, was impossible to do 

ealissquiintly.: without a 7 of probably six months or more. 

Should a specimen be destroyed, and such things will happen, even 
in the best-regulated Museums, its card in the catalogue may either 

er to E 

The his tory often of u 1 ; serving. 

Should this department trüfortunstely get me it must be sub-divided 
y e cards i so that particular cards can be found without 

undue loss of time 

Loan collections can be treated by м aside a drawer of the 
period cabinet. s them. A record can here be kept of specimens 

ih 
sa 

venient to put them on the main register. For this pu apose the 
cheaper qualities of cards are good enough, and a coloured one could 
be used with advantage. 

In practice thin, best quality, white cards have been used for the 
ordinary entries; thick, best quality, white cards for the guides 
salmon pink card 

н wilt be apparent that by this ваай it is always possible to re- 
arrange a case or gallery, or to insert or remove specimens anywhere 
in the collection. A whole line is given to * Place in Museum” on 
the cards, so it is easy to scratch out a case-number and write in a 
new one, whenever a change is necessary. Any system which does 

almost every genus and species included in it. Until a stop i is um to 

this pernicious habit of the sy stematists (by, say, 1 теа a fine of 

10/- in the case of a species and 20/- in the case of a genus, the fines 

to go to a benevolent fund for the benefit of Vene Hii dee ayed 

Museum officials) we must allow for a constant change of classifica- 

tion of nearly the whole of the contents of a Museum. 
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gallery and case — or if the ee of the group in the scientific 
sequence adopted in the collection 1s known, or if the number of the 

case in which the nea is situated is known, by looking it up in the 

catalogue. 

The catalogue, when ше: with its guides, сап be used by 

anyone, for there is no elaborate system or set of symbols to learn and 
reme Thi r before it can be understood. s elaboration is the great 

k to some of the ingenious systems which n prop 

In my experi m administration, time is always too short 

to do the work which should be done, and th ul innovations are 

those which e time and ню . In this connection 
2 ed, that, as the entries on о t of cards are exact copies of rr i f 
m the other set, = cod “capable of copying can do one half o 
e icm work of registra 

[Reprinted from the * Museums Journal," June, 1905.] 

А SHORT ACCOUNT OF SOME *ANCIENT REMAINS" 
FOUND ON GUNONG JERAI, KEDAH 

(WITH ONE PLAN.) 

Br Mg. BR. W. IRBY, 

OF THE PERAK TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY, FEBRUARY, 1894. 

(XUNONG JERAL more generally known as Kedah Peak, is a 

the N.N.-E. of Penang. It has a very abrupt and sharp appearance as 
seen from + lr south, but on the northern and western sides it is quite 
easy of as 

The top of Jerai itself is a quartz sandstone, with a dip of about 
15° to the north-west, but cut off on the south by a precipice of 
about 140 feet in height with a strike N. 53° east. Below this эйт 
pice boulders and intrusive granite сап be seen. The crest of Jera 
evidently the result of an upheaval, the centre of action of which wai 
immediately below. The formation, being very е has been 

on the southern slopes and now forms a sca The sand- 
stone on the northern and western slopes is generally uniform in its 
bedding, though there are indications of contortion and local metamor- 
phism. It dips beneath the alluvial soil at the foot of the range 
and passing under the sea comes up again in the Bunting islands. 

On these slopes there are no granitic rocks so far as I ти able to 
ascertain, but all are schistose rocks of sedimentary format 

The usual way to approach Gunong Jerai from "mend is by pr 
steamer to Kuala Yen, # small rivulet that rises on its western slopes. 

e shore is so shallow that it is not s игиси җы у о approach even with а 
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small launch, within half a mile, and even native canoes cannot = 
paddled into the stream at low water. Kuala Yen is a small ka ampon 
with padi fields which stretch back from the shore line to the foot hills, 
perhaps a mile or more. The headman is Raja Saman, a very intelli- 
gent Malay, — is always willing to assist travellers with coolies and 
accommodatio 

The track from Kuala Yen is through some very old “dusuns” or 
orchards, and after about 2 miles strikes a spur, up м isa ET fair 
track that no doubt has been in use for centuries, it 18 so well 
defined. At 3,100 feet the path leads into a glen foot. à s Pa diis ng 
Taseh where there is always water to be found. It is the best place 
to camp as the top of Jerai can be ame reached in an hour from it 
and no water can be got higher u 

On the Ist February, Mr. Irby’s Malay coolies mv MY. set fire 
to the peat, which being very dry burnt rapidly and could n X- 
tinguished. On the night of the 4th February it rained кабай, to 
somewhat extinguish the fire, and on the following irn his Malays 
reported that they had discovered a row of bricks on the top of the 
crest where the peat had been mostly consumed. Mr. Irby had the 

In the centre was discovered a vault, or well, which no doubt was 
Seay circular, with a diameter of about 2 feet 6 inches, and 2 feet 

egular slab of sandstone was at the side, evidently used 
as a cover. Careful search was made, but nothing of a any interest 
found except a few pieces of vitrified clay bricks very similar to the 
ordinary Chinese ones, and a little wood charcoal. 

LE 

he hearth itself is shown in accompanying sketch “ уы рош А 
оп „ту of site. It was about 16 feet square and consisted of two 
courses of granite slabs, or bricks, about 14 inches long, 7 inches wide 
at 24 inches thick. By far the greater number were in their original 
positions and only displaced here and there by the roots of tree 

ter period I made an examination on the spot and шыр ойм six of 
the slabs taken at oasis, with the following soled 

лл ee MAT XE 
DIT. с ossi i T 
OI" x wx -— Woex o9 
Шы Сол” Cl. ш Н ee и А 
(opr Р TUG XP C Шош x ur 
(6) r 21" x ad x 91" er 144" x 7 x 9i" 

The interior was covered by bricks roughly hewn from laterite. 

her exploration by Mr. Irby and myself led to the discovery of 
лы hearth at the south-west corner with the hole outside the 
perimeter. It ha n destroyed to such an extent that it 
difficult to get its outlines at first, but a little careful excavation 
enabled me to make a fairly accurate measurement. The dimensions 
were about 15 feet by 12 feet. The site is shown in red on accom- 
anying plan of the top of Jerai. Indications of no less than nine 

small hearths, about 4 feet square, were found between the two 
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largest. ine tour of what appears to have been a rubble wall 

was traced i north-easterly direction for 160 or 170 feet, it was 

then lost boróoth the peat which the fire had not consumed. 

On the undercliff, on E south-eastern side, there were many pieces 

of clay bricks and granite slabs found, and from their positions they 

e 

doubt volui 

he granite slabs are fairly uniform in size and well tooled, and 
would appear to have been eut from boulders, as in some instances 
Mee a have been et in "s rough which are precisely similar ve ast | : : 

о he of a 
ны dud laterite blocks juve been deposited in the Perak State 
Museum. 

Irby made most careful a of the Malays from the 
a helene ampongs who came scores to see the discovery. 
They all said they knew nothing uer any ancient settlement on 
Jerai and that their ancestors had not handed down traditions con- 
cerning it. Later on others said there must have been a Siamese 

matory on Jerai, *as the bricks were unknown in their parts and 
must have come from over the sea," and the bodies were placed in the 
holes and burnt there. But some Siamese who came up said that it 
was the custom to burn their dead above ground. 

The Malays further said that in sailing to Acheen, Gunong Jerai is 
visible until a high mountain in Sumatra оша in view, which fact 
might suggest that signal fires had been kept burning on tipte in 
former P to guide mariners, ae from ‘Sumatra, at night 

The решш of Yen, Raja tem had a long story that Jerai 
had once been inhabited by * Gergasi," creatures of human fo ho 
devoured ordinary mortals, but that 1 none had wem known to exist for 
the last 200 years. His theory was that these tures were respon- 
sible for the constructions fou € Many тЫ tales, equally impro- 
bable, were given. 

There can be little doubt but,that the builders must have been 
iade antecedent to the Malays and that the latter know nothing about 

e depth of peat on Jerai before the fire must have taken 
nie to form, as it rested on the sand-stone, which was almost 

probably Aet fed immediately with the belief that it was the resu 
of во места agency and not have returned. 
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of broken granite, and clay-bricks were found in the vicinity. 
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"Tradition would keep others fom making the ascent for many 
generations perhaps, and thus the agian would have had a 
undisturbed opportunity to form soil for itself and cover the ruins so 
effectually that when some venturesome Ma idi ay did arrive at the sum- 
mit all signs of any former settlement would be obscured. 

If such a catastrophe as the landslip on Jerai had occurred since 
the Malay occupation some tr n would remain as to what existed 
on it previously, but none does. On the other hand, the Malays have 
a tradition that Jerai was once аа. to Gunong Perak, а large 
mountain to the north-east, to ch it was married, and that sub- 
sequently it broke away and Ба e the parent of Pulau Bunting, ап 
island about 10 miles distant in а mers -westerly direction. 

This tradition may have been derived from some peor settlers 
with a knowledge of a gne landslip on Jerai, and who with poetic 
license had made the Most of it as a supernatural Hert, and 
omitted to lay any particular stress on the settlement which was 
destroyed by it. Perhaps some author ity ск the history of the Malay 
Peninsula may be "e to throw light on the age of these remains, 
and if some further search is made ‘and t um. remaining be care- 
fully handled it 1s Ten тозы some utensils or implements may yet 
be found. 

This account is accompanied by four photographs and a ground 
plan of the crest of Gunong Jerai which will explain themselves. For 
the Malay traditions I am indebted to Mr. Irby. 

G. A. LEFROY, 

TAIPING, Chief Surveyor, Perak. 
20th February, 1895. 

THE RUINS ON GUNONG JERAI, KEDAH. 

t was on the morning of 5th February E overhearing some 
conversation between Penghulu Awang, of n, and the coolies 

m a mass of Cong leaves and débris 1 from two to three, 
and a piled against the stumps of trees cut down by former 

rs, perhaps four feet in depth. 

I Seda away as much of the smouldering mass as possible, still 
keeping the fire going, and before evening had the court fairly clear of 
débris; but there still remained the stumps of three trees, the largest 
one on the eastern and the other pde = LA smaller, on the тонаш 

These i. which had тт cut, I should say, within a twelve 
month or so, were of the size and no doubt of the same age as the rest 
of the trees on the summit, and from the extent of the relics afterwards 
disclosed I believe tbat the whole top of the hill had been cleared at 
the time these were in use, and from these trees per haps some idea of 
the date of abandoning the place may be obtained. 
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It was on the two or three days following that I noticed the many 
mounds and the vaults to the north, the fire still burning, the vault 
had another large tree stump growing over it, and this is now lying t 
one side, the ones over the co о be removed to obtain clear 
sights for the trigonometrical work I was engaged on, and as this could 
not ke delayed I had to extinguish the fires on the 8th, leaving a 
considerable pateh of peat and dead leaves that may still be covering 
something of interest. 

I had many native visitors during the time I remained on Jerai, 
but could get no information, their grandparents, so they said, having 
had no knowledge of it. Haji Maolim, the Guru of Yen, thought it 
was a place for the exercise of religious ceremonies, and that а gee 

an passage might exist from the well in the court to some о ing 
ne down the side of the mountain; but this is not so, as hard bottom 
was struck in clearing out the well. 

Otbers thought it was a Siamese crematory, as the bricks were 
e unknown in their part and must have come from over sea, but o o 

Siamese coming up I had questions put to them as to de 
custom was to place the corpse in a hole and cover it up t being 
consumed but this they said was not so, the body being di dbi tanah ; 
во this failed to explain the well. 

I was told that in sailing for Acheen, as soon as Jerai was lost to 
sight, a mountain in Acheen came into view, and perhaps in olden times 
beacon fires may have been burned here, but these places would cer- 
tainly not have been made for this purpose alone. 

Another said he thought the top of the hill had been stockaded 
during some former war, and in such a case the wells may have been 

people might have been or where they could have got the bricks 
remains a mystery; still I am inclined to think that this theory may be 
worth investigating, and if some idea of the age of the occupation can 

obtained from the trees some interesting historical events may be 
raven 

a Saman, of Yen, quite seriously said that it was the work of 
the Gergasi, which he explained were creatures having the a ee 
of mankind but still not of them, being also devourers of hum 
beings, in fact the ogre of fairy tales, but of these none had ben 
known to exist for the last 200 years. Ihave no doubt this is accepted 
by all the Malays as the true expleta bn but others were afraid to tell 
me во for fear of being laughed a 

Other stories which I was told тө reference to the mountain, but 
no qucm with the ruins. One was that Gun i e is а gem 
and was once joined both in еба um and matrimony to 

n I Perak, a male, but for some n did not Pestis the latter mre 
the former to its present positio: 

Another, in connection with the Padang Taseh, the lower camping 
place. This was given by a Raja Ibrahim to Haji Taseh as a hermi- 
tage and the holy man lived in seclusion there, afterwards it was taken 

‚ by Chinese for mining but they failed, then a Malay took another 
, also for mining purposes, but kept ‘his whereabouts and doings 
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secret. Опе day his camp was discovered by a Raja who noticed а 
tungku of gold on the fire, and Raja-like immediately appropriated 
it. For this he was struck by the owner, a Korinchi man, who the 
exercised his powers, turned into a ie and patrolled Jerai for 

With regard to the Korinchi I was told that there are two streams, 
very difficult to diseover, which join, one being clear and one muddy. 
Water must be taken from both, the muddy on being applied to the 

its former state, the power being lost when the su pply of water is 
exhausted. 

FRED. W. IRBY. 
"TarrriNa, 28th April, 1894. 

FOSSIL TOOTH OF ELEPHAS NAMADICUS 

FROM PERAK 

ear. of an elephant’s tooth, which was found in Tan Ong 
Peng’s mine, opposite the old Police Station at Salak, Kuala 

Kangsar, at a depth of 12 feet from the surface, and which was pre- 

t 
Geological Department of the British Museum, for examination. ia 
a letter dated 18th July he writes, * The tooth is а molar, proba 
upper of Elephas namadicus, Falconer and Cantley, a species found i in 
the Nabada beds of India, and probably of Pleistocene age. This 
species has already been found in Burma and at Bukit Basar, 
Nawngchik." 

Respecting d last-named specimen the following note by Dr. 
Andrews appears in Messrs. N. Annandale and H. C. Robinson's 
Fascieuli tr маа Zoology, Part II, page 307: 

“ The tooth on which Dr. Andrews has been kind enough to write 
the following note was found by a native on Bukit Besar, Nawngchik, 
and sold to us at Ban Sai Kau 

“ This specimen seems to be of земени interest on account o 
the locality in wbich it was found. It is an upper molar of Elephas 
namadicus, a species found in the dens Siwalik beds, particularly in 
the Nabada valley. I have also received remains of this animal from 
Burma йк: Mandalay) quite ие тя never from further south. 

urse the S о осе 

y сазе, the oce 
Peninsula helps to bridge over one of the gaps in the area over which 
the Siwalik fauna extended. 

“The age of E. namadicus was probably late Pliocene or early 
Pleistocene," 
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The finding of this specimen in the State of Perak further extends 
the range of the species southwards, down the Malayan Peninsula. 
"The depth at which the tooth was found would indicate that it came 
from the lower portion of the over-burden or the upper portion of the 
tin-bearing wash-dirt or karang. In this part of the valley the 

uvium was very various in depth owing to the bed-rock, a hard 
bluish-grey, slate, presenting an uneven surface. In some places the 
tin-bearing st was ав much as 24 feet in thickness, while in 
others it was not more than 5 or 6 feet. 

DESTRUCTION OF NOXIOUS ANIMALS. 

[Extract from the Report on the Federated Malay States Police Force for the 
year 1904.] 

ЕТСЕК Q is a return showing the number and description of 
noxious animals destroyed in the several States with the total 

money paid for their destruction. The fo lowing is an extract from 
section 20 of Mr. Sumner's report, describing how a woman lost her 
life through injuries inflicted by a panther : 

“At or about 11 p-m. on 12th November, a Chinaman, living at 
Sempalit, Raub District, heard a noise at the fowl-house. He opened 
the door of the house, and while in the act of passing through, a black 

nd so 
attacked by the beast. He, however, succeeded in driving the panther 

bedstead. е man and woman of 

| © @ a @ & e ct @ ER z | + 5 

e 
haud. He, however, quickly despatched the panther by stabbing it 
several times with his kris and finally causing the carcass to be con- 
veyed to the Raub Station 

"The injured people were taken to the Raub Hospital by the 
Poliee, where their wounds were attended to, but the unfortunate 
woman succumbed to her injuries in spite of all the possible attention 
that had been shown to her." a 

-T have heard of no other casos of deaths throagh wild beasts. _ 
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RETURN SHOWING THE DESTRUCTION OF NOXIOUS ANIMALS 

R WHICH REWARDS WERE PAID DURING 1904 IN THE 

2 = е ; т d 3 States, 2 5 $ E А, E 3 

che в. м {ш & 

79 Өн. 
Perak ... i. UT 6481 UCL POI 15 633 |2,826 22 
Selangor кулот. аЗ 1.949 Т. 11 310 11,576 61 
Negri Sembilan заре 7 4 or 225 50 
Pahang E 10, 28| 10 3 46 | 315 70 

Totals... 1159 Ый? 45 33 989 |4,944 03 

H L. TALBOT, 

Commissioner of Police, F.M.S. 

REPORT ON THE MUSEUMS DEPARTMENT, 1904. 

"| HE Federal appointment of Director of Museums was made on the 
im Asi ur er and the holder of it was relieved of his duties 

Cura te Geologist, Perak, on the 9th of May, by the 
Didi. of Mr. F. W. Knocker as Curator of the Perak Museum, 

No staff was provided and, with the exception of salary, for which 
provision was made, money had to be taken from. the Perak Museum 
otes to cover the travelling and other expenses of the head of the 
Зерен. 

тт e PERAK STATE MUSEUM. 

The casing of the new rooms w. completed in the early E t 
year, and on kis lst of panan hs work of xu ; io soea 
collections into them was begun. This necessitated s ciem Ph 
everything in the whole of the building, and althcugh the new 
were — the pu € at с latter end of the year, the process foai of 
rearrangement, both in d in the rest of the Museum, will not 
be e completa for a long iio бз соше. 

ETHNOLOGY. 

It has been recognised that the chances of acquiring objects Шав. 
trating Malayan civilisation are rapidly passing away, owing to the 

a h 
equate accommodation was, for the first time in the history of 

abe institution, available for the display of the ethnological collections, 
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special attention was paid to this branch ue каче and an endeavour 
was made to add as much as possible to the on. It is satisfactory 

to be able to state that the additions to it es еу been far 
greater than in any previous year. 

TAXIDERMY. 

Owing to the absence on long leave of Mr. Keilich, the Taxider- 

mist, during the greater portion of the year, the taxidermie work was 

restricted to very narrow limits. Bad work in this line is probably 

worse than none—particularly when it has to be exhibited side by side 

with better work. 

REGISTERING AND CATALOGUING. 

and catalogues and samples obtained from it. The Curators in Perak 

and Selangor were consulted, the former be ing familiar with the 

systems in use in de І Leicester and Bristol Museums and the latter in 

the Liverpool Muse 

‘he apparatus necessary to carry out the D which had been 

evolved was ordered through the Crown Agents. The indent did not 

arrive till the latter end of the year and the Tot of registering was 

not begun till November, but from the way in which it wor 

from _Subseque ent цинк of it, there appears to be no doubt that 

the plan is quite satisfactory 

n this new system all t the numerous books which other plans 

involve have been abolished and the whole thing is done by the aid of 

a double 

ы proper ‘pl 

About 12,000 cards and a cabinet capable of accommodating 22,000 
were procured by way of a commencement. The work of registration 

will probabi; take several years to accomplish, and there will then only 
e current accessions to enter up as they come in. 

SELANGOR STATE MUSEUM. 

In the early part of the year the members of the Museum Com- 
mittee were relieved of their duties and the institution came under the 
supervision of the Director. Five visits, totalling thirty-one days, were 
puid by him to Kuala Lumpur during the last nine months of 1904. 

Owing to the ruinous state of the old building, it was decided n 
to attempt any EE of either the cases or the contents of n: 

Museum, but to collect and pack up in tin-lined packing-cases as 
many eee: as possible, so as to preserve them and have them 
ready for transport to the new building when it is completed. This 
necessitated closing one of the exhibition rooms, so as to use it as à 

©, 
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Considering the state of the building and the contents, the number 
of visitors admitted may be con nsidered quite satisfactory. "They 
totalled 34.470. 

As the Curator has made a e н о of the work cen prs the 
year and of the progress o w building and cases it is un- 
necessary to go over the same erode again here. 

GENERAL. 

COLLECTING. 

A collecting expedition was made in Pahang and a very extensive 
collection was the result. The greater portion “of it was ethnologieal 
in character, but а good many ores, minerals : fossils were als 
obtained. "This State was previously almost unrepresented in the 

k seum. The bulk of the specimens were deposited in that u 
institution, but a good many went to Selangor. The time occupied in 
traversing the State of Pahang was 45 dass 

Other shorter collecting trips were made and the total time spent 
away from head-quarters was 131 days. 

ImpeRIAL INSTITUTE. 

Exhibi т the Straits and Native States Court at the Imperial 
Institute were Еа prepared and sent to London. Amongst these 

era. 
gold, tin and other mines of the Native States, and a set of nine slabs 
of marble from the Ipoh Marble Works. 

Samples of ешек and of Minyak surin were spent for examina- 
тм іп the labora з of the institution, under the arrangement 

= ЖҮ the Government of the Federated Malay States 
е "Prof r Wyndham Dunston, r.g.s. The corundum has been 
favourably те reported on in the “ Bulletin of the Imperial Institute” 
and a larger sample has been asked for, for further trials of its 
далеру for ps the movements of clocks and watches and as an abrasive 

doreinororodffaN PHOTOGRAPHS. 

At the request of Sir W. H. Treacher, к. с.м.ө., the then Resident- 
General, a series of twenty-eight photographs of Semangs and | 
was taken to help to illustrate Mr. W. W. Skeat's forthcoming book on 
the ““ Wild Tribes of the Malay Peninsula.” 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OTHER MUSEUMS. 

А small collection of a de ate zs pr т арбы about 
forty articles, was made to the h Museum, 

oomsbury. The Malay penne t is eee ally unr rosanted in the 
th v 

vhich have been sent from the Perak Museum in former 

"pres 
pm National а With very few exceptions, there are only the 
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Some Malayan tin eoins were sent to the Bankfield Museum, 

Halifax. 

PEsts. 

. An attempt was made to exterminate the rats on the.Rubana and 

Nova Scotia Estates in Lower Perak by infecting them with the virus 

and which is present in vast numbers, is the о, described rat 

Mus jalorensis ; while the rats found about the houses and mill belong 

to two varieties of Mus rattus. 

A “ mealy bug” which attacks sugar canes was also studied at = 

nd a note on it was published in the first number of t 

$ a Journal of the Federated Malay States Museums.’ 

TAILINGS COMMISSION. 

The Director was appointed a member of this body, Es attended 
the meetings held at Batu Gajah, Kuala Lumpur and Seremban. 

PRorEcTION ок WILD ANIMALS AND BIRDS. 

An Enaetment, which is of considerable importance from a 

zoological point of view, was passed in Perak, Selangor and Negri 

Sembilan under the title of “ The Wild Animals and Birds Sus cam 

Enactment, 1904." Although this law hardly goes far enough, in 

some directions, it is hoped that it will do something еде checking 

the rp Eme slaughter which threatened to exterminate some of 

the т and more interesting of our wild animals and birds and 
ү" decrease the numbers of others. 

Many people have an exaggerated idea of the quantity of animal 

life in the jungle, and think that protection is quite unneeded. Wh 

however, the action of sportsmen in exterminating many once very 

common species of animals in Africa, America and other places is taken 

inte account, the necessity of protective legislation becomes apparent. 

What is usually forgotten in considering this subject is that the 

ance of life in the natural state is T ем adjusted that it only 
requires quite a small matter to upset it 

THE JOURNAL. 

the year. The price has been fixed at 75 cents per in, or $2.50 per 
volume of four parts. 

1. WRAY, ак is 

Director of Museums, EMS. 
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REPORT ON THE PERAK MUSEUM, 1904. 

BUILDING. 

"| HE four towers at the front of de building were in the con- 
tractor's hands for the greater part of the year, the scaffolding 

and ataps being still in position at is end of December. e removal 
of the small domes and the ae a in their place of four pyramidal- 
shaped towers with galvanized iron roofing was, however, completed 
before the close of the year. It i to be hoped that the impie ion 
will be permanently effective as I bise there has always been trou 
with these towers. The result from an artistic stand- poa деа i hardly 
be с a success, and it is a matter of regret that the e or ap- 
pearance of the building could not have been studied in sucht Bi n 
with the absolute necessity of having water-tight roofs. 

CASES. 

The last instalment of the plate glass for the new EM 
wall- and pube d from the Crown Agents early in the year, 
and the remaining cases were accordingly glazed, being finally ready to 
receive the mm Pee W the end of May. 

After the removal of the ethnological К from the two front 
rooms, the interiors of all the wall-cases there received two coats of 
fresh white paint previous to the аш of their new contents. 

THE COLLECTIONS. 

1. ZOOLOGY AND OSTEOLOGY. 

fair amount of work has been done in both these branches, 

a 
of the invertebrates, and thus make room for a better and more 

atural display of the larger mammals. The only way to meet this 
demand is by the erection of pier cases in the centre of the room ; and 
à at such as the tigers, Sumatran rhinoceros yan 
tapir and the шош untain goats under their present. cramped Aud inartis- 
tic conditions should convince anyone of the pressing necessity for this 
improvement. Blessed with such fine examples of the mamm 

s Perak is, it seems more tban a pity that, in addition to 
the poor representation of the above animals, such ts as the 
sladang, the sambur e and others have to go unrepresented in the 
State Museum, Invertebrate zoology is also at a standstill from the 
same с that the comparatively — outlay necessary for the 
remedy оаа: in а way, serve two purpo e last two orders of 
the mammalia have already e M^. is on bs hs bird gallery, and the 
fine specimens of the Cetacea "laxo had to be stowed away under one 
of the table cases. 

e extension of the mammalia across the room led to the re- 
arrangement and re-classification of the bird colleetion; and an effort 
was made to collect all the scattered spirit reptilian specimens into dhe 
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кн room. These will eventually, however, fall into their scienti- 

c e, more or d by exhibition in the passage which leads into 

ilie new орар н КЕ Wee 

Sumatran BL mentioned above, which had been set 

as hin he beauty of the specimen and the clever taxidermie work 
is entirely а away in its present situation. 

Minor additions were made during the year, but owing to adverse 

ireumstances no systematic zoological collecting was carried out. 

the D 
lector attached to that establishment; and эту from the Gap 
were collected and presented by Mr. H. C. Robin 

The Japanese лат crab presented to the Museum by Sir J. Р. 
Rodger, к.с.м.9., previous to his leaving the State, was provisionally 
exhibited in the Кш Department, Рейн an allotment of а 
favourable position in the zoological room 

Towards the end of the year the task of cataloguing this collection 
was started, and it is hoped the work will be completed during the 
current year. 

A small amount of outside taxidermie work was got through, but 
a good deal had to be refused owing to the pressure ot Mosoti work. 

The whole of the osteological collection was re-arranged systemati- 
ba the removal of ethnological specimens enabling three more wall- 
cases to be devoted to this important branch of natural science. The 

e mammalian skeletons standing unprotected on the top of the 
Wall Sade were taken down, cleaned and placed inside cases; and the 
avian and reptilian skeletons were removed from the table-cases and 
laced in their proper sequence. Also the large skull of the elephant 

“Petra Muda," formerly exposed to the depredations of native visitors, 
was put away in safety amongst the other ungulate skulls 

The skeleton of a 7-ft. crocodile (C. porosus) was prepared and 
snes gt and makes a welcome addition to the co Sect: as does 

ewise the interesting series of tiger bones presented by E 
aswell including a malformed femur, arising from an old bullet 
wo 

2.  Borany. 

Two hundred and ninety-four botanical specimens were received 
in August from the Royal’ Botanical M erst cie and a few 
minor additions were obtained from vari 

'Ten thousand Para rubber seeds, from the trees in the Museum 
grounds, were collected and sold. 

ш» trouble was caused during the year by the sudden 
ruinous attacks of white ants, which made their way through the 

Hv of the Baiting. бой time to time, into the cases containing the 
. botanica collection, I painfully obvious that the contents of 

rium were never safe; and to meet this difficulty long zinc 
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baths have been made to take both front and back feet of the cases. 
These are kept supplied with а mixture of kerosene and earth oils, 
but, as the plan was only put into effect at the end of the E it is 
oo early to judge of the results of the experiment. M it is 
most important that every effort should be made to pre rem valu- 
able and comprehensive collection of Malayan plants trom! дөөгө 
or damage, 

3. GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY. 

Very little was done in either of these departments, as during 1905 
both will undergo entire re-arrangement, and substantial additions 

ted will be made by the inclusion of a collection, presen istees 
of the British Museum (Natural History) ; and another brought from 
England by Mr. Leonard Wray -— i is шры work 

Both collections were enriched by the Mer eoa of Museums' collect- 
ing trip through Pahang in June; and in à generous po 
was received from Mr. J. W. D. Ma. һай of Bristol, есше 
donation of Jurassie fossils, which needless to say was accepted, pus 
when received should greatly enhance the чы of our geological 
collection. 

A portion of аы from Upper Perak, pad by Mr. D. Pasley, 
and exhibited in one of the table-cases, proved a great attraction to 
European Moe. 

4. Economics. 

Although this collection has been in embryonie existence for years 
past no partieular prominence has been given to it, owing to the lack 
of aecommodation. e clearing out of the ethnological colleetion, 
however, placed the room on the north wing of the building at com- 
mand. ow be possible to utendi and advance this branch of In 
scientifie research, the usefulness of which will be apparent to every- 

With the kindly help of Planters, Miners, District Officers 
and others i in a n i to assist, a collection of considerable eo 
and value, erak products, industries and ша 
tures, should editam be formed. 

Ex xperiments with Para rubber seeds, collected in the grounds, 
were carried out in the Museum laboratory, with a view to collecting 
data on the quality and economie value of the oil to be obtained from 
them. A sample of this oil was placed in the collections, and seeds and 
plaster models of the entire pod, previous to bursting, were also added. 
Plaster models of typical Malayan fruits cast from the originals have 
added to the pue of those already on pm conspicuous 
amongst whic E a section of a durian. А se of sugar- 
from таас te, Low ec Ишак an ета in the same way, 
though the finished eut were not ready for exhibition by the end of 

the year 

Three wall-cases have been allotted to Ju implements, 
many of which were pepe a of the Ethnological Department ; 

one p is devoted to r 
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5. ETHNOLOGY. 

pally concentrated throughout the year. nly have the ethnologieal 
collections Пу removed and re-arranged, but large additions 
have been made. In June a prolon tour through Pah was 
made by the Director of Museu xtensive collection of 

@ Museum, was the result. Fu rmentations were made through 
the medium of the Agri-Horticultural Show, held at Kuala Lumpur in 
August; from various trips made by the Director of Museums, and 
from native collectors, who from time to time brought things in to the 
Museum, 

from the farther end of the zoological room, where a marble paved 
passage, 333 ft.x 11 ft., leads into the lower or general ethnological 

amongst : India, Arabia, Japan, China, Fiji, Papua, Siam, Borneo, 

history and one to antiquities, incorporated in the latter being the 
Hale collection of Peninsula stone implements and the Wray collection 
of British flint implements. 

A single bay of the wall-cases has an exhibition space of 6 ft. 5 ins. 
igh x 8 ft. 8 ins. wide x 2 ft. 7 ins. deep, each divided into two sheets of 

plate glass, 3 ft. 10 ins. x 6 ft., which gives an uninterrupted view of the 
interior, there being no cross bar as in the old cases. There is a total 
length of 87 ft. of table-cases divided into four tiers, and glazed with 
sheets of plate glass, 2 ft. x 3 ft. 2 ins. The centre of the room is occu- 
pied by y cannons, and all the available wall s has been u 
to the best advantage, that at the staircase end for the display of 
Malayan paddles and oars and the series of photographie enlarge- 
ments of Asiatic races. 

and most 

4 

nie 
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been given over to the aboriginal tribes of the ride ii id two 
а 

and Basket Work, Weaving, Spinning, Metal and Wood Work; Toys, 
ames, Musie, Play 8, Custom ms, Religion and Magic. The table-cases 

ing th 

Malayan Weapons “(Qh Бас baa Malayan aie work (1 сеч „the 
latter looking well mounted on a dark sage green baize. Also half 
a tier has been given to Malayan art work. The large wall space at 
the entrance end has been used for a portion of the collection of 
spari, it having been found impossible to concentrate these weapons 
in one place 

_ An innovation in both of these rooms has been made in the general 
labellin, of the contents of each case which, I think, will be found at 

e 

u inan e 
slipped in and out and ehanged ad. lib. The same principle has been 
adopted with the table-cases, i HE holding the titles nemi mado 
in the shape of a triangular , which shows a name 

arrangement, in addition to servi ing the purpose UE dear = 
meer den the contents of each case, any particular class of exhibits 

on ente ring the room, the names being in black on oca 
white and easily decipherable at a distance. 

valuable historical gift was received from Mr. Eric Maxwell, of 
Ipoh, in the second (and larger) instalment of the Old Dutch engrav- 
ings of the Temple of Boro Boedoer, Java, the first lot having been 
presented to the Museum in 1902. 

Cataloguing was also commenced in this ee as in the 
Zoological Department, before the end of the yea 

THE LIBRARY. 

Twenty-four additions were made during the year, кое of 
periodieals, reports and pamphlets, 12 volumes purchased out of the 
Book vote, and 12 volumes presented. 39 volumes were lent to ait 
applicants, which is a slight decrease on that of the previous у 
would appear, however, that it is not generally known that the. лшн 
possesses a reference and loan li ibrary. 

The same trouble of attacks by white ants was experienced here as 
with the herbarium, and has been met in the same way. In something 
less than three days these pests made their way through the floor of 

i bo 
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Last or Donations TO THE LIBRARY, 1904. 

HawrrscH, Dr. R.: 

“Оп а ee of Coins from 

Malace 

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE 

“ Technical Saas and Scienti- 

а ” (2 copies.) 

ч Без ot ths dereud Insti- 
vol. 1. 

KING, GEORGE: 

* Materials for a Flora f the 

Malay Peninsula,” parts 14 

and 15. 

Morris, Sır DANIEL : 

“The West Indian Bulletin," 5 
numbers. 

‘Rosinson, Mr. Н. ©.: 

* Some Preliminary Results of 
an Exposar to the band 
Peninsula (2 copies), 
5 Man," August t No. 

SECRETARY TO RESIDENT, PERAK: 

Ж, o 
N com- 
plete for 1904. 

* Agricultural Bulletin a the 
Straits a rated 
m 6 1904," vol. 

(^ 
“Те Bulletin бос йе Сеорта- 

rejal? 

| Secretary TO RESIDENT, PERAK 

—(cont.) 
x aret Malayenses." 

hropology, Parts I & 11. 

ат Parts I & П. 

Supplement, Map and 

Itin 

** Hikaiat Misa А Porbu Jaia.’ 

SMITHSONIAN Institute, U.S.A. 

Bulletin (No. 52) and Proceed- 

ings (vol. 25) of the U.S. 

National Museum 

ViLOONCHEVITCH, Mr. i 

* Journal d'Agriculture Tro- 

picale,” No. 29. 

Reports, PAMPHLETS, PAPERS, 

Gizeh Zoological етет » Egypt- 
useum, Caleu 

ouisiana er 

Montevideo National diues. 

ago eed Museum. 

* Perak Pio 
Philippine Mises тт 

Muron and Art 

allery. 

Raffles Library and Museum, 

Singapore. 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Caleutta 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon. 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. 

Sarawak Museum 

ercha," May to October “ Singapore Free Press." 
os. | “Times of Malaya.” 

REGISTRATION. 

risit get Me registered under the ** Book Бера 
эск in Council, 1 

(1) “The Times of Malaya and Commercial Advertiser of the 
ederated Malay States and Straits Settlements,” No. 1, 

published at Ipoh, on 9th March. 
(2) A Weekly Mail Edition of the same paper, issued for the 

mber. rst time on 8га Nove 

Fou dee v een of Exclusive Privileges were registered 
и ө ve 
Те el 

* Inventions Order in Couneil, 1896," and the 

Шеше for all Perak Stations were received mon 



ACCESSIONS. 

The list of donations for 1904 is neither extensive nor of great 
say I should very much like to see an 

el 
populace at large as it does e “ie chief officer an гүп 

list or Donations то THE Museum ков 1904. 

AHAMAT ZIN: Маху, Mr. Eric: 

Rock Lobster (Palinurus ep.) Engravings and Plans x the 
Arsen, Mp. M.AV: Temple of Boro Boedoe 

Specimens s -mn from Hea- | MaxwELL, Mr. W. GEo.: 
wood Est Bones of Tiger (F. tigris) in- 

BARNARD, Mr. B. е FE: cluding a femur malformed 
Snake (Trimesesurus gramine- from old bullet wound. 

us). Paster, Mr. D. Q. W.: 

Barnarp, Mr. H. C Specimen of Coal from Upper 
Praying Mantis (Mantis sp.) Perak. 

Bryant, Mr. F. J.: Puant, Mr. : 
T of Scheelite from Malay “ back-board." Kin à 

Ривис WORKS DEPARTMENT codon Mr. J.: 

River Tortoise from Trolah (not Portion of Chengai beam from 
yet identified). District Surgeon' 8 Medie 

MID AE ares destroyed by w 

Green Pigeon Окан onolaw.) 
br Ми EB RABE, Dr. Jxo.: 

Ha #8 Three cones of the Californian mmer Mis (Malleus sp.) Big Tree (5, hie) 

Gow, Mr. F3 
Medi Жош Ipoh Marble Loud ii фе Жы 

uarry. 
sadi Three land shells from Nor- 

Hast Ismar mandy [m Veith. Now 
Seal of не Манн of Larut. Gui 

Haxrrscn, Dr. R.: 
: LU ARD, Мк. н. P 

Four Clay Images of Buddah omniam ae оййев (Ë 
from Islands off Trang, West- a) 1g MS 1, POTO- 
ern Siam : | 

KEILICH, Mr. E.: RosiNsoN, Мв. H. C.: 

10-cent Hong Kong coin. | Се; ов of bird-skins from 
'Turkish eoin he Gap. 

Brazilian Opal. | mus (Batrachostomus stel- 
Maayan Bamboo Tobacco Box. latus). 
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List or Donations то THE Museum ғов 1904—(cont.) 

Rowe, Mr. J.: SELANGOR Musreum—(cont.) 

Minerals from Tronoh. Collection of Papuan weapons. 
Rowrry, Мв. Т. W.: Japanese Swords, 

Rostrum of Saw Fish (Pristis Dyak Swords. 
perrotteti) (two specimens | gy aw, Mr. G. E.: 

i пац Old Land Title, Krian District. 
SrBBALD, Мв. S. K.: 

Burrowing Snake ( Cyliudrophis 

rufus). 

RUBANA ESTATE, TELOK Anson: 

Five specimens of Sugar Canes. 

Sayers, Мв. W.: 

Cocoa Pod (Theobroma cocoa.) | WVgwwiN a, Mr. F. E. W.: 

One unused l-cent Straits Two Snakes (Calliophis bivirga- 
stamp. tus and sp.) 

SELANGOR Museum: Toad (Bufo asper). 

Three old Tron Implements (? 
Malay). 

One specimen of Mineral from = MAT т Squirrel (Ra- 
Ampang Mine, Selangor. крс 

Оле сте of Rock and three Wray, Mr. Сес: 
specimens of Minerals from Forty-six Minerals from Kinta 
Rhin Valley, Jelebu, Negri 

mbilan. Wray, Mr. LEONARD: 

Series of Tin coins from Malacca. | Minerals and Fossils from Eng- 
мые Snake (Coluber taeniu- | — 

us). Yone Foox, MR.: 

Toad (Nectes subasper). | Bale Fruit (Aegle mamelos). 

Owing a to the шыт of the Personal Allowance 
and Transport v and secondly to the pressure of work in the 
Museum itself, {> was nubile 6 o make any collecting trips; but, as 

ous trips made by the Director аша $860.54 was spent in 
acquisition of specimens from is seum Expenses vote, the greater 
number being ethnological objects. 

ATTENDANCE. 

The attendance for the year was extremely good, and the keen 
terest shown by the individuals of the various “Asiatic races in the 

exhibits is T encouraging. Notices of the hours of opening, 
gene: ; 1 b ent Pri i e diffe 

guages— y. Chinese and Таша эй that department was 
finally transfected to Kuala Lumpur, were placed at the entrance of 
the Museum in September. 

~ The total number of meum: for the ter reached 52,854—the 
ze yearly aggregate yet recorded in the history of the Perak 
Museum. The institution was opened to ie ilie 292 а ds е 
а daily average of 181, An experiment was made 

NIA CIEL ls dlc Mb төт Acla slm 

ric SAE 

D-er————''— ——— RR рес e 5 i 
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Museum open the whole of dae Teiping — авс я б dcs closing 
on the afternoons of the is the n Gov 
The venture met with a deci т uum the. first ay the turnstile 
registering 1,760 КЕННЕН Tar argest daily attendance on record. On 
Ist February (Hindoo festival of Tai Pusum) the turnstile again 
registered over the thousand, the exact number being 1,110. The 
minimum attendance was reached on 28th July, when only 36 visitors 
passed in; this total, I am glad to say, being exceptionally low 

The annual attendances for the present century are: 

1901. 1902. 1903. 1904. 
4064) — .. - 40092  .. 7 46,685... 58,854 

The Museum was closed on the 20th December to permit of the 
final нети being made for the opening of the new ethnologieal 
win 

On the 22nd July, H.E. the Governor of the Straits Settlements 
and High Commissioner ag the Federated Malay States, Sir John 
Anderson, к.с.м.а., pai са visit to the Museum and expressed 
himself well mena vide all he ва 

STAFF. 

Mr. Leonard Wray, Curator and State Geologist, returned from 
long leave on the 8th January, and took over from Mr. Keilich who 
had been iis for him 

On the 21st March Mr. E. Keilich, Taxidermist, жор for three 
months' санаа leave and 12 months' on half pay. Yong 
Fook, Assistant Taxidermist, was appointed to act for un. 

In March, Mr. Leonard Wra . was made Director of 
Museums, Federated Malay States ; Hx КӘНІ after Mr. Fred. W. 

e ri Sembilan, was appointed to the 
and assumed duties on i {Ан 8th May 

On the 6th October, Mr. N. Bappoo, hee and — proceeded 
to India on two months’ leave, sito xtended by one 
жон on no pay. He reported his fetum: to dude. irse on 19th 

mber. 

1 
ESI 5 

$ oU s 

= б & E 
=. 

FINANCIAL. 

$1,721.89 of the s for Museum expenses was defrayed on the 
building, cases, materials and general stores, there being a saving of 

$17.57 for the year, the [hes of the vote, as noted previously, being 
spent on purchase of specimens 

he laboratory vote of $250 was speut in full; anl out of the 

$100 for purchase of books, $88.27 was utili 

The revenue collected amounted to $150.85; $100 of this being for 

Para rubber seeds, 
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NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS. 

meet tli iar demands and circumstances of t se ccording- 
ly an oak cabinet was obtained from England through the Crow 
Agents, with cards formulated to contain all information connected 
with a specimen necessary for rvation, and the serious task of 
a as commenced towards the end of the year. The scheme 

briefly is divided into two separate catalogues : (1) aecording to the 
order of acquisition, a ot umbers to be started with 
each year; (2) according to location in the Museum, this latter series 

it can be easily understood that any single specimen, or 
particular group of specimens, can at any time be expeditiously Fanii 
up and their history examined. 

e difficult and important question of effective labelling has yet 
to be dealt with. A few new hand printed labels were attached to 

unless 
employed at the work, which, ide in da c untry, is practicably 
соса It is hoped to deal finally with the problem during the 
urrent year. 

In song this report, I should ег to draw the Government's 
attention to the educational value of i s Museum, which up to the 

one by w 
for an unintelligible array of so-called “ curios,” or as the ho obby- amie 
of a few eccentric men. Great Britain has followed. i i Aie зосннорв 

. of the Continent and America in this direction, and attendance at the 1 of 
many London and Provincial schools. I have myself seen the practical results derivable from this method of instructing the young; and from 

personal experience, and after mature considération, I see reason why Taiping should not азай itself of the great. advantage 
p at its тала Even in the present conditions of wd Museum collections practical delhobaird ots could be made to 

е certain collections with this 
те нем the pupil food for thought, eciam 
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him to exercise his mental capacity in a free and independent way; and 
this appears to me to be highly desirable uio the class of eddy 
aspiring to an English education in this country 

MEAN DAILY AVEKAGE OF VISITORS TO PERAK MUSEUM 

DURING 1904. | | | | | 
Б Em p» E 
ж. jene peg - Month. | E g | E х | а > LEER - ee = Flo: 3 dr 
| | | | | 

January |. | 24 | 247 Le 4074 | 168.75 
February... 299 1110 5677 | 258.05 
March ~~ ML a» | в 5955 | 990.55 
April „|9 9977 | 978 | 97 | 3803 | 17286 
May a 24 256 |100. | 4432 | 184.66 
June uad. 360 1-96 - |498E—|- 196.13 uy | E 263 | 36 | 4995 | 162.50 August — | 96 | We 4 86 16138 | 94618 Septembe Б 8 49 |3140 | 120.77 
October sot 5 389 | 74 133.07 
November Coro dB 295 46 . 3714 150.96 
December es 22 . 336 53 38 176.36 

š E 53516| 75.91 | 4404.50| 181.81 

FRED. W. KNOCKER, 

Curator, Perak State Museum. 

REPORT ON THE SELANGOR MUSEUM, 1904. 
(COMMITTEE — —The Committee at the commencement of the year 

consisted of the following gentlemen— viz., 

Mr. B. E. Shaw (Chairman) 

Mr. H. M. xin Marion Dr. G. F. Leicester 
Mr. E. V. Care Mr. J. H. Pye 

. €. W. Dani jels | Mr Н. C. Robinson 
м.н, C. E. Zacharias ч (Curator) 

added to the Comunitt 
оп 5th February — 

Опе meeting was held on 29th ue DS L. Wes ; 148.0., 
having 1 Director of Mosis, Бере ат 
the members э were re relieved of uae duties on 6th May, and the thanks 
of the Selangor overi conveyed to ias forth. time ánd energy 

3 interests of the Museum. 
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EXPENDITURE. 

. On the vote of $4,183 for “ Personal Emoluments” there was a 

saving of $356.26. 

П. $3,500 was voted for “Other Charges," which was expended as 
follows : 

(i) Collecting Trips and Transport zu $982.94* 
(п) Specimens i = i 5 639.55 

Gii) гт mecs (including Camera апа 
accessories and Hammond Typewriter 901.53t 

(iv) Books and Periodicals ... 283.64. 

(v) Furniture, Fittings and E i. 365.90 

(vi) нан Collecting and Clean- 
7 5% 158.87 

(vii) Раа Postage and Honda T 102.59 

(vii) Uniforms for Watchmen ES ж 30.00 

(ix) Local Transport ... = dis i 14.06 

Total ... $3,478.58 

IIT. A sum of $6,000 was placed in the 1903 Estimates to provide 
cases and fittings for the new Museum. After much consideration it 
was decided to follow substantially the petias. used in the recent 
additions to the Perak Museum, and floor plans were prepared 
embodying these designs. 

The frames of the cases are to be of chengai, and the tops, bottoms 
and sides meranti. 'The fronts are of i" polished plate glass, each 
door containing one piece only. 

Sufficient hee for the bus of cases was purchased in Sep- 
tember and stacked in the Museum gr 8 to season, towards the 
middle of Sela work was мари сые 

The following charges were incurred on account of this vote: 

(b Timber 2 ore $931.37 

(1) Freight —- Handling сы Д. 245.98 
(11) Work-shed 130.00 
(iv) Case Fittings, Шла, Bolts а folie 378.72 

(v) Sample Tins for Economic Products... 36.00 

(vi) Carpentering: - = P me R 75.00 

Total ... $1,797.07 

IV. $250 was — for the investigation of the “ к, History 
of the White Ant (Termes gestroi) as affecting Para Rubber," and of 

sum $ this 140.43 remained unexpended at y end of the ver 

: or thes amount $127.59 is properly chargeable to 1903 expen ditam 
T Inc g $98.41 Crown Agents' bills on aecount of 1903 
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REVENUE. 

Charges for work done for private persons and sale of surplus 
specimens realised $206.91, excluding a sum of £4 not yet collected. 
Of this amount, however, $134.46 represents specimens purchased on 
account of other Museums and is only entered here for purpose 
book-keeping. 

: Authority was obtained to expend this revenue in additions to the 
Museum collections, and the money was principally devoted to the 
purchase of aiinogriphical specimens, $192.45 having been thus 
spent. 

VISITORS. 

mber of med rate. the year 1904 amounted to 34,470, 
190 

"Тһе 
about comet 
attendance for 1€ 
ur 

ording to race was as follows : 

1902. 1903. 1904. 

% % 
Europeans im. 1.8 r9 
Eurasians 20 2.5 4.7 
Bengalis а дз 3.9 5.1 
amils ы 7167 17.9 

Malays qu ca 20.4 
Chinese 45.0 53.1 50.0 

Assuming that the relative proportion of the various races compris- 
ing the population of Kuala Lumpur have not altered appreciably 
during the last two years, these в point to a considerable increase 
of interest in the Museum among the edt and Eurasian inhabi- 
tants, ot remaining practically stationary 

LIBRARY. 

The Tr os = the British Museum presented eighteen volumes of 
eal publications and те Ре € useum seventeen volumes of 

aneous work ers were purchased from the vote neteen 
provided for the раев not nld several numbers of scientific 
periodicals. 

APPARATUS. 

А. M sene 1/1 plate camera and accessories were purchased and 
also a Hamm ; this form of instrument being the only 
2 one am for writing Misc labels. 

ne ee 7 
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EXCHANGES. 

Correspondence has bean carried on and exchanges effected with 
the following Museums: 

The British Museum. 

The Imperial Indian Museum, Calcutta. 

The Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford 

The Hope Department, University Museum, Oxford. 

The Raffles Museum and Library, Singapore. 

The Royal Museum of Zoology and Ethnography, Dresden. 

n arrangment has been mae with Prof. Ray Lankester, Director 
of the British Museun 1 (Natural History), whereby unique specimens 
are to be deposited in the British Museum, while in return the staff of 
that institution will as far as possible identify collections s insects 
and other animals which may become of economic importance 

А small collection of insects, illustrating certain 67 con- 
nected with protective and warming coloration an mimiery, was sent 
to Prof. Pottton, the leading authority on this branch of natural 
science. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

In ы with the Perak Museum, and under the editorship 
of the Director of Museums, F.M.S., a periodical has been started which 

1 ч т y h 

atters porate: ич the S Museums = e first r, con- 
sisting of thirty- n pages with three plates, was passed for press 
uring 1904 and ifte in J anuary of this renes 

А short article оп certain zoological ен was contributed to 
the “Journal.of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,” 
and another to the “ Ibis," the leading Ornithological Journal. 

ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY. 

The Curator served as a member of the Fisheries Committee, whose 
report was published in August. Investigations were carried out on the 
White Ant (Termes gestroi) as affecting para rubber and the conclusioiis 
arrived at кле in the Gazette. The life history of a moth 

; myrsusalis), which does considerable damage to getah 
Gian. was aio the subject of enquiry. 

ADDITIONS. 

I. ZOOLOGICAL, 

A Ст де е of collecting expeditions were undertaken заа 
1904, both by the Curator and collectors, and by the latter alone 
The results were very satisfactory, and numbers of very rare s ies 
hitherto known by two or three — only, were secured, the 

: total number of tim falling not far short of four thousand. 
following sp: veces чу ч esi worthy of note, those 

m: an asterisk ves w to the Museum collections. | 
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(a) Mammalia. 

l. Hylobates Sor bit 7. Ratufa bicolor and 
2. Semnopithiens obse var 
9. b mi ч 8. Sciurus erythreus 
4. » alboci- 9. Mus surifer * 

nerens * 10. ,, validus * 
5. Hipposiderus larvatus * 1i. , өш 
6. Tupaia malaccana * 12. rak 

No. 11, which is an extraordinarily large species, was obtained o 
the summit of Bukit Kutu, while No 12 was trapped on Pulau Т UE 
The latter is certainly new to science. 

(b) Aves. 

The bird collection т always been a strong feature of the 
Selangor Museum, and with the additions noted below the collection 
becomes almost equal to that of Perak and far superior to that of the 
Singapore Museum, at least as far as the Peninsula fauna is concern 
The following are some of the more important additions : 

l. Arboricola campbelli* | 14. Minla soror * 
2. Osmotreron bicincta * 15. Niltava decipiens * 
З. Calenas nicobarica * 16. Pteruthius wralatus * 
+ cinerea * 17. Tephrodornis gularis * 
5. Sula sula * 18. Corythocichla leuosticta * 
6. Glaucidium brodiei * 19. Turdinulus 1 
7. Chrysophlegma eho ы 20, Muscicapula hyperythra * 
8. Lepocestes pyrrhotis* | 91. westermanni * 
9. porphy- | 22. Cyanoderma erythropterum* 

ielas * 23. Zosterops aureiventer * 
10. Geocichla davisoni * 24. Phyllornis hardwic kiik * 
11. Campephaga neglecta * 25. Digenea malayana * 
12. Dicrurus annectans * 26. Cryptolopha даун” 
13. Hemipus picatus * 27. Collocalia linchii 

Man 
new species of hill seed. very distinct from m any other hitherto 
known; of Turdinulus humei only two imens are known to exist, one 
in the British Museum and the other in the Hon. W. Rothschild's 
collection at Tring. e definite occurrence of Calænas nicobarica, the 
N pt! ground pigeon at Pulau Jarak, settles a long disputed point 
as s occurrence in the Malay Penin: gula. 

(с) Reptilia. 

umerous specimens of lizards were collected, several being of 
considerable interest. Worthy of special notice are a large сана of 
flying lizards, including Draco tæniopterus, previo usly known from 
a a Tenasserim only, specimens of Gymnodactylus consobrinus, a 

ean species new to this fauna, and of Gonyocephalus grandis, originally described from Penang, but so rare that only one other 
specimen has been recorded in айк. дели: T a captured 

July, 1905, 
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(d) Amphibia. 

Considerable collections of frogs were made, atere aN in the hills, 
amongst them may be mentioned the following rare spec 

1. Rana nicobariensis | 7. Bufo jerboa 
nigrovittata 8. Nectophyrne guentheri 

3. Ixalus — | 9. Megalophrys longepes 
~~ ки | 10. Rhacophorus leprosus us 

astanomerus ll. Mierohyla annectens 
6. Rana jer bok 

valus castanomerus is a species new to science, which will shortly 
be described and figured in the “ Museums Journal," while several others 
are either new to the Peninsula or only known from the Larut Hills. 

It is Un n ages to go into detail concerning other groups of the 
animal kingdom 

A large collection of butterflies was made in the Batang Padang 
distriet, and of other orders of insects on Bukit. — but йене have 
not yet been worked out and identified. 

II, ETHNOLOGY. 

The ачыка in this department are numerous and important. 
Advantage was taken of the Agri-Hortieultural Show held in 
August, и numerous purchases were made thereat, including several 
rare and obsolete specimens. Amongst them may be mentioned а fire 

e pottery of that State was made, and a few good examples of 
krises е native — purchased, including a type of bracelet 

, Special attention has been devoted during the year to the subject 
Malay carving, and the ces now possesses a fine collection of 

fich mostly from in Linggi am bau. 

Gb чий у 
er and later eee Viceroys, and which have lately 

and figured by Dr. Hanitsch in the Journal of the - 
Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

жы boat-shaped ingots of tin, found in the foreshore at Pulau 
3 ing, and probably of Malay origin, should also be men- 

ПІ. MINERALOGY. 

The pr oat in this department are mainly derived from collec- 
tions made by t i i tg of Mavens, Dut few samples of or 
“have been obtained from the Kuala Lumpur district amd from 

TE, Oe Sete P Y ee 

WT 
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The Straits Trading Co. presented a large mass of tin ore from 
Sungei Besi, weighing over three pikuls. 

IV. ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 

Various sample tins ep agricultural products were present- 
ed by the Perak Museum, and a series of named rice samples dete 
at the Agri-Horticultural bow: are being prepared and sterilized a 
E as institution, this Museum not yet possessing the requisite e 

DONATIONS. 

The following gentlemen and institutions have presented specimens 
to the Museum : 

Mr. R. N. Bland The Perak Museum 
Mr. A. B. Cross Mr. N. W. Reid 
Mr. A. Von. Geyzel The Singapore Mus 
Mr. C. W. Harrison The Straits Trading Co. 
Dr. Johnstone Dr. Traver 
Mr. A. M. Burn-Murdoch The Revd. Ү. Swindell 
Mr. О. V. O'Hara Sir W. Н. Treacher, &.c.«.6 
Mr. P. W. Parkinson 

CONSERVATION. d 

The collection of stuffed birds has been c UM E iol and 
re-labelled, and is now in excellent condition, the series of bird skins 
has been stored in glass topped boxes, each species in a separate 
which. — HÀ reference and obviates damage caused by careless 
han fish, reptiles and amphibians have had the preserva- 
FM flui “renewed, the only vertebrates yet requiring attention being 

ammals. 

regards t the ethnogriphical collections it has ur enm 
expedient to place the valuable silver exhibits in the Treasury as it 
was during the useum was without a 
curate d Ei valuable pindings with gold centres had been abstracted 
from the collections. 

les which 
were immersed in a solution of corrosive sublimate, and so rendered 

further insect damage. -. .J immune to 

The bulk of the acquisitions during the year have been packed in 
tin == cates pending the completion of the new buildings. 
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the jungle, and by the time he has been trained to be of any use what- 
ever he has probably tired of his employment. 

H. €. ROBINSON, 
Curator, Selangor Museum. 

ON A NEW SPECIES OF WHISTLING-THRUSH 
FROM SELANGOR. 

Bx W. R. OGILVIE-GRANT, 

Brirish Museum or NATURAL HISTORY. 

MYIOPHONEUS ROBINSONI, sp. nov. 

DULT MALE.—Most nearly allied to M. eyaneus, from which it 
differs in having the greater part of the bill yellow, only the 

ridge and the tip of the culmen bein ing blackish, and the basal portion 
of the feathers of the under parts pure white. General colour above 
and below, black slightly glossed with purple, the feathers of the chest 
with shining tips: lesser wing coverts — blue, forming a con- 
spicuous patch. 

Total length about 10 inches, culmen 1.2, wing 5.4, tail 3.9, tarsus 
1.8. 

Hanrrar.—Gunung Mengkuang Lebah, 5,200', Selangor, Ist Feb- 
ruary, 1905. , e 

[The o Hel оре about fourteen or fifteen species 
nging from Turkes Sm found also in the islands of 

Ceylon, Pte Ja dp Formosa They are all Mo much 
alike, their pado bei 
glistening ү 

wider yi ne specie, Th t the d in Li  chestnu requ t t e jungle; usally at som vix age s а 

н s кы 1 һу them. One аа 
Myiophoneus eugenei, is quite common in the vicinity of the Batu 
Caves and occurs also near Taiping. Elsewhere it is found in Burma, 
Tenasserim, Si d Yunnan.—HozgsgnT C. Бовіхвох.] 
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[From “The Ibis," for April, 1905, ] 

ON A NEW SPECIES OF TREE-PARTRIDGE FROM THE 
MOUNTAINS OF THE MALAY PENINSULA. 

By HERBERT С. ROBINSON, M.B.O.U., 
CuRATOR OF THE SELANGOR STATE Museum, 

WITH NOTES 

By W. R. OGILVIE-GRANT. 

addition to the Peninsular Ё . It differs from all described mem- 
bers of the genus, except Arboricola rubrirostris of Suma ra, in having 
the crown the head black, but from that species it is r 

1 plumage. Its nearest ally is undoubtedly A. atrigularis, which 
ranges from Assam southwards per Burma ype-specim 

s n sited in the National Collection. A male and female 
were obtained by my native collectors, who also obser ved, but did not 
secure, Caloperdiæ oculea and m recently described Rheinhardtius ocellatus nigrescens, Rothsch. well as a Silver-Pheasant, рое undescribed, which I myself Ren met with in the same district. 

The new species may be fully deseribed as follows : 
ARBORICOLA CAMPBELLI. 

Arboricola campbelli, Robinson, Bull. В. О. С. xv. р. 28 (1904), 

т Маге. — Top of the head, = lores, and periocular region jet- lack a broad white supra- -loral stri ripe ending cer above 
the eye, the €— with black shaft-stripes; a white stripe from the of the low Bere broadening posteriorly until it reaches the 
ear-coverts, sika re greyish black. Sides of the neck black; a 
somewhat ill-defined black-and-white stripe from each side of the ] € k occiput to the nape, the bases and ноен of the fea g whi 
Chin and upper throat black; feathers of the lower throat with e 
bases white, forming an ill-d. collar. Chest ESL x d up] ; 

abdomen paler, whitish in the middle with a brown 
tinge; flank-feathers greyish, shading into olive-brown near the extre- 

‚ With à t i 
band; concealed patch of downy feathers under the wing grey. 
Feathers of the Actu greyish olive, obscurely barred with orange-buff 
and tipped with black; under tail-coverts with their bases black, their 

ee t three narrow bars of black: tail-feathers 
above blackish, vermiculated with olive-brown, benea greyish olive 
Primaries brown er primary-c secondaries 
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axillaries greyish white. Iris brown; bill black; gular and orbital 
skin bri = о; tarsi and claws bright sealing red. Total length 
246 g 143, tail 61, tarsus 43, culmen 21. 

Apuir FrwarE.— Similar to the male. Total length 223 mm., 
wing 137, "tail 6L t cu 41, culmen 19. 

Hanrrar.—Telom Valley (3,500-4,500), borders of Perak and 
Pahang, Malay Peninsula. 

Since the po of the twenty-second volume of the “ Cata- 

logue of Birds” in 1893 several new species of Tree-Part — haye 
been described, m Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant has kindly supplied me 
with the following amended key to the known species "ut Arboricola 

including Tropicoperdiz 

A. Concealed patch of йа, feathers 
under the wing grey. барыу ae 

a. Feathers of the sides and flanks grey 
or grey edged with chestnut, usual- 
ly with a white spot or shaft-stripe 
on each. 

a’. Upper back -a e barred 
and fringed wi ack. 

а”. Top of the head ms chestnut; 
chin and throat black, in some 
specimens each feat her nar 

» rowly margined with white ... "нг, male. 
b. p of the head brownish or 

ve-brown, each feather d 
ped with ae 

a”. — roat, and. front of- 
eck pepas the two latter 

spotted over with black 
- or sometimes on the sides 
only ‚‚ torqueola, female. 

b". Chin and оа black: fron 
of neck et сч patke 
edged with w . atrigularis, male, female. 

". Chin and rds Mis front 
of neck orange-scarlet ... ardens, male, female. 

d". Chin, upper чө of wired 
and front of neck w 
lower part of throat Black crudigularis, male, female. 

V. Upper t back uniform olive-brown, 
not barred with black; some of 
the coment sometimes ‘slightly 
fringed w lack at their ex- 
imei. 

е". Chest grey ; top of the head olive- 
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e". Front x the neck bright 
rufou 

at. Chin ae throat black ... intermedia, male, female, 

bt. Chin and throat ous, . : 
thickly spotted with black rufogularis, male, female. 

f". Front of neck black, separat- 
ed from the breast by a 
narrower white and a wider 
dark chestnut band. 

ct, Forehead dark, like the 
crown qe ee. gingica. 

d*. Forehead white zii ^. ricketti, male, female. 

d'. a and top of head chestnut ; 
hin and throat bright rufous ; 
froni of neck w ite, divided 
from the chest by a narrow 
black band .. mandellii, male, female. 

b. Feathers of the sides and asthe tie gm 
shading into olive-brown near F die 
extremity, with a subterminal - 

ous-buff A and a black terminal 
band ... campbelli, male, уем» 

c. Feathers ^ de sides and NS uni- 

form ches . javanica, male, pue 

d. Feathers of the даб and s is 

black with narrow wide-set white 

eed . rubrirostris, male, female. 

e. Feathers of the sides dd flanks each 

with a large subterminal white spot 

partially or wholly bordered with 
black. : 

‚ €'.. Chest oad red, ончо» 
ochre, or olive-brown ; scapu x 

ойлан. at the extrem 2i "m ul 

е". Wide superciliary stripe pale 

buff, extending down t sides. 

of the neck 2. brunneipectus, male, female. 

J". Superciliary dixipe appe 2. henrici, male, female. 

d' Chest bright rust-red or reddish  : mi о: 

chestnut; scapulars olive-brown 
at the extremity. 

g". Superciliary stripe grey s. hyperythra. 
h". Superciliary stripe rust-red ... erythrophrys, male, female. 

f. Feathers of the sides and flanks 

widely barred with white 

and black at the extremity. 

e’. Feathers of the back dark earthy- 

brown = ене with 

blackish . ... orientalis. 
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f'. Feathers of the back qm 

fringed and barred with black ... sumatrana. 

B. oo patch of downy feathers un- 
wing snow-white. (TROPICO- 

E ) 

g. Sides and flanks marked and mottled 

with black and buff; chest olive- 

brown with wavy bars of black ... chloropus, mule, female. 

h. Sides and flanks barred with black 

and buff; ose half of chest 
chestnut aes ... Charltoni, male, female. 

Mr. Ogilvie-Grant has also furnished me With the following 
remarks upon two of the recently discovered species 

(1) ARBORICOLA RICKETTI. 

Arboricola ricketti, Grant, Bull. B. O. C. viii. p. xlviii (1899). 

Thanks to the generosity of Mr. C. B. Rickett, there is now a 
series of this fine species in the National Collartion. All of the 
examples have the white forehead and superciliary stripe well develop- 
ed, and in this respect differ from the nearly allied A.  gingica, Temm., 
the type of which is preserved in the Leyden Museum 

Hasrrat.—Foh-kien, China. 

(2) ARBORICOLA HENRICI. 

Arboricola henrici, Oustalet, Bull. Mus. Paris, ii. p. 317 (1896); id. 
Arch. Mus. Paris, (4) i. pl. ix. (1899). 

This species appears to be closely allied to A. brunneipectus, Tick. 
Tn describing the type M. Oustalet compares it with A. torqueola, but 
it evidently belongs to d mer: à ‚ different mation of the genus, having 
the feathers of and fi the si with a large subtermi- 
nal white spot and аса black. den as in А. brunneipectus. From 
the latter species it a nly in having the forehead chest- 

spot. y represents the colourin "m this bi nds 
wing, #1 is unlike be of any fne member of the genu ay ue 

Hasrtat.—Tonkin and Annam. 

F,M.8. Government Press, 
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ON A COLLECTION OF LONGICORN — 

FROM SELANGOR. AND РЕВА 

By CHARLES J. GAHAN, m.a. 

TIN giving ihe, results of my work on this small but interesting 
collection of Longicorn beetles, I have thought it well to pre refix 

a complete list. of the species cor ne in it, since many of these 
pecies had not previously been recorded from the Malay Peninsula. 
This list is followed by aaron of those species which I consider 
to be new, and remarks on such others as seemed to call for them, I 
have added also the descriptions of one or two species collected by the 
late Mr. W. Doherty in Perak, or by Mr: Robinson himself in the 
Siamese Malay States. ы colleetion of Longicorn beetles made by 
Dohert rty in Perak was E consider: able . one, and several new 
species in it yet remain to be described. 

I--LIST OF THE SPECIES. 

CERAMBYCID2, 

ZEolesthes holosericea, Fabr. .. South Perak: Batang Padang, 
,000-2,509' 

. Pachyteria equestris, Newm. — ... Selangor: Rantau Panjang 
. Chloridolum cinnyris, Pasc. ex Bukit Rabe 3, 500" 
Chloridolum thomsoni, Pase : 5 
Prothema humeralis, Pasc. . 5 Dusun Tua 
Xylotrechus affinis, Gahan, sp. nov. 1; Bukit — 3,500’ 
Xylotrechus сех Gahan: i ® 5 
Xylotrechus i, Gahan. dn = 
T eee gs а fubr ..n у» Sem angko Pas and 

South Perak : italy 
Padang Valley 

= verom € & 
ory. E. » Dusun Tua 

Arcyphorus. histrio, le evr i $5 3 
Ате ве А чайыт conformis, Gahan, sp. 

сопан gracilis, ‘Gahan, e SO eee ae 
Demonax cumulosus, Разе. zm » Bukit Kutu, 3,500' 
Demonax ventralis, Gahan, sp. nov. - „ Batu Tiga, near Kuala 

de Lumpur 
4 кенер modesta, Gahan, sp. nov. = „n Bukut Kutu, 3,500 
M tena biplagiata, Gahan, ep. > : 

ee = usun Tua 
Typoféjas halybeatus, Pase. з " Bukut Kutu, 3,500' 
Noimia пао, Pase. а а " й 

LAMITDÆ. 
Obages palparis, Pase. i Selangor : Bukit Kutu, 3,500’ 
Epicedia maeulatrix, Perty. .. South Perak: Batang Padang 

‚ . Valley 
L»prodera equestris, Pasc. NH rue Y » = 

May, 1906, 
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Leprodera fimbriata, Chevr. 

Leprodera epicedioides, Pasc. ... 
Anhammus conspersus, Thoms. ... 
Epepeotes luscus, Fabr. ds 

Epepeotes vestigialis, Pase. a 

Maerochenus melanospilus, Gahan, 

8p. noU. -.... m m 
Gnoma subfasciata, Thoms. 

Sarathrocera lowei, White 
mo serratus, Gahan, ap. 

Жери granulatus, Gahan, 
вр. NOV. sae а bus DA 

Haplohommus fistulator, Germ. ... 

Orsidis dispar, Pasc 
mechana sg? Thoms. 

Combe brianu 
Сусов subgemm: ist us, Thom 
Pharsalia ferruginea, Gahan, sp. 

piia supposita, Pasc. 
opens substrigosa Pasc. 

Aur basalis, hus 8p. nov. 
Demodes vittata, Gahan, sp. nov.. 
Atossa spilota, Gahan, sp. nov. ... 
Grammeechus polygrammus, 

Ome. uu. eee = = 
Cheromorpha robinsoni, Gahan, 

Iphiothe criopsioides, Pasc. 
Pterolophia subtincta, Раве. 

Pterolophia robinsoni, Gahan, sp. 

Sthenias franciscanus, Thoms. 
эйт, 

ysia wallichi, Hope 
| ms 

lem funerula, Theres. TE 
ineata, Thoms. 

Oberea at Pase. ms : 
Astathes terminata, Pasc, Әб 

Selangor: Batu Tiga near Kuala 
Lumpur 

= Bukut Kutu, 3,500’ 
» Rantau Panjang 

Bukit Kutu, 3,500' 

South Perak: Batang Padang 
Valley 

Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500! 

5» — Kuala Lumpur, 1,900’ 

Perak 

Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,000' 
Pulau Rumpia, Sembilan Ids., 

off "ihe mouth of Perak River 
Selangor : Bukit Kutu, 3,500' 

Rantau Panjang 
S Bukit Kutu, 93,500' 

, 

mangko 

» Bukit Kutu, 3,500' 

3 Semangko Pass 
» Bukit Kutu, 3,500’ 
» Rantau Panjang 

Semangko Pass 
Bukit Kutu, 3,500’ 
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IL—DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES AND REMARKS ON SOME 
SPECIES PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED. 

XYLOTRECHUS CONSOCIUS, 8p. nov. 

(Pl. VI. Fig. 3.) 

2 B Qu 5 i ̂  B et = c 2 Фф 2 2. Ф D 3 ot EB £o un B Ф H Е E 

or dark-b pots, one near the base and one at each side of the 
middle, the basal spot sometimes being prolonged anteriorly to form a 
median band ands are usually di as shown in the 
gure 
Lex behind becoming more triangular, and the post-median trian- 

ban 

This species appears to be most nearly allied to X. pedestris, Pasc., 
which greatly resembles it in colour, but differs in the direction taken 
by the anterior bands on the elytra. 

Length 9.15, breadth 2.4 millim. 

HasrraAT.— Perak (Doherty), Penang (Lamb) ; and Bukit Besar in 
the Siamese Malay States (Annandale and Robinson). 

XYLOTRECHUS AFFINIS, єр, nov. 

(Pl. VI. Fig. 1.) 

prothorax. having, however, a nude round spot 
disc; elytra with four bands of ashy-grey pubescence disposed as 
shown in the figure; y underneath covered with аѕһу-отеу 

_ This species resembles X. fluctuosus, Pasc. (Perissus), but is re- 
latively somewhat longer and narrower, with the prothorax less rounded 
at the sides. In the latter species the second grey band of the elytra 
has a straight hind border, and the third band is dilated posteriorly as 
well as anteriorly at the suture. 

Length 9, breadth 2 millim. 

Hasirat,—Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500 ft. (H. C. Robinson). 
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XYLOTRECHUS DISCORS, GAHAN. 
(PL VI. Fig. 2.) 

One slightly damaged specimen of this geris (the description of 
which, based chiefly on Sumatran specimens, appears in vol. xlii. 
the Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova) was obtained Br Mr. Robinson at Bukit 
Kutu in Selangor. The pubescence i in this specimen, which is the one 
figured here, differs slightly in colour from that of the specimens 
from Sumatra, being of. a green nish-grey САГУ, of a leaden-grey or 

and it is quite possible that with a large series of specimens for 
examination, the two forms may be shown to belong to one very 
variable species. 

ARCYPHORUS CONFORMIS, sp. nov, 

Pl VI. Fig. 5.) 
FEwALE.—Head and per pue rather faintly covered with 

rey оттой ори а large oval spot on the disce of the prothorax and 
a rounded spot on each side being sais bare of pubescence ; elytra 
dark-brown, with bands of grey pubescence arranged as OWS: a 
narrow transverse band at the base, from each end of which a short 

a slightly arcuate transverse band crossing the hee — of the 
elytra at about one-third of ud length from the пиа аг 

g which form a 
fine reticulation. Middle femora carinate on each side e near the ventral 
border, First p of the hind tarsus a trifle longer than the remain- 
ing joints together 

Length 9.5 eme, 

Hanrrar.—Selangor: Dusun Tua (H. C. Robinson). 
ЕТ GRACILIS, sp. пог. 

. VI. Fig. 4.) 

ead and prothorax RG the head sparsely covered with ashy- 
white pubescence, a similar pu nce covering the prothorax ad the 
base and on the lower part of each side; elytra dark-brown. = a 
testaceous spot on sae near the base, the sides bare of pubescence 
the dise covered, in the form of a broad extending its wash 
length, with a not very dense ashy-white reci d and antenne 
ы н чуан h black, 

the pts of the fourth. 

Length 7, breadth 1.5 millim. 
Hazrrat,—Selangor: Dusun Tua (Н. C. Robinson). 
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DEMONAX VENTRALIS, sp. nov. 

Black ; the head and prothorax covered with grey pubescence, but 

with two spots or a transverse band on the dise of the prothorax, 

dark-brown or black: elytra with four transverse ashy-grey bands, the 

E "e m ^а 
~ [=] m 

"E 
Ф Б @ — Ф @ B e Mm © 
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ч ~ ш 
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reds" Ф ae es 5 wr wha 

ore PA т with grey pubescence, the eighth and ninth е usually 

being testaceous or fulvous; third and ‘fourth јона fur ach 

with a aber long spine at the apex, the four th shorter deir the third. 

Prothorax ovate-cylindrical. First t joi oint of the hind tarsus twice as 

long as the remaining joints together. 

Thi ies is extremely like D. tipularius, Pasc., in form, colour and 

markings, presenting a difference, however, in thecolour of the a domen, 

the first two segments being ashy-grey in sharp contrast with the dark- 

brown е the last three segments. The chief difference is in the lengt 

of the antennæ, these being one-third longer than the body in the male 

of tipularius and a little longer than-the body i in the female. 

Length 8-10 millim. 
HasrrAT.—Perak (Doherty); Selangor: Kuala Lumpur (Н. С. 

Robinson), and Borneo (Wallace). 

POLYPHIDA MODESTA, єр. nov. 

(Pl. VI. Fig. 6.) 

Head and prothorax black, with a rather dense covering of silver- 

grey pubescence ; oon ax with a very narrow giebt барјак band 

along the middle not quite reaching to the apex; elytra 

metallic-green, becoming steel-blue in places, rather faintly ‘ayer 
olde 

: r 
black, faintly veiled with grey pubescence, "the middle and 
femora testaceous at the base. Antenne black or dark-brown, with 

the seventh and eighth joints, to а greater or less ruin. and some of the 

other joints, at the base, testaceou ertex of hea rig sides of 

prothorax marked with a few sparse seins Elytra st ec je - 
not аб. densely, punctured in more or less definite longitudinal r 

ies is allied to P. few, Gahan, from Burma, but differs 

from * ken from other species of the genus in having no transverse 

or spots on the elytra, each of these showing only a single 

longitudinal band of golden pubescence. 

Length 9-11.5 millim. 

Hasrrat.—Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500 ft. (Н. C. Robinson), 

Perak (Doherty), and Borneo : Kuching (Shelford). 

MIMISTENA BIPLAGIATA, sp, nov. 

(PL VL Jg. I) 

FEMALE.--Black and glossy: the elytra slightly tinged with metal- 

lic-green ; and marked each with an elongate spot of а yellowish-white 
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od between the middle and the base. Head spar stad covered with 
-grey pubescence in front; rugulose-punctate above. Antenne а 

little longer than the body, е own, with the eighth an ninth joints 

and basal half of the tenth fulvous. Prothorax cad but — 

punetured; furnished at the edge of the disc on each side with a 

oblique tubercle аке with a narrow transverse band of sire i 

pubescence near the base and sitter interrupted in the middle, on 

cu 

alongside the төш, almost impunctate elsewhere; each sub-acute, 

but not spined nor toothed, at the apex. Body underneath glossy- 

black; with fexus bands of silver-white pubescence at the sides 

of the abdomen, and a curved or oblique band on the hind breast; the 

prosternum and mesosternum ing less densely covered with eyish- 

white pubescence. Legs brownish-black, with the clubs of the femora 

reddish-brown ; first joint of hind tarsus longer than the remaining 

joints together. 

Length 7.3 millim. 

Hasirat.—Selangor: Dusun Tua (H. C. Robinson). 

This species differs from M. femorata, Pasc., in having the elytra 

less strongly and less thickly punctured alongside the suture, unarm 

at the apex, and marked each with a yellowish-white spot in front of 
the middle. 

ANHAMMUS CONSPERSUS, Troms. 

One example = this species was obtained by Mr. Robinson at 
Ra jang in Selangor, another at Nawngchik: Bukit Besar in 

the Боле Ма € States. The species was taken in Perak by Mr. 

Doherty, and occurs also in Java and Sumatra. 

Anhammus to include A. marcipor, Newm., and A, conspersus, Thoms., 

together with the local form А. licheneus, Pasc. 

MACROCHENUS MELANOSPILUS, sp, nov. 

(Pl. VI. Fig. i. 

spots. Prothorax of the male nearly twice as long as its width across 
the 1 that of the female being scarcely or not at all longer than its 
wid 

Length 22.31 millim. 

Hasrrar.—Bukit Kutu in мъ ae I Robinson), Perak 
Уе Penang (Lamb), and Mt. in North pim eo 

ead). 
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This species agrees closely in structural characters with others o 

"d © Ф “= 4 E.G = E LES =. © = d e a, + = © 

е же ; 
the median white band on the pronotum is usually icem narrower 
than either of the other bu; 

MONOHAMMUS SERRATUS, (Pasc, in litt.) sp. nov. 

(Pl. VI. Fig. 9.) 
Black; densely covered above with a fuliginous brown tomentum, 

somewhat greyish | on the dise of ihe. SUMA; the 

thickly punctate, the dise with t ree small feebly ciel tubercles. 
Scutellum fulvous at the sides, black in the middle. Elytra sparsely 
punctu d densely and rather strongly at the sides ve 
especially in the anterior half; each furnished with three or four rows 
of small tubercles, one row oe from the base about half-way to 
the middle along the middle of the disc, the others placed close to, 
and on the side, and extending tite up to or beyond the middle, 

ing t i : ctures al 
- NT и ы - these tubercles, causing the elytra to appear somewhat 

side, is very characteristic of the species and distin- 
vidct it froris all others пенде in the genus. 

cd 15-20 millim. 
HasBrrAr.— Penang (Lamb), Perak (Doherty), and Nawngchik : 

Bukit Вес. 2,500 ft. (Н. C. Robinson). 

"CHAPLOHAMMUS GRANULATUS, sp. nov. 
(PL VI. Fig. 10.) 

patches of an ashy-grey colour; body underneath covered with greyish 
or tawny-grey pubescence ; legs grey, the femora having each а dark- 
brown band at the middle, and Ње tibie being more or less brown 
towards the apex. Head distinctly, but rather sparsely punetured; 
Ат moderately large, the lower lobes extending downwards more than 
half-way towards the сепа] edge. Antenne one-third longer than the 
body, pale grey, with the apical half of the third and following joints 
dark-brown ; first joint subcylindrical, the apical cicatrix narrow and 

indistinct, being covered by pubescence, and its presence indicated 
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only by the — carina. Prothorax distinctly but not — 
puuctured. oe punctured posteriorly and somewl 
more densely sim e base especially on the sides; some o se 

inctures formin 8 шуш setting ea near the shoulders roach 
nearer to е — as = ass backwards, while at the front edge of 

re the ed polished granule, these granules each pun is a roun р 
оше, нан = тайа as they recede from the base ; each elytron 
slightly truncate at the apex, but not angulated. 

Length 16, breadth 5 millim. 

Hasirat.—Bukit Kutu in Selangor, 3,500 ft. (H. C. Robinson). 

PHARSALIA FERRUGINEA, sp. nov. 

СРЕ VE Fig- 11) 

Black; covered for the most part with pubescence of a rust-red 
colour, which is varied on =. elytra with velvety-black patches, and 

ach a li 1 

which s 
Antenniferous tubercles contiguous or very nearly во; antennæ of 
the male three to four times as long as the Do ody. Elytra rounded at 
the apex, furnished each with a basa! tubercle, P front face of which 
rises almost perpendicularly from the basal m 

This species is closely allied to P. me Gahan, and somewhat 
resembles it in markings, but is Pai е ынын from it at once by the. 
ferruginous red colour of most of the pubescence covering it, the cor- 
responding pubescence in P. Esa being of an ashy-grey colour. 

Length, 14-20 millim. 

Hasrrar.—Bukit Kutu in Selangor, 9,509 ft. (H. C. Robinson); 
Nawngchik in the Siamese Malay States (Annandale and. Robinson). 

ANANCYLUS BASALIS, зр, nov. 

(в, VI. Fig. 12) 

те nds. 
Antenne with the first joint greenish grey, tipped with dark-brown at 
the apex, the third and following joints brownis pe narrowly ringed 
with ashy-grey at the base; prothorax marked abov ar four small 
more or less distinct dark-brown spots-—two in front а two, more 

ides grey, emora 
ish-brown near the apex, the ‘tibial at the apex, and an outer 

spot on each near the base blackish-brown ; first two joints of the tarsi 
ashy-white above, the others black. Elytra distinctly but not — 
densely punetured; each with a short narrow dorsal ridge or 
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extending about one-third of its length from the base and furnished 
кой ће with small, shining, black granules. The presence of 
this ridge constitutes a distinctive character since all the other known 
speeies of the genus have, instead of a narrow ridge, a rather broad 
obtuse swelling near the base of each elytron. 

Length, 10-13 millim. 

HanrrAT.— Perak (Doherty), and Bukit Kutu in Selangor (H. C. 
Robinson). 

* CHHROMORPHA ROBINSONI, sp. nov. 

(PL Vl. Бш Чё) 

—Densely covered with brownish-red pubescence varied 
with dark brown spots and bands. Head distinctly but sparsely 

punctured in front, marked with two dark-brown bands extending 

along the front and vertex, and with a short band or spot behind the 
ye; prothorax with some small dark-brown spots 

the suture, and with a zig-zag band of the same я а little way 

behind the de marked also with a few dark- bro n spots, of 

with the apices of the tibie an 

E front tibiæ ie a prea ud of f black. biis a Ans Fs distal 

of the outer fac about as long h it 

ae third joint „ем dun B in gre to the first and a little longer 

than the fourth. Prothorax with a small but MT inct tubercle on each 

side near the front border. Elytra aray very sparsely punc- 

tured, each carinate near the suture, the carina beginning a little before 

the mane end че a little in front of the apex 

Length 2, breadth 5 millim. 

Hasirat.—Bukit Kutu in Selangor, 3,500 ft. (H. C. Robinson). 

DEMODES VITTATA, sp. nov. 

(Pl. VI. Fig. 14.) 

FEMALE. eed densely covered with fulvous-brown pubesce 

varied with bands and a few small spots of a luteous-white ime 

Prothorax with foüc dorsal bands, the two intermediate ones being in 

isicing rpha, Chevr. in D'Orbigny's Dict. Univ. d'Hist. Nat. HI. p. 613 
s genus, briefly characterised by egre will include most of the 

species | placed under iens in the catalogue of Gemminger an arold. The 

> aracters given by Lacordaire for the genus E apply to the genus 
heromorpha, chet T nt not to the type of Deci. 
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line with two short bands on the vertex of the head; elytra each with 

a marginal and oe band, an interrupted line of small spots near 

the suture and a few spots scattered elswhere. Body underneath 

pubescent like the cea -— i sides of the prothorax in their lower 

rt, the side pieces of the mesosternum, and two narrow bands at 

each side of the a num, » being luteous white; legs bm -grey, 

with the tarsi dark-bro Antenne about equal i in length to the 

body ; fourth joint slightly thickened, dark-brown in colour, the other 

joints greyish-tawny or bro Prothorax feebly and very sparsely 

punctate, the elytra a little m more re strongly and less sparsely punctured. 

Length 14, breadth 5 millim. 

Hasrrat.—Selangor : Ba кин 3,500 ft. (Н. C. сера : 

: і 

allied to Phénbse, Pasc. аі us, Thoms, and Atossa, Thoms., 

two genera for which Lacordaire formed a special group—the Atossides, 

are also closely related to it, differing only in having the head narrower 

usually destitute of an apical cicatrix or cari The cicatrix is, how- 

ever, present, though very small and ill- defined, in Atossa atomaria, 

Pasc., and in one or two other species 

ATOSSA SPILOTA, sp. nov. 
(Pl. VI. Fig. 13.) 

Head, d оа body underneath and legs densely covered Xu 

greyish pubescence of a somewhat dark shade, becoming lighter 1 

places, ЖАЫ on the front and sides of the head, and the efe 

borders of the tibie ; head and prothorax marked with two diverging 
^ х di 

passing obliquely above the shoulder of the elytron; elytra covered. 

less densely with brown pubescence, thickly dotted with small irregular 

white spots from the base to a little past the middle, this do tted area 
bci limited behind by а narrow broken white band or line of spots ; 

h elytron marked also with a strongly oblique and slightly curved 
white band between the middle and the apex, with some scattered 

Length 11-12, breadth 8—5 di 

HanrrAr.—Perak (Doherty); Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500 ft. 
(Н. C. Robinson). 

"This species closely resembles Atossa lint Pase. КОО 
in markings and differs very little from it in structure. In ligata th 
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-stern 
giiir. TEA жез s Lie present specie 

IPHIOTHE CRIOPSIOIDES, Pasc. 

This species was described A gn.) from a specimen from Borneo. 

t B Mr. Robinson obtained а specimen at Bukit Kutu in Sel: Ta and 

the species has also been taken by Doherty at Merang in Sumatr, 

PTEROLOPHIA ROBINSONI, sp. nov. 
DNE hene Pes densely covered m f asc geh ie 

th 

middle band of the prothorax narrower than the other t : 

separated from each by a narrow dark- a. an band; e p more 

distinetly brown over a broad oblique plaga on each side; marked 
with a few small whitish or fulvous spots placed зне: near the 
top ef the posterior declivity. Head sparsely punctate. othorax 

ewhat granulate near the base, more y and ed pune 
posteriorly; each with a very distinct tubercle on the disc a little 

behind the base, and a carina beginning near the middle and extend- 
ing on to the upper part of the strong Senos oe А. ; external to 

the carina are one or two slightly raised lines. Ante of the male 
not stage on than the body ; the last six joints ringed w rey at the 

ies is allied to P. camura, Newm. (= Met Pus ) spoor 
which it fitis resembles in form 

ча 8-12 millim. 

Hasr Perak (Doherty); Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500 ft. 

(H. C. Tobiason). and Nawngchik : Bukit Besar (Annandale and 

Robinson). 
PTEROLOPHIA SUBTINCTA, Pasc. 

Praonetha subtincta, Pasc., Tr. Rus gek Lond. (3) iii. p. 170. 

To this species I refer, with dou ree specimens collected by 
Mr. Robinson in Selangor, two at E ех the third s Semangko, 

еч agree with the type fro: rtg in being covered pe the most 

part ru pubescence, in having each 
tubercles of the — capped vitia a short tuft of blackish: hairs, with 

other still smaller tufts of black hairs scattered over the middle and 
see sa parts of the ie. In two of the specimens there are, as in 

merci ar vaguely limited enia bands crossing the elytra—a 
Mois e before, and a narrower one behind, the middle; but in 

addition ‘there is a third narrow zig-zag band of the same colour, 

E E. РЕ Ф 

E 
E E an 

He 
Es o E d “а E р E ea in ч È 

=P. montana, Pas 
and puncturation, but “diffecin Wr the presence of the small scat 

tufts of hair on the elytra, amet in not having the last ventral segment 

black. In one respect Pascoe's description of the species is quite mis- 
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leading. Тһе prothorax is described as “ ui transverse and — 
able for the angular emargination of ее anterior border." Thoug 

DYSTASIA AFFINIS, Ganas, Avy. Mus. Civ. GEN. xlii. (ined.). 

Blackish-brown, covered in part with ashy-grey, i in part with tawny 

and brown, dan ubescence. Vertex of "S basal j A: nts of antenne and 

гата sparsely covered with ashy-grey ра ›всепсе ; a somewhat ill- 

defined band of denser ipd pubescence crosses each elytron 
1 

ash ad sonet rugose punctate in fron rothorax 

sparsely punetured. Elytra strongly and rather densely punctured, 

and, near base, somewhat granulate ; each furnished with a small 

sharp tubercle close to the basal margin, and with a somewhat larger 

but more obtuse tubercle at a short distance from the base, this tubercle 

not being tufted with hairs as in most of the other species of the 

genus. Antenne of the male not longer than the body, the third and 

эрез joints dark-brown at the apex, greyish or fulvous-grey at 

the base. 

Length 12, breadth 5 millim. 

HABITAT. ae Bukit Kutu, 3,50) ft. (H. C. Robinson), and 

Sumatra (Modiglia 

GLENEA ROBINSONI, sp. nov. 

(Pl. VI, Fig. 16.) 

FEMALE.—Covered above with a deep-black tomentum ; the pro 
notum vith a median etere pale-yellow band which widens out 

apex, ner PAM: body Peaches "fe erruginous-brown, densely 

covered with luteous-white pubescence, the sides of the prothorax and 
the sides and greater part of the front of the head being covered with 

similar white pubescence: legs REA, very faintly pubescent. 

Antennz black, longer than the body by about the last two joints; first 

joint relatively short, finely punctulate, not carinate ; third much longer 

than the first and a little longer than the fourth; elytra acute at the 
shoulders, bicarinate along each side, with a row of punctures between 

the carinz and another between the lower carina and the outer margin; j 

the dino strongly and rather densely punctured from the base up to 
the median band; apex of each elytron spined at the outer augle, 

feebly dentieulate at the suture 

. Length 12, breadth 3.25 millim. 

Hasrtar.—Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500 ft. (H. С. Robinson). 
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GLENEA VIRGATA, sp. nov. 

ALE.— Black, marked above with ashy-white lines, and almost 
whi aim underneath with ashy-white pubescence ea 

parsely punetured, marked with a band of white ce on each 
side of t ront, ther ach eheek, and two lines on the vertex 
Antenne black, a little longer than the body; third joint much longer 
than the first or fourth. Prothorax rather thickly punctured, marked 
above with three narrow bands or lin ев of bluish-white pubescence ; 
the basal edge, a band on the upper part of each side, and the whole 
of the lower art, being also bluish-w „җа Elytra broad in front 
m the shoulders vie gradually narrowing posteriorly ; the suture, 

9 lines along the dise of each aud a short obliquely transverse line 
MT a ie before the Phe bluish-white, two lines of the same colour 

ach side; dise strongly and rather densely but somewhat 
necs Аш: punctured, the sides each with two rows of punctures 
separated by a feeble rather obtuse carina which does not reach base 
or apex; apex of each elytron armed with a strong outer and shorter 
sutural spine, the sharp p lateral carina of the elytron being 
continued on to the outer 

Length 15-17, breadth 4.5-5 millim. 

HanrrAT.— Perak (Doherty), and Selangor: Bukit Kutu, 3,500 ft. 

(Н. С. Robinson). 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 

Xylotrechus affinis, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Xylotrechus discors, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Xylotrechus consocius, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Psilomerus gracilis, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Arcyphorus conformis, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Polyphida modesta, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Mimistena biplagiata, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Macrochenus melanospilus, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Monohammus serratus, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Haplohammus granulatus, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Pharsalia ferruginea, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Anancylus basalis, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Atossa spilota, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Demodes vittata, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Cheromorpha robinsoni, Gahan, sp. nov. 

Glenea robinsoni, Gahan, sp. nov. 

(p. 111) 

(p. 112) 

(p. 111) 

(p. 112) 

(p. 112) 

(р. 118) 

(р. 118) 

(р. 114) 

(р. 115) 

(р. 115) 

(p. 116) 

(p. 116) 

(p. 118) 

(p. 117) 

(p. 117) 

(p. 120) 
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NOTES ON THE PETROLOGY OF STONE IMPLEMENTS 
FROM THE FEDERATED MALAY STATES. 

By J. B. SCRIVENOR, r.e.s. 

TEMBELING VALLEY, PAHANG.—AÀ v ery fine grained sili- 
. us with aghistoss structure xs marked by dark, 

"mined 
is quartz in minute grain There are also, however, larger, angular 
fragments of quart throughout. In the е} 
a large development of biotite in minute flakes. Only a few of 
these are > big enough to give the кузне чи clearly «Азы a one 

quartz are elongated edi the Vnd of schistosity. 

З. TEwBELING VALLEY, Panane.—Specifie gravity 2.74.— This 
again is а very fine тее siliceous mk with larger angular fragments 
of quartz. The colour of he: section is pale chestnut-brown, occasion 
by the abundance of otite in minute flakes. А black dust is 

u vin mott. 
appearance ; and there is also a colourless mineral, diu PUE M 
with а = Finer index, in granules too small for determina 

LING VALLEY, PAHANG.—Specific gravity 2.77.— 

alone of all the implements examined shows mark weathering 
externally. Under a high Е a minutely granular mineral with 
high refractive index is also seen. There is no trace of schistosity. 

5. Кемват, Е. 112-05 —A fine grained siliceous rock with angular 
fragments of quartz in a fine quartzose groun 8 histosity is 

. Biotite i i 
be 

and associated with one of them is a colourless mineral wit igh 
refractive index. It is not sufficiently abundant or in large enough 
grains to be determined. 

6 AND 7. TEMBELING VALLEY, Panane.—No. 6 Specific gravity 
2.75. Мо. 7 Specific gravity 2.73. 

All these specimens of stone implements are composed of a meta- 
morphosed, fine grained siliceous sediment, characterised by the 
abundance of biotite in minute flakes. The white appearance of the 
exterior of No. 4 is due, I believe, to the removal by solution of some 
of the siliceous material. This results in a pitted, irregular surface 
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A SYNOPSIS OF THE BIRDS AT PRESENT KNOWN TO 
INHABIT THE MALAY PENINSULA, SOUTH OF THE 
ISTHMUS OF KRA. 

By HERBERT C. ROBINSON, с.м.7.8.; M.B.0.U., 

CURATOR, SELANGOR STATE MUSEUM. 

PART IL—THE GALLINACEOUS BIRDS. 

І HAVE not considered it necessary t e any definition of the 
fa e ran 

cles. ou ote 
are purely artificial aod arbitrary and that the key will therefore 
apply only to the species that are found within our limits 

Three forms, Arboricola campbelli, Rheinardius nigrescens, and 
мө» эра atus are peculiar to the central mountain masses 

e Peninsula, but the sg eon have а more or less wide range, 
hd northwards, to Bur and beyond, or through the islands of 
the Indian Archipelago and Tndo-China 

As in the previous section of this paper, species represented in ы 3 
Perak Ня have an asterisk * attached to their names, while tho 
of which the Selangor Museum possesses ian are marked with 
a dagger t 

KEY TO THE SPECIES. 

A. With three toes only... ve ae Turniz taigoor p. 132 

B. With four toes. 

l. Large birds, wing always over 12 
inches 

a. Upper tail-eoverts greatly s^ pes 
in the ma 
both sexes peces the ira 
of the crest broadened at the tips Pavo muticus p- 131 

Both sexes with a large crest of 

back of the head ; central pair of 
tail feathers goss = 
ated in the m Rheinardi е igi co 

cens p. 130 

а". Head not conspicuously crested ... Argusianus argus p. 131 
2, Smaller birds; wing never more than 

10 inches. 

b. 'Taillonger than wing; with metallic 
ocelli e plumage. 

в. men of the head bare, ев of head 
markedly crested .. Polyplectron malaccen- 

sis р. 129° 
є'. Sides of the head feathered, pes 

head only slightly crested — .,, Chaleurus inopinatus p. 130 
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V. i shorter than wing; without 
metallie ocelli in the plumag 

а, Wing nine inches or over in the 
male, 

e. Head uncrested, with no wattle 
or comb. 

f. Uniform black in colour e Acomus erythrophthal- 
m 

t 
us, female p. 128 

f'. Tail pale-buff ; lower back 
bronzy-gold . Se f: 

us, male p. 128 
Ë. n uncrested with wattles and 

mb , . Gallus gallus p. 129 
prr fated with ure E 

. Lophura rufa p. 129 
d’. Wing under ubt у 

g. Crested. 

^. Basal half of bill crimson — ... Rollulusroulroul,male p. 127 
№. Bill uniform black  ... e Rollulus roulroul, fe- 

male p. 127 
g'. Not crested. 

© coat = the male armed with 

3. nf те elongated · Rhizothera longirostris р. 125 
7. Bill stout and thick ... ‚ Caloperdiz oculea р. 126 

T. Legs of the male without spurs, 

k. Tail with 14 feathers. tee 
l. Breast dark-grey — ... ... Arboricola campbelli р. 126 
l. Breast chestnut... . a Tropicopercliz charl- 

toni p. 126 
k’. Tail with 10-12 feathers more 

than half the eris of the 
wing .. Melanoperdiz negra р. 197 

k". Tail with агы fathers very 
short band soft, concealed 
the tail coverts by... ... Excalfactoria chinensis p. 128 

*} 2, RHIZOTHERA LONGIROSTRIS—THE LONG-BILLED PARTRIDGE, 
Rhizothera longirostris (Te Ogilvie-Grant, Cat. Birds Brit. m.); 

Mus. um p. 183 (1895); Бшш, Hand-list of Birds, i. p. 26 
(1899 

sa much is игу» of the habits of this species though it is com- 
mon in certain districts throughout the Peninsula, being usually found 
in hilly, but not mountain, jungle, wherever bamboo is abundant. It 
is АА shy т a takes to flight, trusting rather to its 

ingle. note is a shrill 
Be harsher and less sustained on one note than that of Rollulus 
roulroul, and is usually heard shortly before or after dusk and dawn, 
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though oecasionally in the middle of the night. The species lends 

itself rea to domestication and is often captured an 
Malays сай Sakais and may be seen running with their domestic 

poultry. 
LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Perlis (Cantor) ; Perak: New 

Territory (Annandale); Kuala Kangsar (Kelham) ; Larut (Wray) ; 

Selang rendah = k nson); Kuala = — (Butler); Ulu 

Langat (Robinson) ; g (Davison); Pahang: Gunong Tahan 

(Waterstradt) ; Malacca Sain, Darin]: : p ohore (Davisan, Boden 

Kloss). 

GENERAL Raxnere.—From slightly north of the latitude of Penang 
to the southern extremity of the mee Peninsula, Borneo, Sumatra. 
In the elevated districts of Borneo its place is taken by a slightly 
differentiated form, Rhizothera Ашак, Grant. 

Maray Name.—Selantin. : 

* 93, TROPICOPERDIX CHARLTONI-THE RED-LEGGED HILL-PARTRIDGE. 

Arboricola charltoni (Eyt.) ; Ogilvie- Grant, t.c., p. 221. 

Tropicoperdix charltoni, Sharpe, t.c., p. 30. 

In habits and in the оона affected this bird closely resembles 
and is 

LOCALITIES IN THE pec c o (Cantor); Perak: 
Piah Valley (Wray); Northern Pahang (Waterstradt); Malacca 
(Charltoni). 

The locality Penang is such open to doubt and the specimens 
probably came from Kedah or Province Welles ley 

GENERAL RaxGE.—Throughout the Malay ig ue = Siam and 
possibly Жанен. сананан ‚ Sumatra and North Вог 

Maray Name.—Sang serok. 

+ 24. ARBORICOLA CAMPBELLI—CAMPBELL'S TREE PARTRIDGE. 
Arboricola campbelli, Tbis, 1905, p. 165, pl. IV ; antea p. 105. 

The three specimens of this species that have been obtained were 
found among dense rotan jungle and ran with extreme swiftness when 
disturbed ; they were never seen to use their wi 

_ LOCALITIES IN E PENiNsULA.— Perak: Telom Valley on the 
borders of Pahang, 3. 300 ft. (Robinson). 

. Readily separated from all other species by the black head nep 
with white in the facia! region and by the dark-grey undersurfae 

25, CALOPERDIX OCULEA—THE FERRUGINOUS WOOD.PARTRIDGE. 

MODE oculea (Temm.) ; Ogilvie-Grant, t.e., p. 222 Sharpe, t.c. 
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No emos is known of the habits of this species ; it is not TIN 
in any of the local museums and no specimens have to m ariama 
been obtained of late years; in the bod of Malacca, viis at one 
time it appeared to be not uncommon it is now very probably extinct 
owin i Ме. оноп of the forests for tapioca plantations, while 

he of Penang the extension = the pepper 
Бу ау ооба the existence of the в specie 

ALITIES PzwissuLA.—-Kodoh (Darling); Perlis 
(бый Kedah (Cantor) ; Malacca (айца. Pinwill). 

RAL Ranee.—From Southern сове аще the tni 
side of ‘the Peninsula to Malacca. Not r ed from the Easte 
side of from any of the Federated Malay States. Closely a allied ania 
are found in Sumatra, Java and Borneo where they occur in hill forest. 

m 

*t?6. ROLLULUS ROULROUL—THE CRESTED GREEN WOOD QUAIL. 

Rollulus roulroul (Seop.) ; Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 225; Sharpe, t.c., 
р. 80. 

This handsome little game bird is quite the commonest jungle 
species in the Malay Peninsula and is widely distributed in suitable 
ocalities оп both sides of the main range, frequenting all types of 

egates in с of ei 
casion at Kuala Tembeling in Pahang I obtained four specimens at 

RS shot. Its eade is m and those birda that I have e "emer 
ing on and small mollusca. "The note is a low 

ке E = ds bird is is vs Él snared by imitati its call on 
he e decoy pipe as that employed for catching the ground dove 
бышар indica. 

GENERAL RaAxcE.— From Southern biker iar and Siam, through 
the Malay Peninsula to Sumatra, Borneo and Jav 

Maray Name.— Burong siul, 

*+27, MELANOPERDIX NIGRA—THE BLACK WOOD PARTRIDGE. 

Melanoperdix nigra (Vig.); Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 228; Sharpe, 
t.c., p. 30. 

Iu the Black Wood Partridge the sexes differ considerably in 
colour, the male being uniform glossy-black, while the female is dull 
chestnut with a transverse-black band on the shoulders 

In habits it is 2 similar to the preceding species but is usually 
met with solitary or in pairs. It does not ascend the hills to any great 
elevation and is met = most froquetiy in lowlying forest near the 
eoast and in jungle where the prevailing under growth is the bertam 

palm (Augeissona fries) 7 hanes the bird derives its Malay name. 

Genera RAanee.—From about the latitude of е southwards 
through "the Malay peninsula to Sumatra and Born 

Maray Name.—Burong bertam. 
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*+28.- EXCALFACTORIA CHINENSIS—THE BLUE-BREASTED BUTTON QUAIL. 

Excalfactoria chinensis (Linn.); Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 250; 
PARS t.c., p. 92. 

The Blue-breasted Button Quail is common in settled distriets 
shivoughout the Peninsula. It is found principally in stretches of 
abandoned cultivation and mining land that have been overgrown wit 
lalang grass (Imperatoria pee i) and in paddy fields that E lying 
fallow or have just been reaped. It is especially abun in the 

j or plough land along the banks of the elei and 
lower Tembeling rivers in Pahang. Usually it is met with, singly or 

lie very:elose. The breeding season is in July or August and the nest 
consists merely of a few = withered аа placed іп а hollow 
among low bushes or high lalang grass. Тһе eggs are six or seven in 
number, dull greenish = eh faintly speckled with black. 

GENERAL Ranex.—From the Peninsula of India, throughout the 
southern part of Asia to Formosa, Celebes and the Moluccas. 
closely allied race inhabits the other islands of the Malay Archipelago, 
the Philippines and Australia. 

Maray Name.—Pikau. 

*t129.- ACOMUS Se or А HE BUFF-TAILED FIREBACK 

AN 

Acomus erythrophthalmus ( (Raffles) ; Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 283 ; 
Sharpe, t.c., p. 34. 

Very little indeed is known of the habits of this Fireback which is 
no mean bir 

As a rule it is met with in low н; jungle, not ascending the 
hills, but inhabiting much the same type of country as is affected by 
Melanoperdiz nigra. In some districts it is not uncommon in old 
second growth jungle or “blukar” in the vicinity of small native 
villages. Like its near allies it is polygamous and the females appear 
to be very much more numerous than the males. 

... LOCALITIES IN PENINSULA.—Kedah (Cantor); Penang 
(Cantor); Province ‘Wellesley Cantor) ; Perak: Kuala Kan 
(Kelham) ; Selangor: Kuala Lumpur (Sel. Mus.) ; Malacca; Johore 
(Beden Kloss) ; Singapore 

- The localities Penang and Singapore, which rest on old specimens 
in the British Museum, are open to very considerable doubt. 
species does not now, if it ever did, occur in either of the islands. 

; GEN Ran eu the Malay Peninsula, south of 
Kedah, ig in possibl 

Maray Name.—Kuang а ог Маќа шегаһ. 
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*+30, LOPHURA RUFA—VIEILLOT'S FIREBACK-PHEASANT. 
а rufa (Raffles); Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 286; Sharpe, t.c., 

p. 34. > | 

This bird frequents precisely similar localities to the preceding 
species, but is perhaps somewhat commoner. It is readily domesticat- 
ed and specimens are frequently seen in 957, which is very rarely 
the case with Acomus erythrophthalmus 

LOCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.— Generally distributed but especi- 
ally common in the neighbourhood of Kuala Kangsar, Perak (Kelham) ; 
and Kuala Tembeling, Pahang (Robinson). 

GENERAL RANGE.—From Southern a and Siam to the 
ibis бошу of the Malay Peninsula, Sumat 

Maray NawE.—Pegar. 

*+31. GALLUS GALLUS—THE JUNGLE-FOWL. 
аео gallus (Linn.) ; Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 344; Sharpe, t.c., 

p. 39. 

sula, mainly Аа second growth jungle near villages and 
i of bamboo forest. On the east sie they are especially 
common in the thick bush scrub surrounding the buffalo grazing 
grotte | ato which they emerge in the early mornings and evenings, 

clum 
The true Malayan domestic breed is erie, dina 

with the wild form, with which crosses frequently take place. 1 

GENERAL Rance.—Throughout Southern Asia from Peninsular 
India to Cochin-China and Hainan, includin ng most of the larger 
islands of the Indian губат == except Borneo 

Maray Name.—Ayam шап; Ayam borga; Ayam dénak. 

*t3. POLYPLECTRON MALACCENSIS—THE PEACOCK-PHEASANT. 
Polyplectron malaccensis (Scop.) ; Hartert, Nov. Zool., ix., р. 538 
mn 

K PE t bicalcaratum (Linn.); Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 857; 
Sharpe, t.c., p. 89 

Widely distributed throughout the lower foot hills of the Malay 
Peninsula, its place being taken in the higher ranges by the succeeding 
species. Itis, if possible, an even shyer bird than the Argus-pheasant, 
though its note, which may be represented by the syllables wok-wok, 
three or four times repeated at various intervals, is often heard. 

! Gallus varius, a Javan species that may be recognised by possessing a long 
median wattle on the throat, is said to have been obtained in Singapore and 

ro. T 
n the Peninsula is however insufficient, e specimens in Жырау оп being either 

г «Венндин varieties or aviary birds imported by Chinam 
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Nothing.appears to Ъз known about the nidifieation of the Malayan 
species, but the closely allied Burmese form is said to lay two eggs 

only, an unusually small number for a game-bird. 

GENERAL RaNcGE.—The Malay Peninsula and Sumatra. . The 

alleged occurrence in Tenasserim is decidedly doubtful, and authenti- 

cated specimens have not been obtained from further north than 
Salanga or Junk Ceylon. 

Maray Name.—Kuang chermin, 

+ 33. CHALCURUS INOPINATUS, RoruscH. 

. Chaleurus inopinatus (Rothsch) ; Bull., B.O.C., p. 42 (1904). 

The present species is somewhat closely allied to the preceding, from 
which it may be distinguished by having the sides of the head feathered, 
not naked, and only slightly crested, by its relatively longer tail and 
by the ground colour of the plumage above being chestnut, not greyish. 

In habits it ressembles most of the other species of game-birds 
inhabiting dense jungle, running with extreme swiftness, and never. 
taking wing until very hard a: It frequents dark and damp 
ravines above 3,000 ft., and appears to feed principally on small 
insects and millipedes and the fruit of a creeping rotan, very common 
in the mountains. 

LOCALITIES IN THE nes —Pahang: Ulu Dong (Water- 
stradt); Gunong Tahan, 3,000 ft. (Wray a Robinson) ; Selangor: 
Gunong Mengkuang Lebah, 4,000- 5, 800 ft. (Robinson), 

GENERAL BRaxcr.— Mountains of the Malay Peninsula. The only 
other species of the genus Chaleurus Saee (Less.) inhabits the 
mountains on the west coast of Sumat 

94. RHEINARDIUS NIGRESCENS—THE MOUNTAIN ARGUS-PHEASANT. 

Rheinardius ocellatus nigrescens боари» Bull., B.O.C., xi, 
р. 95 (1902) ; Hartert, Nov. Zool., ix., p. 5 

This magnificent bird is very closely allied to a species found in the 
mountains of Annam, French Indo-China, which has hitherto been 
considered to be one of the porem of all game-birds. 

The three original specimens, which formed the basis of Mr. Roths- 
child's description, were secured, according to in асса obtained b 
me, by Mr. Waterstradt's native hunters on the ong, а river 

ng, res ev y3 
catching two ц of which one was utterly spoilt by a musang 
before the trap was s visited, but dozens of the yape ase Ph 

The single perfect specimen was shot by one of our к who Ms а 
singular gift for securing rare and shy ground birds. 

m— C 

TT PIONEER 
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The species does mot ascend to any great elevation, certainly not 
above 4,000 ft., and is not, so far as my experience goes, found on 
the Selangor ranges, Maur h certainly occurring on a high и 
of Batang = ae n Southern Perak. The call i very differ 
that of the n species, and is readily тее when once kaird. 
though it is а em put the difference into words. 

OCALITIES IN THE PENINSULA.—Pahang: Ulu Dong (Water- 
stradt) ; Gunong Tahan, 1,500-3,000, ft. (Wray and Robinson). 

*t 35. ARGUSIANUS ARGUS—THE ARGUS-PHEASANT, 

gianna argus (Linn.) ; Ogilvie-Grant, t.e., p. 363 ; Sharpe, t.c., 
p. 4 

кы Argus-Pheasant is common everywhere in old jungle, thr ough- 
out the Peninsula up to about 3,500 ft. but is not found in the 
wampy coastal districts. : The bird is, however, so exceedingly к» 

i X s 2 , 

one, and I myself, with a fairly extensive experience of jun fe, have 
o tually seen the wild bi ce. Nevertheless, they are very 
easily trapped, and the Sakais of certain districts often ure 
chicks and rear them with their domestic poultry. They are solitary 
in their habits, the males keeping apart from the females except at the 
breeding season, and the former has the curious habit of clearing a 

fallen from a circ 'h, sometimes four or five yards in 
diameter. These playing ground us steep 
ridge, and by running a long low fence, slightly below the crest, with 
penings every thirty or forty yards, set with snares, one is generally 

able to catch a considerable proportion of the birds in the iens 

AL RaxwaE.— From South Tenasserim throughout the Malay 
Рей to Sumatra, and also in Siam. 

Maray Name.—Burong kuang. 

*+36. PAVO MUTICUS—THE JAVAN PEAFOWL. 
Pavo muticus (Linn.); Ogilvie-Grant, t.c., p. 371; Sharpe, t.c., 
40. 

The Peafowl has а somewhat m distribution in the Ma 
Peninsula, being commoner on the side and to the north pe 
on the west and south. On the upper а ст of the Perak River it is 

th of Kuala Kangsar. Fro 
ware, 

ever been recorded, though it probably exists in Jelebu. Though at 
one time common in Malacca, it is now extinct there. It has been 
obtained in Trengganu by Dr. Abbott and Mr. Boden Kloss, and is 
very numerous on the Pahang River and its larger si pie It is 
locally abundant in certain districts of Kelantan and at Mabek, on а 

ver. obtaine 
of that river which are eem d es it is Bot to be foun 

It does not occur, asa rule, i =. june. | ры frequents И pre- 

five in the early morning, retiring to thie ds rab in yix са of the epe 
and roosting in high trees at indul The note is harsh and strident, the 
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ed name for the bird eem. a rendering ens and can be heard for 

great distances. e nesting season in “Pa ang appears to be about 

April, and males are in their finest phittiage in that and the two 

succeeding months. 

GENERAL RawaE.—From Assam through the ТЕ 
eountries and the Malay Peninsula to Java, but not in Born 

Sumatra. 

Maray Name.—Burong merah. 

*+37. -TURNIX TAIGOOR—THE BUSTARD QUAIL. 

Turnix taigoor (Sykes) ; Ogilvie-Grant, t.e., p. 530. 

Turnix pugnax, Sharpe, t.c., p. 48 

The Bustard Quail is common throughout the Peninsula, in situ- 
ations similar = those affected by the Sin Button Quail, but 

i i i fo i vey nli species is rarely un s. Fe s are 
larger and more brightly coloured than the males, and in t enus 
a reversal of the ordinary rules takes place ; t E courting the 
males, while the latter perform the duties of тант 

Hens ате very pugnacious, and the Malays take advantage of this 
fact using a decoy cage, which closes as soon as the wild bird 
enters to attack its inmates. e birds so captured are pitted against 
= others, and large sums are пеи staked on a specially proficent 

brown, the та being often more densely арыны at one end, 
f a zone. The nest is little more than a slight depression 
among long grass, but is sometimes lined with a few dead leaves. In 
ee the breeding season appears to be the months of June and 
uly. 

GENERAL RawaE.—Throughout Southern Asia, from India to 
China and Formosa, as well as in Northern Ceylon. In Southern 
Ceylon, Java and Sumatra, its place is taken by a slightly different 
form. 

Maray Name.—Puyok. 
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RETURN OF THERMOMETER READINGS AT TRIG. STATIONS IN THE 

DERATED MALAY STATES IN ORDER OF ALTITUDE.* 

g | Maximum. | Minimum. 

29 
Name of Station. : Ф 8 Date. с Де ша la = 45 Ф зә 9 ғ 

* lsg Blau dE! d E » 128 $4231 3 | 8s) 81353 
HoA 0.65.0: лаа Dm 

у. Feet. | Miles. o o o ow o о 

 Bunong Kerbau. .. [7,160 | 50 r^. July 11-19... | 689 | 710 | 529 | 51.5 '9 |16.0 
E , Batu а Puteh ..16,985 | 57 September 9-24 | 669 | 720 | 51.6 | 497 | 59,2 | 15.8 

» — Gra ..16,900 | 63 T Aug. 4-Sept.9...| 74:2 | 85.0 | 51.6 | 48.0 | 62,9 | 22.6 
5 -Lya ne Ж» 6,885 40 , Jan. 31-Mar. 20 79.9 | 93.0 | 53.3 | 48.5 | 66.6 | 26.6 

С^» Bintang .. 6,108 | 35 |1895, April 17-28 712 | 775 | 57.1) 547.|. 644 | 141 
ER 6,103 | 35 | 1901, January 17-25 69. 75.5 |. 52.9 | 46.0 |- 61.3 |16.9 
> Berumban hg.) 6,050 | 50 | 1899, February 19-24 | 67.3 | 880 | 54.2 | 52.0 | 60.7 |131 
» Bintang, South 5,911 | 34 | 1895, April 30-May 3 75.7 | 773 Л | 60.0 | 68.2 | 15.0 
9 Ulu Kali (Sel.) 5,812 36 |1901, February 3-2 70.1 | 785 | 545 | 47.0 | 62.3 |156 
a r (Perak) ‚725 | 57 | 1902, July 20-Aug. 7 72.6 | 82.0 | 56.2 | 535 | 644 |16.4 
m ; 510 | 45 | 1896, March 14-25 0. 72.7 | 58.2 | 560 | 642 | 121 
5 Bubu Ж» 5,488 17 | 1895, Oct. 31- Dec. 19 69.8 | 73.8 5 | 550 6 | 10.3 
9 . Bar Gading 5,372 | 56 | 1898, July 24-Aug. 8 72.9 | 79.0 | 57.5 | 56.7 65.2 | 15.4 
2 OD за А 45 |1899, May 28-June 17 | 747 | 79.4 | 58.7 | 540 | .66.7 | 16.0 
я Besar (Sel.) 4,799 | 48 | 1901, May 17-26 4.9 | 79.5 59.0 |. 67.7 | 14.3 

E = ‚799 | 48 |1902, July 27-Aug. 5... | 76.4 | 80.0 | 586 | 570 | 67.5 |17.8 
= — Larut 4,750 | 19 |1895, ruary 71.7 | 75.0 : 57.3 | 65.2 |129 
Ep 4,750 19 |1898, December 14-23 | 70.4 | 72.5 | 57.7 | 56.5 | 640 |127 

» 4,75 19 |1905, Decembe -23 | 74.8 | 81.5 | 57.5 | 55.0 | 66.1 |1783 
z ме Buah h (Sel. 4650 | 31 |1900, April 17-20 ...|-75.7| 760 | 612 | 60.2 | 68.4 |145 
» Chin 4,620 | 48 905, November20-29 79.8 | 85.0 | 580 | 552.| 68.9.|21.8 
» „6: 48 | 1905, Oct. 18-Nov. 4... | 75.8 | 79.0 | 606 | 57.5 .2 |.15.2 

ú Semangko 4,576 | 43 , December 2-12... | 74.4 | 79.5 | 599 | 57.0 | 67:1 | 14.5 
] Mount АДЫ (N. 5.) 4186 | 20 | 1901, Feb. 15-Маг. 9... | 68.5 | 72.7 | 59.3 | 56.5 | 63.9 | 9.2 

4,186 | 20. | 1904, Jan. 25-Mar. 10 73.9 | 85.0 | 59.6 | 56.0 | 66.8 | 12.3 
Vater- Shed, Ulu Bernam | 

o Pa han ..14,140 | "54 | 1896, June 17-28 ..| 8L8 | 87.0 | 63.7 | 625 | 724 | 18.1 
hong Bojai Melaka .. |4,070 | 44 | 1895, August 12-27  .. | 72.5| 765 | 61.3 | 59.0 .9 |11L2 

1 = 2 |4,070 | 44 | 1898, July 12-21 ..1- 45.6 | 78.5 3| 56.8 | 67.9 |153 
e Kendrong 4,020 | 48 | 1903, Jan eps 6 82.1 | 91.5 | 59. 45 | 70. 1 
э „БИр. 3,992 | 31 |1893, July 2 73.1 |-75.8 | 63.0 | 612 | 680 |101 
$ Jerei (Kedah) 3,986 6 894, Mar. 19-Aprü 1 78.8 | 88.0 | 63.0 | 57.5 | 70.9 | 15.8 
b 1 B у 3 : 

iis 3,915 | 27 | 1900, Sept. 12-23 580 | 928 | 62 .5 | 75.3 | 25.3 
» 5» 3,915 1902, Riker 11-29 | 76.8 | 79.0 | 61.8 | 59.0 69.3 | 15.0 
»  Berumbun (N. S.) |3,295 | 24 | 1899, July 17-20 74.5 | 782 | 6783 | 66.5 | 709 | 72 
» 9 3,295 | 24 | 1900, September 25-28 .5 | 753 | 62.8 | 62.5 | 67.6 | 9.7 
: - » _ 13,295 | 24 |1902, December 4-5 0| 860 |`640.| 64.0 | 75.0 |220 
»  Rembau ..  ..2,899| 15 |1903, Feb. 12-Mar. 3. 4 о |`640 | 61.0 |. 712 |144 

/» Chante (Perak) ... 2890 | 39 | 1903, Осі. 29-Nov.14 | 816 | 91.0 | 660 | 620 | 73.8 | 15.6 
» Angsi (N. S.) ...|2,659] 20 |1899, October 17-28 ...| 76.4 | 79.5 | 66.3 | 64.8 | 71.4 | 10.1 
с * 2,659 | 20 | 1900, November 18-23 | 80.3 | 83.5 | 65.1 | 640 | 72.7 |15.2 
3 с ‚.. [2,659 | 20 |1903, August 17-19 ...| 85.5 | 87.0 | 640 | 620.| 747 1215 
» Ulu Beranang (N. : 

)  .. vs. | 2,655 | 29 |1900, Oct. 28-Nov. 1..| 827 | 85.7 | 67.0 | 665 | 748 |15.7 
S Krengga (Perak) |2,650 | 33 | 1905, Nov. 22-Dec. 8... | 89.2 | 92.5 | 619 | 620 | 75.5 |27.3 
o» ng n»  ..|2,046 | 28 | 1903, November 21-22 | 82.5 | 84. .620 | 72.5 | 20.0 
5 Tampin (N. 8.) ...| 2,507 | 16 | 1899, mber 8-13. 78.0 | 855 | 65.2 | 64. 71.6 | 12.8 
д 2 »  ..|2,07 | 16 |1903, April 12-24 ...| 882 | 910 | 68.6 | 660 | 78.4 | 19.6 

_ * Extract from the Report on the Trigonometrical and General Survey Department for the year 1905, 
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g Maximum. | Minimum. 

£g 
Name of Station, A © z Date. RẸ rge] 

жыз” ;: | 8s . | ag 
wm | SS 8 88 8 © 5 
'e © № © ер © HO 
H га = гер = & 

Feet. | Miles. o o o o 

Gunong Tampin South(N. = 2,413 | 15 | 1908, Mar. 18-April 11 | 84.2 | 880 | 66.8 | 65.0 
Bukit Unyang E 2,393 | 23 | 1899, November 1-11 83.5 | 87.6 | 66.5 | 648 
ү - HS 23 ugust 23-30 ... | 83.1 | 88.0 | 67.7 | 66.0 
5 Chondo 2,315 | 35 | 1899, April 3-23 ...| 39.6 | 94.0 | 67.8 | 65.8 

23 rcm Angus T B) 2,290 | 38 | 1902, April 29-May 10 | 88.1 | 920 | 67.3 | 65.5 
3 eut 2,082 52 | 1904, May 23-29 88.5 | 94.0 | 67.8 | 67.0 

ys тезе psi ... | 2,200 | 81 1899, October 24-98 . 80.8 | 823 | 65.2 | 64.0 

31 1900, 20 88.6 | 93.0 | 68.0 7.0 

„ Buaian(N.S) ... 19,125 | 33 |1902, J 6 9.0 | 67.9 | 67.0 
s B s Е 48 |1902, Aug. 23-Sept. 1 84 88 67.2 | 65.0 
» Galla (N. 8.) .. |2014 | 15 nuary 22-25...| 842 | 85.5 | 67.6 8 

Ell 014 | 15 |1900, October 17-22 ...| 85.5 | 873 | 695 | 67.5 
»  Lagong (Sel.) J, 21 |1899, October 12-15 ... | 88 0 | 67.6 | 67.0 
» + 21 | 1900, September 15-26 | 81.8 | 87.0 | 69.7 0 
4 | +  ..|1607| 29 |1904, July 22-25 ...| 910 | 990 | 67.3 | 670 
» - Sigari (Dindings) .. | 1,615 3 |1896, July 24-Апр. 8... | 840 | 85.0 | 719 | 68.5 
»  Berakih (Perak) ...|1,490| 42 | 1905, Oct. 27-Nov. 4 90.5 | 95.5 | 70.4 | 68.5 

» Batang Malaka (N. 
8)..  ..  ..|L420| 22 |1901, August 3-7 ..| 874| 900| 683 | 643 

ys $i 5 1421420 22 |1904, March 14-19 87.2 | 91.0 | 68.4 | 66.0 

и TUN er SB)  ...]12384] 28 1899, November 20-26 79.8 | 81.0 | 68.7 | 680 
ч ... |1884 | 28 | 1901, August 20-24 92.1 |100.0 | 69.4 | 680 

‚ | 1,384 28 | 1903, July 3-8 m 4.0 | 85.0 | 723 | 70.0 
Changkat Besout . 1,368 | 28 |1899, February 19-27 90.0 | 95.5 | 69.2 | 66.0 

ng Semanggol (Perak) 1,279 | 10 |1901, August 7-10 ...| 93.2 | 935 | 73.0 | 73.0 
bake X Jeram Padang (N. S.) | 1,170 | 40 | 1903, November 11-22 | 90.5 !100.0 | 65.8 | 66.0 

Prabong (Sel) _... | 1,163 | 28 | 1900, January 16-20 ..| 909 | 920 | 70.5 | 69.9 
x .. |1163 | 28 |1900, July 17-24 ...| 891 | 910 | 707 | 690 
» Champaral(N.S8)...|L159 | 27 |1903,June 28-298 ...| 878| 900 | 687 | 670 
» Каттап in -.|1,157 | 31 |1899, July 12-23 „| 95.1 | 97.5 | 69.4 | 65.8 
» Tunggal (Sel.)  ..|L1144| 21 |1899, Beptember 18-27 900 | 948 | 716 | 69.6 
5 1 21 | 1900, Jun 91.3 | 93.0 | 727 | 7055 
= Besar (Jere i) N. 8. A21] 87 1903, Nov. 30- Dec. 11 | 821 | 940 70.2 | 64. 
re RT Busuk fcm 

j 2 | 1896, July 2-10 sy | SEF {И 73.0 | 70.0 
s 1,032 | 57 |1904, May 2-5 ..| 99.7 [1030 | 86.1 | 71. 

a Bonai Pest (Sel) -. 972 | 22 | 1900, Aug. 30-Sept. 7 | 93,5 | 97.5 | 705 | 690 
»  Srigala 936 | 28 |1896, July 28-Aug.5...| 911 | 92.8 | 72.1 | 69.3 | 81.6 |19. 
: и y 936 1900, June 1-7 880 | 920 | 727 | 700 | 85.0 |21 
p Lem e: 929 | 29 | 1899, November 26-29 94.0 | 701 0 j- 
» Rasa (Sel) ... 1901, August «170601 96.5 | 731] 73.0 | S 4 
» Tunggu (Sel) ...| 910| 20 |1900, August 7-12 ..| 905 | 928 | 713 | 700 | 80.4 |192 
» Ава (Sel.) . 874 | 28 | 1899, August 14-18 ...| 945 | 96.5 | 69.8 | 69.0 | 82.1 | 247 
» South Hummock (x. n 

8.) 837 6 |1900, April 14-17 ...| 88.4 | 89.5 | 73.6 | 72.0 | 81.0 |148 
Pod 837 6 |1902, March 18-19 ... | 98.0 | 980| 71.0 | 710 | 84.5 |270. 
eae Jugra (Fereellar | 
T EM 791 З | 1900, Sept. 25-Nov. 16 | 89.3 | 97.5 | 71.2 | 69.0 | 80.2 |181 
»*- North Hummock 

741 | 10 | 1900, July 21-25 ...| 939 | 963 | 70.4 | 700 | 82.1 |23.5 
Batu Tiga (8. E. ' E Dindings) ...| 690| 1 1806, July 14-18 — ..| 93.5 | 94.0 | 74.4 | 72.0 | 839 |191 

668 | 44 | 1895, Nov. 30-Dec. 9... | 87.3 | 90.3 | 70.9 | 69.5 | 79.1 |16. 
| (Perak) ..| 651| 24 1896, Junel4-17 ...| 928 | 950 | 720 | 710 | 824 |208 



Name of Station. 

Distance from 
sea coast. 

Bukit еа (N.S 
hara 

» Teien Tulong (х. 

Саре Rachado L. H. 

Bukit Bantan e . 8.) 
» Jeram (Sel) 

ч Lipat Kajang (Sel) 

Раза A rang (М. 8.) 
Капїап ән (Bernam 

R. 

(Bern 
pe А Datoh Khalipa 

) ie 

1899, September 4-14 
1899, December 8-13... 

1900, Jul 
1900, June 22-24 

y 10-19 
1908, January 16-28 .. 
1902, February 19-23 

—— 

EI e 
59 5 
х Im 

94-190 on 
1902, March 11-16 

1900, July 10-29 

1900, July 5-27 

F.M.8, Government l'1ess, 

Greatest recorded. 
Least 

recorded, 

. " . . 
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